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Animal. The One And Only.

No Guesswork. No Mess.

Nothing gets in the way of training--not rain, girlfriends,
or a flat tire. Being an Animal is more than just training.
Being an Animal is a way of life. It’s what we know. It’s
what you understand. For over twenty-five years, Animal
packs have been found in the gym bags, lockers and
kitchens of lifters all over the world including Mr.
Olympia champions, world powerlifting record-holders,
Olympic gold medalists, and, yeah, regular lifters. Why?
Because Animal gives you everything you need, and
nothing you don’t. No nonsense, no bullshit. In a world
full of hype and gimmicks, we promise real results and
actually back it up with a full 100% product guarantee.
With Animal, you get the confidence of this promise and
a proven track record. After all, Animal has stood the
toughest test of all, the test of time. So when you’re
ready for the next level, turn to the original hardcore
training “packs”. Animal. The one and only, since 1983.

In short, every Animal product delivers all the right
combinations of ingredients, at the right time, in the right
amounts. Pre-stacked, time-released, and specially
formulated. Each pack contains up to 50 different
ingredients which work together to produce the results
you’re looking for. In other words, you get everything you
need, nothing you don’t. All you have to do is take a pack
or two. Shit, it doesn’t get any easier than that, does it?

No Bullshit.
No fancy packaging. Just hard-working. No nonsense.
Just like you. With Animal, you get what you pay for:
Tough supplements that come in heavy-duty cans
meant to take some abuse. Each dose comes
individually packaged in clear plastic, so what you see is
what you get. Whenever you need it. Wherever you train.
It’ll be there. Just drop a pack or two in your pocket or
bag and hit the weights.

“Pre-Stacked” Packs.
Each Animal can is “packed” with key nutrients. So what
you get are complete formulas with multiple “stacks” built
right in. For instance, Animal Pak isn’t just a “power”
multi–you also get aminos, electrolytes, antioxidants,
EFAs, performance nutrients and more. With Animal, you
get it all. So there’s no wasted money, no having to buy
different supplements, and no worries about dosages.

Time-Released Doses.
Each ingredient has been specially formulated into
unique pills for maximum release and absorption.
Those ingredients which need to get utilized quickly
come in fast-dissolving capsules. Factors such as tablet
coating thickness, tablet size, tablet shape, and even
tablet density have been manipulated for maximum
time-released results. Result? Your body gets what it
needs at the right time. No sooner, no later.
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Customizable.
The different Animal “pack” products have been
designed to work together. They’re “stackable”. You can
combine them depending on your individual goals. The
right combo will help you gain size in the off-season, get
stronger and blast through plateaus, or just give you that
shredded physique you’ve always wanted. Start with the
Animal Pak, the foundation, and work the other Animal
supplements in as you need them.

Animal “Ironclad” Guarantee
We stand behind every Animal pack we make. This is
our commitment to you. If any of our packs have not met
with your tough requirements for any reason let us know
and we’ll take care of it for ya. No bullshit. Call us at
800.872.0101 for more info about our industry-leading
guarantee. We know how hard you work for your
money. And you deserve supplements that work just as
hard as you do. That’s what we believe.

Every day you train is judgment day. Each rep, each plate matters.
You don’t make time for talk. All you care about is moving weight.
Nothing else. This is hardcore. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal Pak: The Ultimate Training Pack
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“I have been lifting weights for almost 15 years and most of that time was spent training as a powerlifter. I experimented with hundreds of supplements, some good, some worthless. The biggest staple for me was Animal Pak; it was the foundation that I built my regimen on. Even though I've retired from powerlifting, I still hit the gym regularly, and I still have a need for supplements. Animal
Pak is still the base for me. Fancy supplements and regimens can come and go, but the basics stay the same.” – M.Palmieri, Las Vegas
Animal Pak. The true original since 1983... For
nearly three decades, Pak has been the
choice for hard-nosed, uncompromising
lifters and strength athletes all over the world.
A complete and potent training pack, it is
specifically designed and formulated for
competitive and world-class bodybuilders
and powerlifters. Animal Pak is foundational
supplementation, “core” nutrition that
provides the basic and fundamental
nutritional framework for any lifter serious
about iron warfare. Think of it as the power
athlete’s nutritional “insurance”.

seven days a week, for thirty minutes? No.
You eat like an Animal. You train like an
Animal. And so when it comes to your multi,
you should be taking Animal. Each Animal
Pak starts with serious doses of necessary
vitamins and minerals. Yeah, vitamins and
minerals. Vitamins (organic) and minerals
(inorganic) are pharmacological agents and
catalysts. They can exert significant
ergogenic/anabolic benefits and function as
the spark plugs for activating all the
necessary chemical reactions which make
training and building muscle possible.

So you think your regular multi is going to cut
it? If you’re a weekend warrior, maybe. But if
you want mass, do you follow a dainty diet? If
you’re looking to get strong, do you do
lightweight circuit training on machines,

If you’re training or dieting hard for a contest
or meet, the first thing that happens when you
don’t take the Animal Pak is that nutritional
gaps begin to form. Why should you care?
Cuz over time, these deficiencies will
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continue to grow. Eventually, your body will
stop functioning at its optimum level. In other
words, you hit the wall, your development
reaches a plateau. In fact, even if only one key
nutrient is missing from your diet, your body
could shut down the anabolic drive needed
to build muscle so that it can support more
critical metabolic processes. When this
happens, you stop growing. Can you afford to
let this happen?
Research and real world results have proven
time and time again that serious strength
athletes, such as bodybuilders and
powerlifters, due to the intensity and
frequency of their training programs, have
higher nutritional requirements than regular
athletes. Studies have shown that these
unique needs are also greatly increased for

bodybuilders who regularly compete and
need to diet down. During calorie-restricted
diets (diets which tend to be repetitive and
monotonous, e.g., rice and chicken), the
potential for nutritional deficiencies increase
dramatically. If this happens, you’ll never be at
the top of your game.
More alarming is the fact that championshipcaliber
bodybuilders,
even
when
supplementing with a regular multivitamin,
were still experiencing significant nutritional
deficiencies. In other words, your daily, basic
multivitamin supplement won’t be enough--not
at this level. Competitive bodybuilders know
that a superior multivitamin is the first line of
defense. This fact is confirmed by studies
which have revealed that 100% of Olympic
weightlifters and over 90% of competitive male
and
female
bodybuilders
use
a
vitamin/mineral supplement like Animal Pak.
These nutritional gaps not only affect your
performance and size, but they begin to
impact the way your other supplements
work. For many of today’s sophisticated
supplements to work efficiently, your body
needs to be running on all cylinders.
Nutritional gaps mean that your supplements
may be rendered ineffective. For example,
many supplements rely on enzymes and
other substances in your body to “activate”
them. Poor nutrition means poor conversion
and activation of expensive supplements.
Animal Pak is your insurance policy to
prevent this from happening.
One other reason to take Animal Pak daily:
drug-induced
nutrient
depletion.
Pharmaceutical drug use can lead to vitamin
and mineral deficiencies. Relying on gear to
get you huge can obviously exacerbate this
problem. Even common pharmaceuticals
and OTCs such as aspirin, ibuprofen,
antidepressants, and cholesterol-lowering
drugs can deplete your body of folic acid,
iron, potassium, and important vitamins. If
you use drugs of any kind, this is another
reason to supplement with Animal Pak.

Listen, when it comes to taking care of the
machine, taking care of the only body you got
in this world, do it right. Make sure you got
Animal Pak as your basic, fundamental
nutritional “insurance”.
With Animal Pak, you get plenty of everything
you need, like the vitamins, minerals,
antioxidants, electrolytes, aminos... Yeah, and
a few extras. Animal Pak features a full
complement of digestive enzymes for the
higher protein diets followed by many
bodybuilders, performance optimizers such
as CoQ10, carnitine, lipotropics, L-arginine,
milk thistle, eleuthero, and the like. In every
pack, you’re blasted with a dizzying array of
over 60 key ingredients which are delivered in
the right amounts at the right time, every time.
Each of the 11 tablets included in each pack
has been specifically formulated to deliver the
goods. See, with Animal Pak there is no
guesswork. You get what you need. You also
get convenience. Drop a pack in your gym
bag and you’re ready to go.

Animal Pak. Just remember this simple fact...
While most supplements have come and
gone, precious few have stood the test of
time. Animal Pak’s been around longer than
most supplement companies. When you’re
ready for the best, ready for the same
product used by champions for decades,
step up to the most trusted name in serious
bodybuilding nutrition. Animal Pak. The true
original since 1983.

required for
• All competitive strength & power athletes
• High-intensity training
• Athletes who use supplements
• Athletes who want maximum performance.

daily dose
Take a single pack with breakfast or any
other meal, with plenty of water. For those
who compete or are training with higher
intensity, take two packs daily, separated by
4-12 hours.

recommended stacks
Bottom line, is Animal Pak, by itself, gonna
make you huge? No. Getting huge is
dependent on your diet and your training.
Simple as that... If you half ass either, you
won’t reach your goals. But with Animal Pak
at the center of your nutritional arsenal, you
can help ensure that your nutritional bases
will be covered. Animal Pak is as basic as it
gets. See, nature, in all her ingenuity, has
designed the human body as the ultimate
training machine. Since the dawn of mankind,
our bodies have changed very little. And
when it comes to growing muscles, we still
need the right combo and doses of essential
amino acids, carbs, vitamins, minerals, and
antioxidants. Yeah, Animal Pak’s got your
“multi” built right in but also a whole lot more.
Only Animal Pak has everything you need.
Consider the Animal Pak as the cast iron
skillet of your supplement program, your
body’s first line of defense. If you train with
weights, and if you take the iron seriously,
then you absolutely need to train with the

Animal products have been designed to
work alone, or in combinations (“stacks”).
When stacking, the benefits can increase
exponentially. Always start with Animal Pak as
the basic foundation. Animal Pak can make the
other supplements you take actually work
better and more efficiently. Then work in the
other Animal products around it.
For a basic, all year round stack, consider
including Animal Pak, Animal Flex, and
Animal Omega. This stack should address
some important concerns training and diet
wise, and give you solid support.
Here’s a specific stack, the “Basic Mass
Stack”: Pak, Pump, and Nitro. The general
quest for adding mass and strength. It’s a
solid core supplement stack to use year
round during your general quest to add mass
and strength. Keep the cals from food high,
take the Pak in the AM with breakfast, Pump
30 minutes preworkout, and Nitro
postworkout. To modify this for a hardgainer,
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you might throw in Animal M-Stak. In this
case, you’d take the M-Stak 45-60 minutes
preworkout (drop the red cap as it has the
stims), then the Pump.

will do. Elite athletes (those preparing for a
bodybuilding show or a powerlifting
competition, for example) should take two
packs daily.

Another great stack is “Ox’s Stack” of Pak,
Nitro and Omega. Again, this is a basic,
“foundational” stack that contains the
centerpiece, Animal Pak, along with two core,
“essential” products in Omega (EFAs) and
Nitro (EAAs). Both essential fatty acids (EFAs)
and essential amino acids (EAAs) are things
your body can’t manufacture on its own. You
can only get them through your diet or
supplementation.

Is Animal Pak a multivitamin?
Yes and no. One of it’s component is a
complete and comprehensive multivitamin
that’s true. In fact, as a multivitamin alone,
nothing comes close to Animal Pak in terms
of potency as explained above. That’s why
Animal Pak is the #1 selling training pack in
the world. But Animal Pak isn’t just a multi. It
contains a range of essential and nonessential amino acids, digestive enzymes,
electrolytes, antioxidants, lipotropics, and
other nutrients to support lifters. Animal Pak
is a complete “training” pack.

product sizes
44 Pack Can & 15 Pack Can

product faqs
Why can’t I just use a regular one-a-day
type multivitamin?
You can, but do you want to? Typical one-a-day
type multis are made for Joe Couchpotato.
They have 100% of the RDA in many vitamins
and minerals. Listen, do you take 100% of the
Daily Reference Value for protein which is 50
grams? No. You take more because you’re a
serious lifter. Serious lifters need protein.
The same applies to your multi. Only Animal
Pak was designed for the serious
bodybuilder and strength athlete. Harder
training athletes need more vitamins and
minerals and other nutrients than sedentary
individuals. So if your multi is one or two pills
or even three pills, then it’s time to consider
what you’re doing.
Does Animal Pak contain any
stimulants?
No. Animal Pak does not contain any ephedra,
synephrine, caffeine or other stimulants. It only
contains only natural energy boosters that
have been shown to work.
Do I have to take two packs a day?
No. For the majority of lifters, one pack a day
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Don’t I get enough vitamins from food?
Yeah, we all wish. Truth is, a lot of veggies,
due to overfarming and poor soil quality,
aren’t as loaded in nutrients as they used to
be. Plus, it assumes, you’re eating a wide
range of foods, including lots of leafy green
veggies, fruits and other whole foods.
You also gotta remember that even the pros,
who eat right for a living, take a multi. And
don’t forget, when it comes to dieting, you’re
pretty much eating the same foods, day in
and day out. Eating chicken, rice, turkey and
tuna isn’t a great diet from a nutritional point
of view. It can quickly lead to nutrititional
deficiencies and gaps.
So whether you’re bulking or cutting, a
multivitamin like Animal Pak is absolutely
essential if you want to stay on top of your
game.
Do I cycle the Pak?
No. Because it has an important multivitamin
component, you should take it every day.
Animal Pak isn’t cheap. Is it worth it?
If you’re going for the cheapest, then Animal
Pak isn’t for you. If you’re not serious about

training, then Animal Pak isn’t for you. If you
like shopping at the dollar store, then pick any
daily multi. But if you want quality, then Animal
Pak is the only choice. Most guys think they
can skimp on the multi. They couldn’t be
more wrong. A multi is probably the most
important single supplement you can buy.
So it makes sense to go with quality and a
proven track record. That’s why more IFBB
Pros and Olympia competitors use Animal
Pak than any other multi. That’s why it’s been
rated as the best by athletes everywhere.
That’s why Animal Pak has been around for
all these years. It flat out works. What more
do you need to know? Oh yeah, Animal Pak is
100% guaranteed, money back.
Can I take Animal Pak with the other
Animal products?
Yes. That’s what most lifters do. Animal Pak
contains the basic nutrients your body
needs. If you’re body isn’t running at peak
levels, if it doesn’t have all the vitamins and
minerals it needs, the supplements you take
may not work as effectively. Consider that.
Why are there so many pills in Animal
Pak?
Listen, you can only squeeze so much into a
single tab like you’d find in a regular multi.
There’s no way you could squeeze
everything in Animal Pak into a single pill.
Think about it. Animal Pak is a multivitamin.
It’s also an amino acid supplement. It’s also
an EFA supplement. It’s a digestive aid
supplement. It’s a performance enhancing
supplement. It’s a shitload of things all
wrapped up into one pack.
Where can I find Animal Pak?
You can buy it at GNC, Vitamin Shoppe, and
other retailers and gyms. You can also pick it
up at Animalpak.com or other online shops.
To find the nearest retailer, use the Store
Locator in the “Packs” section or just email
us: info@animalpak.com.

by Schak
You’re no couch potato. You’re definitely not casual about training. You are a bodybuilder, a powerlifter. You are serious and
committed. That’s why you’re here. Well your nutrition should
reflect your lifestyle. Hardcore training requires hardcore supplementation. And Animal Pak is as hardcore as it gets.
In weight training there are the basics, the tried and true exercises that have produced results forever: the squat, the deadlift, the bench press. The fundamentals. The same goes for the
weight trainer’s nutrition program. Ample macronutrients are
crucial: lean protein, complex carbs and healthy fats. This
same basic approach applies to supplements. Ya gotta have
your protein powder and your multivitamin. The multi is so
essential, that it’s hard to even call it a supplement.
This nutritional staple comes in many forms. You see them
everywhere. But none of them are designed to specifically
address the needs of the serious strength athlete. None, that is,
except the Animal Pak. Animal Pak has it all: vitamins, minerals,
aminos, antioxidants, electrolytes, performance optimizers,
digestive enzymes and adaptogens. Yeah, it’s that complete.
Think of the Pak as your foundational supplement—the one
upon which to build your entire nutritional protocol. Like we
said before, you aren’t some lazy son of a bitch, so why use his
multivitamin? You are the elite… The dedicated. You are Animal.
The one who pays his dues everyday. Your multivitamin should
be formulated accordingly. You deserve that much…
When it comes to growing our muscles in a freakish way,
Animal Pak provides the right combination and mega-doses of
all the good stuff you need. These powerful pharmacological
agents and catalysts can exert significant ergogenic/anabolic
benefits and function as the spark plugs for activating all the
necessary chemical reactions that make training and building
muscle possible. Only Animal Pak has everything athletes need.
Plus it’s so convenient that you can throw a pack right in your
pocket and won’t have to worry about lugging a can around.
The Pak is best when taken on a daily basis because over
time vitamin deficiencies can escalate--especially when eating a restricted diet. Eventually, the body will stop functioning
at its optimum level due to weakened immunity and diminished hormone production. In other words, your development plateaus. Our bodies are so sensitive that if even one
key nutrient is missing from the diet, the body could shut
down the anabolic drive needed to build muscle. Plus, so
often the optimal effectiveness of one supplement relies on
the ideal internal environment, one nourished by the comprehensive formula of a multi as potent as the Animal Pak.
Many of today’s supplements need the body to be nutrient
dense to work efficiently. Nutritional gaps mean that your supplements may be rendered ineffective. For example, many
muscle building products (e.g., nitric oxide boosters and
testosterone boosters) rely on enzymes and other substrates
in the body to “activate” them. This is especially the case when

using Pump, Stak, Cuts or any of the other more specialized
Animal performance packs. You can use the Stak to boost test
output, the Cuts to get ripped, Nitro to enhance recovery and
anabolism. These are made even more effective when stacked
on top of the Pak’s foundation. The bottom line is, poor nutrition
means poor conversion and hindered activation of expensive
supplements. You can think of the Animal Pak as the insurance
policy that will prevent nutritional deficiencies and the inefficient
utilization of bodybuilding supplementation. Not bad for just
having to take a single pack daily.
This leads us to the question of whether or not it is necessary
to take 2 packs daily. This is probably one of the most common
questions we get. Generally, one pack will do the job for most
lifters. If you are taking one Pak, take it first thing in the morning
with breakfast, when your muscles are starved for nutrients.
Let’s say you use another pre-workout boosting supplement
like Animal Pump or Cuts prior to the workout. No matter what
time you train—you would take the Pump or Cuts prior to the
workout. The Animal Pak on the other hand, being an essential
nutrient pack, can actually be taken along with any of your large
meals throughout the day—with your first meal or postworkout
being the most ideal. Meals help in the absorption of the nutrients in the pack so always be sure to take the Pak along with
food.
Back to the initial topic, if you are an elite bodybuilder or competitive strength athlete enduring the rigors of contest prep,
bumping your intake up to 2 packs a day could make a big difference in your performance and recovery. If you are taking
them twice daily try to space them out with 6-8 hrs. between
packs allowing for maximal absorption. Your inclusion of the
Animal Pak into your nutritional regimen and its profound
effects should be obvious almost immediately.
Taking vitamins, minerals and potent muscle building nutrients
also may have some innocuous side effects, such as bright yellow piss. When you notice that, there is no need to worry,
everything is normal. You’re just pissing out some of the extra
B vitamins. B vitamins are called the energy vitamins because
they are required for the production of energy. They are growth
vitamins, crucial to anabolism. So if you’re pissing them out, it
means the Animal Pak is working and your nutritional tanks are
full. In fact, we here call it Pak Piss. When we see it, we know all
is well. When we don’t see it, we worry…
Hardcore training beats you up, so ya gotta have all your nutritional bases covered if you are gonna prosper in this arena. If
you wanna get jacked… If you wanna be bigger, stronger, better… If you wanna be a freak, Animal Pak was made with you in
mind. More energy, improved hormonal output, stronger
immune function, optimal recovery, more efficient use of supplements—all in one little pack. Animal Pak is your nutritional
insurance policy on the tough road to freakdom. Cuz remember, you ain’t no couch potato… So why use his multi? The
choice is yours. Animal Pak. The “power” multi.

basic rules of split training
legs. Prioritize your weakest body parts
first and your strongest last. That way,
you'll be able to devote more energy and
focus to bring up lagging body parts.

training for maximum power, keep your
rep schemes lower (no more than 6-8 reps
per set). If you're trying to achieve superior
shape, then higher reps is recommended.
Regardless, keep your intensity high.

WORK BIG TO SMALL

2

ake it from the pros, splitting is the way
to go. Full-body training, provided that
the intensity is high and the routine is
good, can produce some amazing results,
but splitting lets you get more from less:
more results from a shorter period of time
spent in the gym. If you had to train all your
body parts in one routine, it might take a
full two hours. There's an advantage to
keeping your daily routine short: higher
intensity, better focus, more energy and
strength, and a reduced likelihood of
"overtraining." Plus, spending only 45-60
minutes a day gives you more time for
other things. The following are a couple of
basic tips to keep in mind when you're
converting your old routine into a new one.

T

ASSESS YOUR WEAKNESSES

1

Depending on your genetics and your
structure, you may be blessed with massive quads but puny pecs. It makes sense
to begin your weekly split routine cycle
with your pecs. In other words, if your routine begins on a Monday after a Sunday
rest, start with pecs and end the week with
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Your body's largest muscles include
your legs, back and chest. When it comes
to splitting, these body parts should be
trained before you hit your smaller body
parts such as your shoulders, biceps, and
triceps. These smaller muscles function as
support muscles for your basic lifts such
as the bench press, squat, military press
and so on. Tire these muscles out and you
won't be able to grow your pecs, quads or
lats effectively. For example, if you're working your back and your biceps, be sure to
do your rows before your curls.
GET PLENTY OF REST

3

Rest is just as important as training.
Don't make the mistake of thinking that
you're going to maximize muscle growth
by training for two hours every day on 6
hours of sleep. Most bodybuilding pros
sleep anywhere from 8 to 10 hours a night.
So should you. As a rule of thumb, if you
have to use an alarm clock to get up in the
morning, chances are, you're not getting
enough sleep. Remember, anabolic
growth hormone (GH) levels reach their
peak in deep sleep. Just another reason to
turn in early and skip the Late Show.
KEEP INTENSITY LEVELS HIGH

4

Regardless of your goal, you need to
keep your intensity level as high as it can
be. The whole point of training is to tear
your muscles down, thus allowing for them
to grow back larger and stronger. If you're

BASIC SPLIT ROUTINES

5

Split routines can vary tremendously.
Two of the more popular methods include
the "push/pull" split and the "upper/lower"
split. With the push/pull method, you divide
your weekly routine into exercises that
require you to "pull" and those which
"push." For example, seated cable rows
are a pull-type exercise. Push-type exercises include bench presses and seated
presses. If you want to keep things simpler,
you might consider an upper/lower routine.
Train your upper body one day and your
lower body another day. Whatever method
you choose, stick to it for 8 weeks and see
what kind of results you get before switching to another method.
TYPICAL ROUTINES

2-Day Upper/Lower Split Routine
• Day 1: Quads, hams, calves, abs
• Day 2: Chest, back, triceps, shoulders, biceps
• Day 3: Rest
• Day 4: Quads, hams, calves, abs
• Day 5: Chest, back, triceps, shoulders, biceps
• Day 6: Rest
• Day 7: Repeat
3-Day Push/Pull Routine
• Day 1: Back, biceps, abs
• Day 2: Hams, quads, calves
• Day 3: Chest, shoulders, triceps
• Day 4: Rest
• Day 5: Back, biceps, abs
• Day 6: Hams, quads, calves
• Day 7: Chest, shoulders, triceps
• Day 8: Rest
• Day 9: Repeat

CYCLE: 6-Day Split, Two Days On,
1 Day Off, Two Days On, 1 Day Off
LEVEL: Advanced
GOAL: Muscle Size, Shape, And Definition

Traps
• Barbell Shrugs: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Dumbbell Shrugs: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Upright Rows: 3 Sets x 12 Reps

Monday: Chest/Shoulders

Friday: Arms/Calves

Chest
• Decline Smith Presses: 2 Sets x 12 Reps
• Flat Hammer Presses: 4 Sets x 25 Reps
• Incline Dumbbell Flyes: 3 Sets To Failure

Biceps
• Standing Dumbbell Curls: 2 Sets x 10 Reps
• Dumbbell Drag Curls: 1 Set x 20 Reps
• Incline Hammer Curls: 1 Set x 15 Reps

Front/Side Delts
• Seated Dumbbell Presses: 1 Set x 25 Reps
• Reverse EZ Bar Presses: 1 Set To Failure
• Seated Dumbbell Side Laterals: 1 Set To Failure

Triceps
• Close-Grip Benches: 1 Set x 25 Reps
• Tricep Press Downs: 1 Set x 25 Reps
• Double Arm Kickbacks: 1 Set x 25 Reps
• Bench Dips: 1 Set To Failure

Tuesday: Quads/Hams
Quads (2 Full Rotations)
• Leg Presses: 4 Sets x 25 Reps
• Horizontal Leg Presses: 1 Set x 40 Reps
• Leg Extensions: 1 Set x 40 Reps
Hams
• Leg Curl Machine: 3 Sets To Failure

Calves
• Seated Calf Raises: 3 Sets x 15 Reps
• Donkey Calf Raises: 3 Sets x 15 Reps
Saturday: OFF
Sunday: REPEAT

routine notes
Wednesday: OFF
Thursday: Back/Shoulders/Traps
Back
• Pull-ups: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Dead Lifts: 3 Sets x 10 Reps
• Dumbbell Rows: 3 Sets x 10 Reps
• Lat Pulldown: 3 Sets x 10 Reps
Rear Delts
• Rear Delt Machine: 2 Sets x 25 Reps

Though this routine looks deceptively simple (the heaviest weights aren't used), believe me, it's not so easy.
This routine looks to maximize your pump and your
results. Keep your rest period between each to a minimum (no more than 30 seconds). It should produce
nice size, shape and overall definition.

supplement suggestions
• Animal Pak
• Animal Nitro
• Animal Cuts
For more training routines, go to Animalpak.com.
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by Ox
Let's talk training. Most of you who know me know I don't go
there often in light of the fact that I typically find nutrition the
more fascinating topic of the two. But lately I've been giving a lot
of thought to my training. It's something we all have to do once
in a while to evaluate whether or not we're going down the right
road. Training can be like a road trip - one wrong turn and it
could take a while just to find your way back. You don't have time
to waste. Reps turn into sets, sets turn into workouts, workouts
turn into training splits and before you know it, a year has
passed. The last place you want to be is at the intersection of
“Did I make all the progress I could have?” and “What should I
have done differently?”
I've always felt that training has got to be balls to the wall.
Otherwise, why train? Think about it; you could essentially lift
weights all day long if you waited long enough in between sets
and never went to failure. There really is no point in training if
you're not going to practice intensity and push to failure. If balls
to the wall, push to failure, kill yourself training is at one end of
the spectrum and sitting on your couch and not training at all is
at the other, to be anywhere in between is pointless. Forgive me
if you simply want to stay in shape and have some physical
activity in your life; it that is the case then it's fine. But for anyone
else who actually has aspirations for themselves, anything less
than all out, Animal-style, hardcore training will not do.
While I adamantly believe in intense training, I don't believe in
absolutes either. Nothing is right all the time. To walk into the
gym every single week and expect to have a workout better
than the week before is not only unrealistic, but I believe it could
be detrimental to your progress. How could this be? Let me put
it to you this way - I was having a conversation the other day with
a guy who was trying to tell me about some training principle
where every week you go up in the amount of weight you lift and
you make notes of it in your little book. I countered with the idea
that not only is the amount of weight you move not the be all end
all, but if you went up every single week in how much weight you
lift, after 10 years you'd bench press a thousand pounds. That's
fucking stupid. There's no way you can expect every workout to
be your best one ever.
If you do expect that and if you're holding yourself to some numbers you write down, you're going to hurt yourself, sacrifice form
and/or neglect to maintain a proper “mind-muscle” connection.
Either way, the point is you will not be doing what is necessary.
There's a difference between what is necessary and what is

Read Ox's "The Edge"

wanted. You might want to sit there with your little book and play
with numbers but I can tell you right now, that isn't going to do a
damn thing for you. You're a human being, not a machine. If you
were a machine you could do the same damn thing over and
over and over and get results. You're not. You won't.
Anyone who has ever given all they've got in the gym knows that
it cannot be done day after day, workout after workout without
overtraining. But didn't I say intensity and a balls deep approach
must be taken? No doubt. But when you're about to go over the
edge and spiral into an overtrained state, you've gotta pull back.
If you try to have a record breaking workout every single time
you will inevitably defeat yourself. On the other hand, if you train
like a fucking wimp you will not go anywhere.
It is my belief that bodybuilding is a sport of extremes. To elicit
extreme results, you must take extreme measures. But just the
same, you must know when to pull back from the brink. The
same philosophy holds true whether you're talking about training or dieting. I can't tell you how many guys I've met that are so
damn afraid of getting small that they never diet hard enough to
actually get in rock hard show condition. But I know just as many
guys who over-diet and end up looking like shit. You must diet
HARD and push it until you're depleted and then pull back. If you
sit there and say that it makes more sense to just not deplete
yourself in the first place and just go nice and easy then I say
you will end up like the guy who never gets in shape.
Much the same, I know guys who won't squat or deadlift
because they have some fucking excuse. I also know guys who
do those movements fairly regularly, but do 'em just so they can
say they did 'em. And then I know guys who can make a whole
workout out of just deads or squats. High reps, low reps, peel
the plates, forced reps - whatever it takes to get you dancing on
that edge… That is what is necessary. But, in order to be successful with that you need to know when enough becomes too
much and when it's time to pull back.
If you never push yourself to the limit or risk going over the
edge, you will always be mediocre. If you're that guy who wants
to be the most hardcore guy in the world and constantly beats
the living shit out of himself with his training, you too will just be
mediocre. You need the brains to define exactly what the edge
is and where the edge is. You need the balls to bring yourself
right up to it and then the brains to bring yourself back from it
before you fall.

Balls-to-the-wall training. You sweat. You push. It hurts. In here,
there’s no room for crybabies, no place for talking trash. Just raw
lifting. This is the real deal. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal Stak: The Anabolic Hormone Pack
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“I started taking Animal Stak a couple weeks ago and this is by far the best product I have ever used. I am recovering quicker, I have
gained quite a bit of strength, roughly 15 to 20#'s per lift which doesn't seem like much but when you can pump out 20 reps x 5 then I
think it is impressive. I also have gained about 5 pounds of muscle and lost about 2 % body fat. I look better than before. I have people complimenting me saying that I look thicker and fuller all the time. I will never buy another product.” – J. James, Maryland
To get jacked, you gotta raise the level of your
game--get your training and diet dialed in. This
is what you can control, your external world.
But you also gotta maximize your internal
world, your anabolic “potential,” and take
advantage of the hormones coursing through
you. Stuff like growth hormone (GH) &
testosterone, you want to maximize. Stuff like
estrogen, DHT, cortisol, you want to minimize.
Do both, and the possibilities open up.
As a serious lifter, in your effort to get bigger
and stronger, it’s all about tapping in those
possibilities, into your potential. Essentially the
aim of any serious training program is to
promote muscle tissue growth by increasing
the body’s natural production of anabolic
hormones, while at the same time, decreasing
the production of unwanted catabolic
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hormones. This is what we call the anabolic
advantage. In short, this means more muscle
growth and less muscle breakdown.
Optimizing your body’s levels of naturally
occurring anabolic hormones, hormones like
testosterone, growth hormone (GH) and IGF1, can make a huge difference when it comes
to making the gains you want and tapping
into the anabolic advantage. These
hormones are secreted during a hard
resistance training session. Muscle
rebuilding essentially takes place due to
these important hormonal secretions that
arise with balls to the wall training.
When you have a hard training session, this
however, also results in a rise in unwanted
catabolic hormones such as cortisol. What we

want to do is increase the output and
functionality of the main hormones involved in
resistance training and the ways in which to
increase their anabolic output, but also limit the
role of catabolic hormones. That’s what we
designed Animal Stak to do--to work naturally
with your body to enhance the function of
testosterone, growth hormone (GH) and IGF-1.
Let’s look at testosterone. Testosterone is the
primary hormone that interacts with skeletal
muscle tissue and as you probably know,
testosterone’s role is paramount in muscular
development. Yeah, it’s all about test. When it
comes to optimizing testosterone levels
though, there are a couple of things you need
to take into consideration.
First, you want to make sure your

testosterone levels aren’t low, because after
all, nutritional deficiencies can cause low
serum testosterone levels. Second, you want
to minimize the conversion of anabolic
hormones like testosterone to hormones
such as estrogen and dihydrotestosterone
(DHT). Last but not least, you want to make
sure that your ratios of free testosterone to
total testosterone are at optimal levels.
See, when it matters most, it’s not about your
total test levels. No, it’s all about free test. See,
free testosterone is the form of testosterone
that exerts the anabolic effects strength
athletes are after; it’s the stuff that gives you
results. Think of it this way. Just because you
have test in your body, doesn’t mean your
body can actually use it. It’s like having gold in
a safe. Unless you can access that gold, you
can’t do anything with it. Same with test.
Unless the test is in a “free” state, your body
can’t use it.
Only by tapping into free test can you begin to
tap into your body’s potential. We engineered
Animal Stak to address all three aspects of
hormone management mentioned above,
making it a complete natural test pack. Animal
Stak contains ingredients to help prevent
estrogen and DHT conversion, a natural
process. It also includes nutrients that can help
increase serum testosterone levels.
Along with testosterone, growth hormone
(GH) may be the most anabolic hormone
around. GH, also known as somatotropin, is
naturally secreted by the pituitary gland.
Animal Stak works to maximize natural levels
of GH, an important hormone for any athlete
looking to enhance lean muscle mass. In the
body, growth hormone (GH) acts as the major
hormone responsible for regulation of growth
and metabolism. Its anabolic/anti-catabolic
effect includes increased nitrogen retention,
enhanced protein synthesis, reduced protein
catabolism, boosted IGF-1 production and
spared muscle glycogen.
GH can even promote fat loss through

lipolysis. Animal Stak contains growth
hormone secretagogues that support your
body’s own natural production of GH. These
secretagogues work to trigger the pituitary
gland to secrete more GH. Stak is a safe,
natural way to help support an increase in GH
production.
Stak also works to suppress the dreaded
catabolic hormone—cortisol. Cortisol has
been called the stress hormone because it’s
secreted in higher levels during the body’s
response to stress and also during intense
exercise. Cortisol is highly catabolic and
essentially impedes muscle growth so
controlling cortisol is key for muscle gains.
Stak contains potent cortisol blocking
nutrients that work to help ensure that cortisol
is inhibited from impeding muscle growth.
Lowered cortisol levels enable greater amino
acid uptake for enhanced nitrogen retention,
accelerated glucose utilization/glycogen
synthesis, and increased protein synthesis—
all necessary for ensuring that your body is in
an anabolic state.
Keep this all in mind; we designed Stak to tap
into your body’s potential. All in all, Animal
Stak is complete. It approaches hormone
management from a number of different
biochemical perspectives. So if you’re
looking for an alternate route to get the most
out of anabolic hormones, and you got
everything else in order, then it’s time to take
control of your world, your destiny. What are
you waiting for? Animal Stak.

possible. For best results, “cycle” this product
following a schedule of three weeks on and
one week off. Best results if used by those
who are 25 years or older. However, due to its
ability to help modulate free test levels, it
could benefit others as well. Consider
“stacking” Animal Stak with either Animal
Test or Animal M-Stak for even greater gains.
For more stacking information, go to
www.animalpak.com.

recommended stacks
Animal products were designed to work
together for maximum results. In other
words, you can easily “stack” different ones
together. The exact stack would depend on
your specific needs. For starters though, you
can use Animal Pak with every other Animal
supplement. However, there are two factors
to consider: (1) the timing of the different
supplements and (2) what your training goals
are. For example, you can take the stims out
of Animal Pump and stack them.
As for Animal Stak, because of its flexibility,
there are many stacking options. A basic
anabolic stack might include Animal Stak,
Animal Pak and Animal Nitro. This triple stack
would be perfect for serious lifters looking to
maximize performance and strength, and
those frequent, heavy lifters who need more
help reducing recovery times. For this stack,
you could take Animal Pak with breakfast.
Animal Stak would be utilized before lifting and
you’d follow up training by taking Animal Nitro.

required for
• Lifters looking for a natural anabolic edge
• Athletes looking for a natural alternative,
without the use of hormones
• Those looking to optimize strength &
performance

daily dose
Take a single pack daily for 21 straight days.
On training days, take it 30-45 minutes before
lifting. On non-training days, take it between
meals, on an empty stomach whenever
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Alpha Testing Program #2: Animal Stak
Before we launched Animal Stak , we rigorously tested the product through our Alpha
Testing Program. We wanted to see how
the product would stand up in the real
world. So we put Animal Stak through the
paces.
Once again, we measured the one rep
max of the three main lifts, bench, deadlift
and squat. In addition to these objective
numbers, we also surveyed the lifters
about other things including whether or
not Animal Stak impacted recovery,
strength, energy and fatigue. Here’s what
we found out...
The Alpha Tester
The average Alpha Tester was 31 years old
and weighed in at just under 211 lb. As for
strength, the average starting bench press
was 291 lb., 338 for the deadlift, and 371 for
the squat. Pretty big lifts, we think. The vast
majority of the Alpha Testers were regular
lifters, but we did get a couple of competitive bodybuilders and powerlifters this time
around to get a better representation.
Approximately 48% of the Alpha Testers
were looking to gain weight, 37% wanted to
maintain, and another 11% were dieting.
The Lifts
In terms of the bench press, nearly 76% (or
three-quarters) of the Alpha Testers
increased their bench press (1RM)
between 6-50 lb during the 3-week period.
On average, each lifter saw their bench
press increase by about 17 lb. As for the
deadlift, 86% of the Testers saw an increase
in their 1RM between 11-60 lb. The average
gain in the deadlift was 30 lb. Finally, in
terms of the squat, lifters saw an average
increase in their squat by 27 lb. Nearly twothirds (just over 65%) increased their squat
between 11-75 pounds.
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Average 1RM Increases:
- Bench Press: +17 lb.
- Deadlift: +30 lb.
- Squat: +27 lb.
To summarize, before starting Product
x02, the Alpha Testers averaged (1 rep
max) 291 lb on the bench, 338 lb on the
deadlift, and 371 lb on the squat. After
three weeks on the new product, the average lifts increased to 308 (bench), 368
(deadlift), and 398 (squat). This translates
into a 6% increase in the bench, 9%
increase in the deadlift, and a 7% increase
in the squat. The single biggest individual
gains were 50 lb. on the bench (from 315365), 110 lb. on the deadlift (from 315-425),
and an impressive 140 lb. on the squat
(260-400).
While those increases of 6%, 9% and 7%
may not sound like a lot, for a competitive
lifter, they can mean the difference
between first place and second place. If
you’re benching 500 lb for example, being
able to add another 30 lb might put you
over the top. Not bad for a 3-week cycle of
Animal Stak .
Largest Single Gains (1RM):
- Bench Press: +50 lb.
- Deadlift: +110 lb.
- Squat: +140 lb.
Other Stats
Clearly, the great majority of lifters saw
increases in the 1 rep max in all three lifts.
We also tracked weight gain and bodyfat
changes. On average, bodyweight went up
a little over three lb from 211.1 to 214.5.
More importantly, the average bodyfat
percentage decreased from 13.6% to
12.1% over those three weeks. In short,
weight gain increased by 3.4 lb. while
bodyfat decreased by 1.5%, suggesting

that the gains made were quality muscle
mass. Cool.
Body Composition Changes (Avg):
- Bodyweight: +3.4 lb.
- Bodyfat: -1.5%
Finally, we also asked the Alpha Testers to
rate the product in terms of four key areas:
strength, recovery, energy and fatigue. A
whopping 91% noticed strength increases
when taking the product. In other words,
9/10 testers felt stronger using Animal
Stak. More than half (54%) also experienced increased energy, and 43% also
said they experienced less fatigue and
greater recovery. Still, these results match
the results we expected from this productnamely increases in strength. One final
note-though we didn’t officially poll it,
many testers noted a marked increase in
their libido.
Other Benefits:
- Increased Strength: 91%
- Extra Energy: 54%
- Improved Recovery: 43%
- Reduced Fatigue: 43%

Conclusion:
So all the testing is done and the results
are finally in. All of our expectations were
met. We wanted to come up with a natural
anabolic hormone booster that could help
serious lifters increase strength, size, and
performance without the use of prohormones. And judging from your results and
feedback, we think we did just that. The
Alpha Testers lifted more weight, cranked
out more reps, and could train with more
intensity. What more could you want?

“Best Of” Life Is A Freakshow By Machine

August 8: “The Monkey On Your Back”, Part I
It is my passion to act as an advocate for
bodybuilders who are driven in their personal
quest to become as physically developed as
possible. In realization of, as well as in spite of,
the way society sees bodybuilders, I find it
important to continue to speak to athletes about
their responsibility to remain “athletically fluid”.
What do I mean by athletically fluid? I simply
mean that while becoming larger, from a
bodybuilding standpoint, is certainly the goal we
all share, we must be careful not to become
decidedly non-athletic in our everyday lives. If
you’ve ever been inside a gym for longer than
ten minutes, you know exactly what I mean when
I say non-athletic.
Over the course of the life of bodybuilding as a
genre in its own right, it has become acceptable,
even optimal, to walk around as if movements
and posture are strained by muscular
development. In some cases, it has become a
benchmark of success to become almost
robotic in appearance. It’s as if being a larger
mammal comes with some muscular constraints
on physical abilities and presence. Believe me
my friends, I have seen it all, from people
needing help taking off their shirts to claiming

they need help wiping their own asses to huffing
and puffing after walking fifty feet. I’ve seen
people act as if their level of physical
development is so extreme that it is actually
painful to exist, and most of the time I outweigh
these guys by fifty or more pounds.
I think to myself, “I am nearly twice the size of
that dude, and yet he walks like has a pole up his
ass and he’s carrying canoes.” Yet, there I am
playing basketball in the park, playing adult
league baseball, running through the woods with
a log across my back and living like an athlete, as
I always have. I am not one to glorify my personal
accomplishments at another man’s expense,
but I don’t understand or approve of this
phenomenon, especially when placed in the
context of the general public’s perception of
modern bodybuilding.

January 30: The Way of The Walk, Part 1
Without pandering, and absent the usual
posturing that accompanies most iron pros, I find
myself hard pressed to put into words… The love
I feel for this style of living. To set oneself apart
from the pack, to live the way in which we do,
draws fury from the scowling multitudes down

For more “Life Is A Freakshow” go to Animalpak.com.

upon us, and yet this way of life illuminates our
souls at the very same time. How are we
supposed to feel about that? Please excuse me
for speaking on behalf of all of us, but I think I can
tell you how it feels... We feel like the only crook at
the Policeman’s Ball. We feel society’s
contemptuous, mock pity. We feel it, and still we
press on. Society at large is content to revile us
for cultural offenses they’ve prematurely judged
us to be guilty of committing. They say we are
self-absorbed, misguided, narcissistic, muscle
worshiping, buffoons. But I say they know, deep
down inside their human core, they know that the
mountain chose us… And we merely answered
the call. Perhaps, at some point in their lives, they
too heard the call but failed to answer, perhaps
those people went on to become the resentful
High School Gym Teacher we all remember, still
angry that they never made it to the bigs.
Nevertheless, when the lights go out, and each
man is left alone to listen to the voice inside his
head, which of us will smile and drift weightlessly
off into dreamland, and which of us will curse
every decision he ever made? I think the answer
is obvious. We are not in need of redemption…
We are spiritually solvent… We are alive.
(continued on page 68)
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by G Diesel
One day, as I sat there drenched in sweat, breathing heavily, recovering from my most recent gut wrenching set, I had
a revelation. I was wasting my fucking time. I was winded
and tired, but there was still high octane in the tank, and
here I am idling in the '78 Cadillac Coupe deVille with the
Ferarri engine that I call my body. I thought to myself, “Don't
just sit there… Punch it, lead foot.”
You see, with my philosophy of power bodybuilding, there
are days, much like a true blue powerlifter where you need
that downtime between chalk dusted sets of singles, doubles and triples. Those days, however, aren't everyday. They
are rare occasions where the only concern is optimal
strength output. The rest of the time, I submit for the jury's
consideration, we are fucking around.
Time is money… And I ain't got enough of each. I probably
never will, and the more I accumulate of one, the more I'll
have spent of the other. As such, we need to make the most
of our moments and squeeze as much productivity as possible out of each gym session we are blessed with. Don't get
pimp slapped by the hands of the clock. Take back your time.
Take control of your workouts and get that race car in the red.

Larger bodyparts get 5 trips through 5 different exercises.
The smaller groups get 4 spins of 4 different movements
per. Keep the weight the same on all sets and do what you
can to choose equipment within a close proximity of each
other. Prioritize your heaviest compound movements when
constructing the order of your “circulo de muerte”. Feel free
to make adjustments on the fly based on the equipment you
have available. Remember it ain't the paint and the easel; it
is the artist holding the brush that truly matters.

Back
5 circuits of: Wide Grip Pullups, Barbell Rows, Narrow
Pulldowns, Low Cable Rows, Hyperextensions.

Legs
5 circuits of: Squats, Leg Press, Hack Squats, Leg
Extensions, Lying Leg Curls.

Delts
5 circuits of: Seated Military Press, Side Dumbbell Lateral
Raises, Bent Rear Delt DB Laterals, Upright Rows, DB
Shrugs.

Chest
My method of regaining this control and facilitating efficient, targeted, intense training is by introducing the circuit into my regimen. A circuit is what it suggests, a round about journey that
takes you from one station to the next before you return home.
Like any true warrior, mine is a life on the move… A rolling stone
gathers no moss. Why should the gym be any exception?

4 circuits of: Incline Barbell Press, Decline Hammer Strength
Press, Flat DB Flyes, Cable Crossovers.

For purposes of illustration, I will provide you with an example of a circuit designed to shock and blast each specific
muscle group. With such a circuit, the goal is to not rest
between sets, but instead to continue all out until you have
reached 360° completion. At this point, you gather yourself,
rest sufficiently just long enough before it is time to get
rolling again. Respite or quarter are not luxuries you can
afford, nor is relaxation a privilege you've earned.

Triceps

There is not a haphazard strategy for how these exercises
are organized. The idea here is to allow maximum output on
each circuit leg avoiding detriment to what is next on the
menu. These are suggestions, not Sanskrit etched proclamations from a distant mountaintop. Devise your own strategy… Use your favorites and lay out your plan for battle in a
way that makes sense to you personally. Here is how I get
down when it is time to lay waste in the iron jungle.

The formula is not a complicated one… The recipe ain't complex. Pick a few serious fucking exercises, chalk your hands
and set the machine to spin until you're dizzy and ya can't
see straight. Breathe. Focus. Repeat. It ain't a lap around the
kiddie pool, it isn't a stroll about town and it sure as hell ain't
a walk in the park. This is hard to the core power bodybuilding. This is the circle of death, this is Animal and I'm G
Diesel… The Circuit Breaker.

Read G Diesel’s "Walden Remix" and “Powerbuilding Basics”

Biceps
4 circuits of: EZ Bar Curls, Incline DB Curls, Hammer Curls,
Cable Preacher Curls.

4 circuits of: Skullcrushers, One Arm Overhead DB
Extensions, Straight Bar Cable Pushdowns, Rope
Pushdowns.

Calves
4 circuits of: Standing Calf Raises, Donkey Calf Raise
Machine, Leg Press Calf Raises, Seated Calf Raises.

CYCLE: 4-Day Split, Two Days On, 1 Day Off, Two Days
On, Two Days Off
LEVEL: Intermediate To Advanced
GOAL: Muscle Size, Strength
Monday: Quads/Hams
• Squats
• Leg Curls
• Leg Extensions
• Abs
Tuesday: Back/Delts/Calves
• Deadlifts
• Shrugs
• Seated Front Military Presses
• Dumbbell Rear Delt Raises
Wednesday: OFF
Thursday: Back/Biceps
• Behind-The-Neck Pulldowns
• Front Lat Pulldowns
• Seated Rows
• Bicep Curls (Straight Bar)
• Preacher Curls
• Alternate Seated Dumbbell Curls
• Abs
Friday: Chest/Triceps

Sunday: OFF

routine notes
This routine is short and sweet. It’s perfect for bodybuilders who want a break out of a stale routine or for
those who want to maximize their results in the shortest period of time. This program is great for novices
and experienced bodybuilders alike. It involves basic
strength movements. There’s nothing fancy here. The
real effectiveness lies in the specific combination of
movements. Each day incorporates specific movements in the right sequence that will help you grow. I
emphasize heavier weights with absolute strict form.
Unless noted, you’ll perform 5 sets for each exercise.
Each successive set gets progressively heavier and
you’ll follow this pattern: 1st set, 8 reps; 2nd set, 6 reps;
3rd set, 4 reps; fourth set, 2 reps; and fifth set, 50% of
the weight of the 1st set to failure. In addition to the
program outlined below, there’s 20 minutes of cardio
after each workout, ten minutes of stretching before
and after you finish training.
Seated Front Presses with 7ft olympic bar in power
rack or shoulder press rack with spotter bars.
Rear Delts with dumbbells- With your head up and your
back parallel to the floor (bend knees slightly) Holding
dumbbells straight down as the starting position, drive
them straight back behind you and level with your
back. Try to pause at the top of the movement before
lowering. You are driving your arms close to your sides
like a skiing motion almost.

• Flat Bench Presses
• Incline Bench Presses
• Incline Dumbbell Presses
• Dips
• Tricep Cable Pushdowns
• Toe Raises (5 sets of 12 reps)

supplement suggestions

Saturday: OFF

For more training routines, go to Animalpak.com.

• Animal Pak
• Animal Pump
See page 52 for more details.
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by Machine

What is motivation? I have been motivated for as long as I can remember. However, I don’t think I’ve ever
given much thought to the fact that my actions were driven by my inner most desires, if, in fact, that is the
practical definition of the word motivation. I’ve just always been one of those “can do” guys… The type of
guy that can be left behind in Antarctica with no boots and a pez dispenser, and three days later be sitting
poolside in Cancun with a pocket full of pesos and a sweet piece of business on each arm. To me, a person’s very presence on this Earth should be enough motivation to propel him to new heights. Whatever one
man can do, another man can do… I have always held that credo sacred in my heart. Nowadays, it seems
like people are candy-assed through every single evolution of their miserable lives. I wonder where the
great people of the human race would have wound up if they relied on outside motivating forces to propel
them forward. It can be said that no man is an island unto himself, but every man must pick himself up by
his own bootstraps and elevate his mindset to conceive his own acceptable outcome.
As I read and attempt to digest the modern media concerning the iron arena, I notice that a lot of young
people today seem to think that they are the very first people to go through hard times with no money,
injuries and a lack of support. It has long been the misfortune of men with big dreams to struggle and shoulder the weight of their dreams. This is of course in addition to all the difficulties that I have outlined previously, and more. So what do we do? Invariably, most men will crumble under the strain of the dreams that
they were not mentally or emotionally strong enough to pursue. It’s like the old saying laments, “you can’t
teach a man to be a leader.” Likewise, you can’t teach most people to marshal the requisite courage and
drive needed to achieve a lofty status. However, it is my belief that there are some borderline individuals
who, under the proper tutelage, can be trained to attack life in an optimal manner. I feel strongly about this,
and have dedicated much of my life to this concept.
Obviously, throughout life we all share some similar conditions. We are all born from our mother, we all
bleed, and like it or not, we all die. The truth of our existence notwithstanding, some of us have a circumstantial leg up, so to speak. Some of us are born into loving, nurturing, supportive, compassionate homes,
and taught the correct way in which to behave, strive, compete and get back up when we fall. Yet, others
are born into some version of hell, wrought with strife at every turn. In these homes there are no loving
parental units, and we are taught to always look over our shoulders and expect the worst from everyone
and every situation. We are taught to believe that all we have to offer the world is hate and pain. The real
work lies in teaching and reaching the second group, if they can in fact be taught, to rise above the sad circumstances that they were born into. This task is much larger and more complex than anything that can be
handled in a thousand words or less, but it might very well be the most important mission that man must
accept and achieve. We must reach those who can be taught, those who can be developed into people that
are capable of motivating themselves toward an acceptable outcome. Furthermore, to those people born
into relative comfort, I seek to shine the light of day upon you, to expose you for the whining simpletons that
you truly are. How dare any man that has a good life support system, a loving and compassionate family
and all the opportunities that he could possibly need to succeed complain about anything? How dare he
even pose the question, “ How do I motivate myself?” Every time I see those words I want to smash the fucking computer. However, I must continue the struggle for the sake of those who are truly in need, for those
that were born to lose, for those that know what it means to have nothing. It is for those people that I will
continue to fight for all the days of my life
Read Machine's "How To Motivate The People"

Leg day. You know it’s gonna’ hurt, bad. You know when
it’s all over, you’ll have to drag your ass out of the
gym and drive home with your legs shaking. You know if
you don’t give it your all, your whole week is ruined.
This is sacrifice. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal M•Stak: The Hardgainer’s Stack.
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“I don't need no bullshit supplements out there for those 110 lb. guys... just need hardcore stuff that works. I'm a hardgainer. Not
the strongest man in the gym, but I hold my own. I'm 5'8" at 230 lb. with 18" arms. M-Stak helped me put on more mass and train like
an animal in the gym. You guys keep up the good work and I'll train my balls off in the gym and spread the word of Animal to everyone who asks me.” – K. Ly, San Francisco, CA
Hardgainer. You’re a hard worker and you
give it everything you got 24/7 but the gains
are hard to come by. As a classic hard gainer,
you train big and you eat big, but you have
little to show for it. We hear you and we
understand. For you, there’s Animal M-Stak.
Animal M-Stak is a non-steroidal product that,
through its unique set of properties (most
notably “nutrient-partitioning”), can truly help
you maximize your lean gains with greater
efficiency and effectiveness. But M-Stak isn’t
reserved just for the hard gainers. Any of us
could benefit from its use, especially those
who’ve hit a wall...
From green beginner to diehard vet, we’ve all
gone through it. Yeah, we know the feeling...
Skidding to a halt, our progress idles on a
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wretched plateau. Can’t gain another pound,
workouts are stale, lifts are static. This is the
hardgainer’s syndrome, our worst nightmare,
and from the most slender of ectomorphs to
the most muscular endomorph, we’ve all
been there. Desperate to ignite new growth,
we’ll try almost anything. Sound familiar?
For those of us so dedicated to this game,
these frequent moments of desperation have
come to an end. M-Stak is here, more
powerful than ever, designed to obliterate
plateaus and spark an explosion of raw
muscle hypertrophy. Building on the legacy
built by the original M-Stak formula, the new
M-Stak has taken all of the most potent
components of its predecessor and cranked
it up to the next level.

M-Stak has long been built on a foundation of
natural anabolic flavones. These substances
mimic the actions of bodybuilding
pharmaceuticals, but without the harsh and
undesirable side effects. Born from Eastern
European athletic studies, these anabolic
flavones have long been highly touted as
performance enhancers capable of eliciting
dramatic gains in lean muscle mass. The new
M-Stak formula combines the most potent of
these anabolic compounds in more hearty
dosages, making the long storied anabolic
potential of the product all the greater.
Primary among these flavones are ßEcdysterone and Methoxyisoflavone. These
ingredients have the ability to shuttle
nutrients toward lean mass accumulation, a

unique and potent process known as
“nutrient partitioning.” Beyond this, these
anabolic flavones promote enhanced protein
synthesis and nitrogen retention. These are
the mechanisms most crucial in the process
of new muscle growth, brought about by MStak without any hormonal manipulation.
Rounding out the Natural Flavone/Sterone
Complex are Ajuga Turkestanica and ßSitosterol. Ajuga Turkestanica contains the
potent phytosteroid extract Turkesterone,
known to be extremely powerful in advancing
protein synthesis. ß-Sitosterol, while having
its own inherent anabolic potential, is a
cortisol combating compound with dramatic
pro-immunity effects.
With M-Stak, you also get a mega potent AntiCatabolic Amino Complex. With advanced
forms of leucine and the other BCAAs
spearheading the mixture, these aminos
work from a cellular level to directly stimulate
protein synthesis. Studies show that by
adding leucine along with a protein/carb
meal, you get even greater whole body net
protein balance than just consuming protein
and carbs alone.
These aminos help to stimulate muscle
recovery and protein synthesis via translation
regulations, all through non-hormonal
means. They do this by manipulating key
muscle growth regulators such as mTOR,
PKB, p70s6k, 4E-BP1, FOXO and MAFbx.
These aminos essentially work as a signal for
turning on the muscle building process,
allowing increased muscle anabolism
following a training session.
Blunting catabolism is critical for the lifter.
Cortisol, a hormone, is linked to stress. Cortisol
can lead to muscle breakdown and insulin
resistance and hypercortisolemia can result in
increased fat mass. Exactly the opposite
effects that you want. With exercise, cortisol
levels increase. Therefore, by reducing cortisol,
you reduce fat deposition and enhance insulin

sensitivity. Translation? Better, leaner gains. Key
amino acids, particularly BCAAs like those
found in Animal M-Stak, have been shown to
help reduce cortisol levels following training.
Just another piece of the puzzle, this AntiCatabolic Amino Complex.
We’ve also included key “anabolic
adaptogens” such as safed musli, muira
puama, rhodiola rosea and kudzu extract in
Animal M-Stak. Taken together, these herbs
have been shown to help increase physical
training capacity, improve endurance,
minimize the catabolic stress response,
decrease mental fatigue as well as support
healthy libido and boost immune system
function. These are critical factors for
naturally enhancing one’s performance
levels in the gym.
You also get potent insulin potentiators which
work to maximize insulin production. Potent
compounds such as Na-R-ALA and
CinnulinPF™ help your body to utilize ultra
anabolic insulin both effectively and
efficiently. This equates to increased uptake
of glycogen and increased muscle cell
volume which contributes to that full, pumped
feeling when you workout. Make no mistake
about it, insulin is one the key hormones for
bodybuilders, and on this front, we have you
covered.
M-Stak also delivers a potent energy blend,
packed with powerful, natural stimulants,
methylxanthines and evodiamine, which are
designed to propel you through even the
most grueling of training sessions. It’ll also
give you a needed edge, some extra focus
for driving through that plateau. The addition
of this Energy Complex, easily identifiable by
its red capsule, makes M-Stak perfect for
pre-training, lighting that fire under your ass
that we all need from time to time. On off
days, if you’re not in the mood, just remove
the red cap and you’re all set to go. Or, if
you’re taking M-Stak with another supp that
contains stims, like Animal Pump, you can

take out the red cap. Talk about convenience.
Finally, M-Stak’s M-Factor transport complex
works to maximize nutrient utilization to
ensure all of the powerful components of the
formula are processed to maximum efficacy.
Using ginger root extract coupled with the
ultra
potent
absorption
enhancers
bergmottin and Bioperine®, you can be sure
that the myriad growth factors in the M-Stak
formula are working to their full capacity and
are not going to waste.
M-Stak floods your system with an
abundance of anabolic nutrients, switching
your muscle building signals on and turning
them to full blast. Combining potent flavones
and sterones in hefty doses with the most
anabolic of amino blends supported by an
array of cutting edge adaptogens in a single
pretraining pack designed for optimum
absorption, the new Animal M-Stak takes
non-hormonal anabolics to a whole new
level. Animal M-Stak, The Ultimate
Hardgainer’s Stack, has come to turn
hardgainers into hard gainers. So work hard...
Don’t gain hard.

required for
• Natural bodybuilders & powerlifters
• Classic "hardgainers"
• Maximizing muscle gains naturally
• Anabolic & anticatabolics
• Optimizing non-hormonal anabolism
• Addressing plateaus

daily dose
Take a pack every day for 21 straight days. On
training days, take it 30-45 minutes before
lifting. On off days, take it between meals. Cycle
Animal M-Stak for best results—three weeks
on, one week off. Repeat as needed. The entire
Energy Complex (stims) is contained in the
single red capsule. Remove it as you see fit.

recommended stacks
Animal M-Stak is a solid stand alone
supplement. That said, one of the most
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popular Animal “stacks”, bar none, is the
combo of Animal M-Stak and Animal Pump.
Naturally, throw in Animal Pak (like always), and
you’ve got a potent grouping of products that
can benefit virtually all serious bodybuilders
and powerlifters. Here’s a suggestion on how
to run it... Pak with a meal (like breakfast).
Animal M-Stak, 30-45 minutes before lifting
and then Animal Pump 15-30 minutes before
lifting. With this method, just remove one of the
red caps, either from M-Stak or Pump. Run this
stack consecutively, on both on and off days.
This is an awesome triple-stack for anyone
serious about making gains.

product size
21 Pack Can (3 Week Cycle

product feedback
“Awesome strength increase, endurance, got way
more reps with heavier weights and lasted longer
with lighter weight and more reps in other exercises.
Great pumps and great gains, definitely.”
- Toni69
“Occasional raise in body temperature during
training. Significant increase in strength and focus in
the gym. Big increase in squats and deadlifts.”
- MassManiac

“Worked out 15 days with 6 off days in the 21 day
cycle. This is more then I regularly workout in 21 days
because I was driven to train more. I had the itch and
pump to keep it going. It wasn't just my psyche
because I wouldn't have been able to sustain this
level of intensity or volume of work had M not been
helping me.”
- widdlewade44
“Awesome product. Overall I felt like I had more
endurance and was more explosive in my lifts. I could
lift harder and longer than before. Stimulated my
hunger and thirst as well. I feel more solid after taking
it; my muscles are definitely harder. Quick on
recovery too, the next day I was rested and ready to
go again. I cannot wait for this to be on the market.”
- Barron
“This was my very first time putting a supplement in
my body. This was a very great experience for
myself, and I saw the power of Animal supplements.
The pumps were better and longer lasting. I was
stronger and much more focused. My appetite
increased tremendously, and I couldn’t stop drinking
water. Everything improved.”
- Pokoritel

“Was sweating constantly during workouts.
Recovery time was great and there was an increase
in intensity and focus during the workouts. Gained
size and strength while bodyweight decreased 4 lbs.
Noticed more muscle hardness and there was a
feeling of fullness in the muscles as well.”
- Big Wides

“I couldn’t believe how much mass I put on with M.
Every time I looked in the mirror I could see myself
getting bigger and looking fuller. In a matter of two
weeks I had my roommate questioning whether or
not I was juicing... I don’t think I looked that big, but I
was shocked with the size gains myself. Strength
gains went up like crazy as well. I added an average
of 13.5 lbs to all of my lifts in 21 days... pretty crazy
stuff. My recovery was awesome as well.”
- Freakshow

“Weight increased by 1.62% in 3 weeks--that's a
decent gain for me in such a short amount of time. I
have noticed my reps on squats, deads, and bench
improving. For deads, I used to go up to 405 and do
2-3 reps, maybe do 2-3 sets of those. Now, 405x5
then add more weight. On dead and bench days, I do
7 sets because it just feels great. I've also noticed I
don't want to leave the gym. I get so pumped that I
want to keep going. I hope that feeling continues...”
- Hercules

“In the beginning I had an incredible increase in
hunger and thirst. I also wanted to hit the weights
hard during this cycle. I had increased recovery
within workouts (from set to set). I also had increased
recovery from my weight session to my kickboxing
sessions. I definitely would say “M” works because in
the first week off the supp I have only gained 0.2
pounds. That is in comparison to the 0.67 pounds I
gained per week while on “M”.”
- Conquistador
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“Project M looks to be another good supp from
Animal. I was cutting calories while I was on it and still
managed to gain strength. I definitely maintained
muscle mass. The stimulants gave me a slight boost,
but no jitters. Mental focus was really on point. I was
doing power partials and very high intensity work and
recovery was still really good, even with fewer
calories. Project M was really the only thing that
changed in my supplement protocol, so it appears to
be a very effective supp, not only for hardgainers, but
also for those looking to maintain muscle during a
cut. I felt stronger in the higher rep range and was
able to maintain intensity throughout the workout.”
- Brute Force
“I felt better in the gym, more geared up and stronger.
My pumps were good, and my recovery time was
significantly lower. I put on 5 lbs with no noticeable fat
gain, in the three weeks I was on it. Definitely looking
forward to throwing down another 'cycle' of it when it
comes out.”
- Hawk
“Project M gave me massive strength gains, while on
a cutting diet. My calories and carbs were constantly
low, and I was usually dragging ass due to that. Take
Product M 30 minutes before working out and I was
on fire... Banging out rep after rep, loading up the
plates... My deadlift went up 40 pounds... On a DIET…
AMAZING!”
- Arbalest
“Experienced increased alertness after long days at
work, energy levels were more streamlined. Felt
stronger and saw a noted increase in size even though
I wasn't eating or training for it, strength increased.
Fiend for water during and after workouts.”
- Big Jawn
“This stuff was some raw shit!!!! I had excellent
pumps, endurance, focus, and intensity. I felt great
every time and did not want to leave the gym
because I had so much intensity. This product is
great and could work well as a year round
supplement or plateau buster.”
- Gmoney

“My strength and endurance during a workout went
through the roof. I lost a few pounds of bodyfat and
gained some muscle. In just 3 short weeks, I really
improved my lifting.”
- Doomsdaylover
“Here's what I noticed:
- Greatly improved recovery. A big reduction in
DOMS and this was through some brutal workouts.
This bodes well for the product because if it allows
you to train harder and recover, what more could you
want from a natural product.
- Good strength gains. I smashed my previous PR on
shoulder presses (which is my weakest exercise)
- Great focus. During each workout, I had great
mental focus
Here were some more subtle things I noticed:
- Increased sweating (and I am not the type to sweat
a lot)
- Increase in libido although the product does not
have any test boosters
- Increased muscle fullness”
- Intensity
That just about says it all fellas… Real world feedback,
from dyed in the wool, hardcore trainers just like you.
Taking an old classic, the Animal M-Stak, and
amping it up in every conceivable way, Animal has
again raised the bar in formulating potent, powerful
supplements designed to help you reach your goals.
Never satisfied with “good enough, the Animal family
champions that same drive for constant self
improvement that keeps you doing work in the gym
year in and year out. It is in this spirit that the new MStak formula was developed, to provide a powerful
non-hormonal anabolic formula designed to help you
bust through plateaus, backed up by real word
testimonials. No bullshit, no hype, no excuses, just
results—plain and simple.
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You are not here to win friends. You are not here to
look pretty. You are not here to stare at some chick’s
ass. You know why you’re here. And if you don’t, then
get the f... out because you’re just taking up space.
This is heavy duty. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal Cuts: The Ultimate Fat Burning Pack
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“I had solid workouts, my weight was going down, my energy was through the roof, and my lifts were going up and up every week. I
can honestly say I have never worked harder, been more focused, or been as determined. Animal Cuts is the real deal. There is nothing that compares to it in my book” – Little Z, the FORVM
Ripped & peeled. That’s what Animal Cuts is
all about. When you want to get shredded, a
plain “fat burner” won’t do. Well Animal Cuts
ain’t a fat burner. It ain’t a lipolytic. It ain’t a
diuretic. Or a metabolic. It’s all of these
wrapped up into one. Having onion-thin skin
is not about just getting rid of the fat. It’s also
the water. Water is what’ll keep you looking
soft and puffy, even with a low body fat
percentage. Just ask a pro. But why should
professional bodybuilders get all the
advantages? With Animal Cuts, you can get
the same extra-strength cutting formula that
they use. Whether you’re preparing for a
show or just trying to get in top condition, you
need the raw power of Animal Cuts.

basic thermogenic. It is the only comprehensive
and complete cutting formula on the market.
Take a look at any fat burner. It might contain
caffeine and a few other ingredients sprinkled
in. These products are typically thermogenicbased, making them just thermogenic
products. The problem with these basic fat
burners is that they might not work well for
everyone. For example, maybe you’ve been on
one of these basic thermogenics for awhile
now. Maybe you drink a lot of coffee in the
morning and soda throughout the day. The
human body can easily become desensitized
to the ingredients in a thermogenic stack after
prolonged use, thus reducing its effectiveness
and your body’s ability to get results.

Make no mistake about it, Animal Cuts is unlike
anything out there. Unlike most conventional
“fat burners,” Animal Cuts is more than just your

For some athletes, the problem may even
transcend thermogenesis. Your problem, for
instance, might be releasing stored body fat. Or
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maybe you have a sluggish thyroid (thyroid
hormones directly control your body’s
metabolism). You might have a naturally slow
metabolism, a condition that makes it extremely
difficult to shed stored body fat. Another issue
might be carb and sugar cravings, a common
problem for dieting athletes which makes life
extra difficult. Maybe your problem is not fat at
all, but subcutaneous water weight. After all, you
can come in with low body fat levels, but if you’re
holding subcutaneous water, you’re cooked.
The point is, athletes need to overcome many
difficult obstacles in order to achieve
maximum cuts and separations. So if you’ve
had little success with conventional “fat
burners” in the past, now you know why. You
might have been using a fat burner that didn’t
meet your needs.
Animal

Cuts

is

comprehensive.

Each

convenient pak delivers over 40 active
ingredients. Every day, for 21 consecutive
days, you’ll get nearly 8,500mg of pure fat
shredding power. Eight distinct components
make up the new Animal Cuts: (1)
thermogenic complex; (2) metabolic complex;
(3) thyroid complex; (4) diuretic complex; (5)
nootropic complex; (6) cortisol inhibiting
complex; (7) CCK inhibiting complex; and (8)
our special bioavailability complex.
As a thermogenic, Animal Cuts is the most
powerful product available. Animal Cuts
includes potent thermogenics: pure caffeine
anhydrous, kola nut, guarana, yerba mate,
raspberry ketones, coleus forskohlii and
evodiamine. The thermogenic complex found
in Animal Cuts increases thermogenesis and
shifts substrate utilization in favor of fat
oxidation. Translation: Animal Cuts selectively
favors fat burning while sparing lean mass.
From a metabolic point of view, Animal Cuts is
stacked with the most potent tea extracts. From
green tea to oolong tea to white tea to black
tea, it’s all covered here. These concentrated
tea extracts have all been standardized for their
potent polyphenol content, including EGCG as
well as various other powerful catechins that
work synergistically to raise your body’s core
metabolism. Coffee bean extract is added for
its potent polypehol content, which includes 2
metabolic boosters, caffeic acid and
chlorogenic acid.
When it comes to shedding excess water
weight, the kind that gives your body a soft,
puffy look, nothing is better than Animal Cuts.
With 800mg of active ingredients including
dandelion root (taraxacum) and uva ursi
(arbutin, methyarbutin), Animal Cuts works
alongside the thermogenics and metabolic
boosters to give you a completely shredded,
razor-sharp look. The problem with synthetic
diuretics is that they often deplete the body of
key electrolytes, including potassium. When
this happens, your muscles lose their pump
and size. The diuretic complex in Animal Cuts
is potassium sparing, thus allowing you to

preserve muscular fullness.
Athletes who are dieting run the risk of slowing
down thyroid function. Reduced calories,
stress, and intense training all lower key thyroid
hormones. Animal Cuts contains specialized
extracts of olive leaf and guggul as well as the
amino acid l-tyrosine, which all work to support
healthy thyroid gland function and output. When
your thyroid gland is working at peak output,
metabolic rate and thyroid hormone production
is maximized, resulting in optimal fat loss.
Dieting can also increase the release of
cortisol, an unwanted stress hormone, into the
body. High levels of cortisol can wreck havoc
on natural hormone production and eat away
at muscle tissue. Not exactly what you want
when the body is already in a depleted state
from dieting. Animal Cuts has a specialized
cortisol inhibiting complex which is designed
to decrease cortisol production, allowing your
body to stay in a more positive anabolic
environment, ideal for lean mass preservation.
Finally, 3 additional components round out
Animal Cuts potent formula. The nootropic
complex contains important ingredients like
DMAE, beta-phenylalanine and bacopa
monniera, which work to maintain brain
chemistry and allow for better focus during
the workout. CCK Inhibitors, aka appetite
suppressors, like hoodia, joboba seed and
cha-de-bugre help cut down on cravings,
something that every dieting bodybuilder
knows about. Cuts is then rounded out by a
bioavailability complex that works to ensure
that you get the all of the powerful nutrients
into your system at a proficient rate.
So, if you’re looking for a complete cutting
stack, and not just a regular fat burner, here’s
your choice… Animal Cuts.

required for
• Extreme definition & vascularity
• Athletes who tend to hold excess water
• Max striations and cuts
• Energy & Appetite suppression

daily dose
Take 2 packs a day for 3 straight weeks, 1
pack on waking & the other 4-6 hours later.
Follow a 3 weeks “on”, 1 week “off” cycle.
After the week off, you can run it again. The
Thermogenic Complex is in the red capsule &
the Diuretic Complex is in the blue capsules.

recommended stacks
For competitive lifters seeking to maintain
mass and size while increasing deep cuts, the
“natural lean mass stack” is a great solution.
This triple stack can help increase the
anabolic drive and promote muscle size,
overall conditioning, and coupled with a solid
diet, enhance a freaky “onion-skin” look. What
you need are Animal Cuts and Animal M-Stak.
Naturally, you’d include Animal Pak in the mix.
Here’s how you might run this triple stack.
Animal Pak, a single pack daily, with
breakfast. Animal Cuts, 2 packs daily, once in
the morning before breakfast and another in
the early afternoon, allowing for at least 3-4
hours between each pack. Last but not least,
Animal M-Stak, 1 pack daily, 30-45 minutes
prior to training.
Don’t take the Cuts and the M-Stak
simultaneously, but stagger them. And always
take the M-Stak before you lift. In other words,
if you lift at 6pm, take the Cuts first thing in the
morning, and again before lunch. Take the MStak at 5:15pm or so. But if you train in the
morning, take the M-Stak before you lift, the
first Cuts before lunch, and the second Cuts
before dinner. Try to stagger the Cuts and the
M-Stak at least 4 hours apart.
When taking M-Stak by itself or in any
combination, be sure to get at least a gram of
protein per pound of bodyweight. Let its
“nutrient-partitioning” effects work for you. By
taking in cleaner calories and cutting out the
junk, this triple stack will work more effectively.

product size
42 Pack Can (3 Week Cycle)
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CYCLE: Four Day Split, Three Days Off
LEVEL: Intermediate To Advanced
GOAL: Overall Physique
Monday: Chest/Biceps/Calves
Chest
• Flat Bench: 5 Sets x 8 Reps
• Incline Dumbbell Presses: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Flat Dumbbell Flyes: 3 Sets x 8 Reps
• Close-Grip Bench: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
Biceps
• Straight Barbell Curls: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Close EZ Bar Curls: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
Calves
• Standing Calf Raises: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Seated Calf Raises: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
Tuesday: Legs/Abs
Legs
• Squats: 5 Sets x 8 Reps
• Leg Presses: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Stiff-Legged Deadlifts: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Leg Extensions: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Leg Curls: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
Abs
• Straight-Leg Lifts: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Bent-Knee Leg Lifts: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Incline Sit-Ups: 4 Sets x 12 Reps

• Barbell Shrugs: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Rear Shrugs: 3 Sets x 8 Reps
Calves
• Standing Calf Raises: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Seated Calf Raises: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
Friday: OFF
Saturday: Shoulders/Triceps/Abs
Shoulders
• Rear Military Presses: 5 Sets x 12 Reps
• Front Military Presses: 5 Sets x 12 Reps
• Bent-Over Laterals: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
Triceps
• Nose Breakers: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Dips: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Tricep Pushdowns: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
Abs
• Straight-Leg Lifts: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Bent-Knee Leg Lifts: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
• Incline Sit-Ups: 4 Sets x 12 Reps
Sunday: OFF

routine notes
This is a no frills workout that covers the basics. It's great
for thickening up the muscles. If something in this routine
is not working for you, improvise and get it right. Keep the
rest between sets short, no longer than 60 seconds.

Wednesday: OFF

supplement suggestions
Thursday: Back/Calves
Back
• Cable Pulldowns: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Reverse Barbell Rows: 4 Sets x 8 Reps
• Dumbbell Rows: 4 Sets x 8 Reps

• Animal Pak
• Animal Stak
• Animal Cuts
See page 47 for more details.
For more training routines, go to Animalpak.com.
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by G Diesel
I am the man responsible for who I am. When I look in the
mirror each day, I stare my creator in the eyes. I am responsible for what I have and will become, I am accountable for
what I will or will not accomplish. I believe in myself, I bow to
no man and my only critic of any consequence has walked
every mile of this journey in my size thirteens.
I am not God nor am I a god, but I am the architect of my own
destiny. I am not so elitist an intellectual as to sneer at the
concept of a higher being--a greater power at the helm of all
that exists. I don't turn my nose up at those of devotion, for I
feel faith and reason can walk hand in hand. I am spiritual, I
am religious, but my own relationship with a higher power is
a personal matter, as is yours. My belief in such a deity is of
great import, however, for it keeps my ego in check.
I believe that there is, in fact, a force in the universe that put
this entire process into motion… That set this tilted blue orb
spinning upon its axis. Resting assured in this knowledge
keeps me humble. I need to know that there is something
out there greater and more powerful than me, something
out there that can create and dominate and exercise will
and control beyond my human capacities.
Nonetheless, I live each day feeling that I have barely
scratched the surface of what is my potential and I refuse to
ever concede that I can be bound or limited by anything less
consequential than my own earthly demise. In a world
wrought with critics and cynics hurtling doubt and detraction from all sides, this belief allows me to stand my ground
and stay the course, steadfast and resolute.
I once heard the saying, “if one does as God does often
enough, eventually one will be as God is”. Some would call that
blasphemy… To me, it feels like something worth striving for-a
goal worthy of my aspirations. If one constantly holds himself to
the highest of standards, if one conducts himself in accordance with the behavior of his best possible self, the only possible result is a life uncommon, a life inspired, a life divine.
To use a very mundane and terrestrial illustration, I recall wondering in my youth why the kids who sat the bench from D.C.
and Baltimore, from Jersey City and Philly were better ballers
than the thousand point scorers from the burbs. Upon closer
examination, the answer was obvious… They were better
because they competed against the best and in the end, you
can only be as good as the level of your competition. From
that day forward, I realized I could never compare myself to
those in common quarters, those whom I rubbed elbows with
on the regular. Since then, my competition, those that I felt I
needed to best, those that I had to measure up to, were only
the elite in my chosen vocations, even if such showdowns
would only occur in my head. That is the new, exalted standard of which I speak. Compare yourself to the best and you'll

be better than most. Believe that. Never settle for your neighbor's “good enough”… My Pops taught me that.
My parents, I owe them all that I have, all that I am, all that I
will ever be… It is in their honor that I strive and struggle and
thirst for more. Were I ever to reach any noteworthy modicum of greatness, it would be in no small part due to the
countless sacrifices that they made on my behalf. They gave
me a chance, they provided me the raw material to work
with. But at the end of the day, like everybody else, I was on
my motherfuckin' own-just like today, just like right now.
Without your own will, your own focus and ambition, your
own back-breaking, burn-the-midnight-oil hard work you'll be
nothing; regardless of who raised you or who supported you
along the way. Despite the shrewdest guidance of parents
and professors, the ageless wisdom of coaches and gurus,
the creator must eventually stand alone, toeing the perilous
line between timeless majesty and utter inconsequence.
The creator must be the great decider. I remember an old
friend intimating to me that he envied my approach to life,
saying, “You just choose what you want to be and that is
what you are.” Well, in all honesty, it ain't quite that fucking
cut and dry, but I know of what he speaks. That is, in fact, the
first step--the most important leap of faith in your “becoming”. Following your gut and your instincts and moving boldly in pursuit of that which you are compelled. As Thoreau
once so wisely advised “Go confidently in the direction of
your dreams. Live the life you've imagined.” Decide what
you are to be, what you must do, where your journey must
lead and move decisively on that route.
The creator must be the artist… The auteur… The craftsman.
The creator must take the common elements--lumpy,
unformed bulk matter and give it order and form. He must
pursue his own very personal vision and make something
new where there once was nothingness… To create the
prized and priceless from what was once only abstract concept and vast, empty expanse. The creator must conceive
and execute and follow through, cultivating that which is fertile and fruit-bearing often from the most sparse and desolate soil-making his own garden oasis in the most barren
badlands of life's treacherous landscape.
“You are your maker” was what my boy House so succinctly
declared and I could never have said it better myself. We
build ourselves from the ground up one day at a time, one
decision at a time. Moment by moment we create ourselves,
in our own idealized image, in the shape and silhouette of
the celestial… As creators this is our life mission, our solitary
charge. To truly be iconic, one must keep pace with icons. To
be godlike, one must keep company with the gods.

MOST MEMORABLE MOMENT IN THE GYM
Machine: When I was younger, I did 8 reps of
strict military presses at 415 pounds. Now
that’s not a whole lot, but I was a young kid. At
the time, I just remember feeling blown away,
knowing what I’d just accomplished. Later, I
remember doing some leg presses of about
2100 pounds for 32 reps. After that, I had to lay
down in the corner of the gym for a while.
Vinny: Yeah, leg day. I was training for the ‘93
USAs with my training partners Joey Caputo
and Chris Barron at Strong And Shapely Gym,
and no, it ain’t no pussy gym. My last set of
squats, 465/8 reps, drop set to 405/8 reps,
drop set to 315/8 reps, drop set to 225/15 reps.
Shit, I couldn’t see straight. I do remember running to the toilet. I fucking threw up all over.
Joe: I’ve got tons of training moments, but for
me, I’ll never forget when I first joined a hardcore gym. I was 17, and being the youngest
there, the big guys took me under their wings.
Now when I train, I’m pretty quiet. Well, back
then, the guys would get on my case about
screaming before and during a set. One night,
during a set of heavy flyes, I tried screaming as
I finished out my last two reps. Instead of sounding tough, what came out of my throat sounded
like a 13-year old girl who just saw a rock star.
The entire gym broke out laughing. From that
day on, I vowed never to scream again.

WORST GYM MEMORY
Schak: Without a doubt, it would have to be
that day I was deadlifting. After my fourth set,
around the third rep, I heard a pop and felt a
sharp pain in my lower back. I didn’t think
much about it until the next morning when I
realized I couldn’t get my ass out of bed. A few
tests and one MRI later, guess what, I’ve got
two protruding disks and a pain that you
wouldn’t wish on your worst enemy. So I spent
about ten days in the hospital. They put me in
traction, which really sucked, and it probably
made the pain worse instead of better. Well, I
signed myself out against their wishes. It took
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eight months of inactivity before I was even
able to walk again. The first place I walked to
was right back into my gym. I did stay away
from deadlifts for a while though.
Machine: Once, I ripped my bicep. I was cheat
curling 275 for reps and it just tore. I heard a
fibrous tear. My whole bicep turned black and
blue the next day. I was out of commission for
five months. The bicep hurt a lot more, but was
less serious than when I tore my quad. I was
doing legs, on my third exercise, squats. I was
exhausted. I was on my 10th rep of 575 when I
heard my quad tear. Man, it sounded like a
grapefruit being ripped from the peel. With a
tear like this, the muscle rolls up. I remember
seeing a huge knot at my hip, a ball of muscle.
Couldn’t walk. But I completed the squat with
the tear. I had no choice. I don’t use spotters,
so I had to either dump the weight or finish.
The hardest part was walking the weight back
into the rack. Then, I vomited for 45 minutes
uncontrollably. The doctors had to reattach the
muscle surgically. They cut into my leg, rolled
the muscle back down, and sutured it.
Schak: Bro, that’s tough. Similar thing happened to a bud of mine who was doing squats.
Both of his quad tendons detached from his
knees. When a guy’s tendons go, they actually
tear through the quad muscles. Man, it was the
ugliest thing I had ever seen. Here was this 250
pound guy screaming and crying, with both of
his knees dangling at the sides of his legs. I
mean, his knees were literally on the side of
his legs, toward to the back. When this happened, he couldn’t even stand up. The good
news is, after his operation and eight hard
weeks of being bed-ridden and in a hip cast,
he actually came back to the gym. He’s in
rehab now and walking again. Good luck, Bill.

BEST BODYBUILDING MOMENT
Machine: The last two weeks before any
show. When you diet, you see the changes
that are taking place and it just hits you all at
once – how far you’ve come, how quickly.

Dieting lets you strip everything away. Dieting
shows you all the details you fought so hard
for. It’s an awesome feeling.
Vinny: I was doing a Weider photo shoot at the
head office in California, and in walks Lou
Ferrigno. Lou Ferrigno. “Holy shit,” was all I
could remember thinking. This is the
“Incredible Hulk.”
Joe: The moment they announced my name as
the overall winner of the 1991 Mr. America. The
previous year was incredibly difficult with family
problems, financial issues, job issues, girlfriend
problems, training problems. I got on the plane
with no job and my last $50 in my pocket. Even
before the prejudging, my chief competitor’s
drunk brother tried to start a fight with me, and
during prejudging I developed a severe stomach ailment. It culminated at that moment onstage, where I was named Mr. America. I think if
the contest was held one day later, I would have
crashed both physically and mentally.

at powerlifting, that was a far cry from being
on-stage in posing trunks. I remember being
so nervous, I thought I’d throw up. The teen
class was huge, and I was the very last to go
out for my routine. I still have the video, and
you can see the terrified look on my face until
I hit my first pose. The audience went nuts.
Then, this big, happy smile came over my face.
I still remember how it felt, that very moment. It
doesn’t get any better than that.
Schak: No it doesn’t, bro. It sure doesn’t.
When I won Nationals on my first try, that was
definitely cool. No, that was fucking incredible.
And winning Mr. Universe with a perfect
score? Now that was something else altogether. That was something special.

BEST BACKSTAGE MEMORY
Vinny: While pumping up backstage at the ‘93
USAs, Chris Falido started pumping up like an
hour before he needed to. We were all looking
at him like he was fucking nuts. But that bastard got me all revved up and I was like a fireball by the time I got on stage.

Schak: I’d have to honestly say it was meeting
my current girlfriend, Dawn. She’s totally supportive of what I do. She loves bodybuilding
and training. She’s a beautiful person. Thank
you, baby! If you guys have anything to say
about this, go to hell.
Machine: No way. Any woman who supports a
hardcore bodybuilder all the way is tough to find.
They have to put up with a lot of shit. She’s a real
keeper.

BEST COMPETITION MOMENT
Vinny: I had just won the middleweight class at
the USAs. I was so excited backstage, I started
to cry. Up walks Paul Dillett. He smacks me
hard on the back of the head. I was like, dude,
Paul Dillett just smacked me. Awesome!
Joe: I know how it feels to win. My first bodybuilding show, the 1984 South Jersey
Bodybuilding Championships. I’d been overweight my entire life, and even though I did well
For more "In The Trenches"

Joe: You were definitely in the zone, my friend.
At the 1991 Mr. America, after I won my class,
feeling the confidence and momentum start to
build inside me going into the posedown. My
only thought was that I was going to go out
there and show my best, and that I’d come so
far, I wasn’t going to go without a fight. People
refer to it as being in the “zone”, or in the
moment. At that instant, I was. It almost seems
like a dream now.
Schak: Yeah, you’re right about that. One
time, I was backstage at the Universe after
pre-judging. I asked Jimmy Manion, who at
that time was our team coach, if he thought I’d
won the whole thing. He turned to me and said,
“If you were to fall off the stage and break your
leg in the finals, you’d still win the damn show.”
We still laugh about that today.
Machine: It was at the Metropolitan championships where I won the super heavys. I
remember being in the pump up area. When
the other competitors looked at me, I saw the
look in their eyes. They knew it was all over.
They were competing for second. I love that
feeling, getting pumped up. Everything else
just fades away. Just like a dream.

DEFINE HARDCORE
Vinny: Hardcore is a guy who works hard. He
trains smart and never misses a meal. He’s a
guy who is absolutely dedicated. A “freak”, on
the other hand, is someone who eats like shit
and trains like shit, and is still a freak. He looks
fucking great no matter what he does.
Schak: Yeah, a freak can just look at the
weights and he’ll grow like a fucking weed.
He’s got the genetics. The right attitude can
make up some ground though. Hardcore is old
time, old school bodybuilding. Hardcore is
always trying to break through limitations.
Machine: Hardcore is a compliment. It means
you’ve achieved something that others can
only dream about. You give up everything.
Everything. You get used to pain. You train
through injuries. You give up a normal life. It
takes you two hours just to make your meals
everyday. And there are no shortcuts. I
remember one time, this one light heavy actually competed with synthol and blood oozing
out of his shoulder. It was a mockery of bodybuilding. Sure, freakiness and size is great. But
if you’re a bag of oil, I’m not impressed.
Anyone can get a bottle of oil and shoot up.
Anyone can buy size in a bottle. What separates a champion from everyone else is a work
ethic. You can’t buy that. That’s hardcore.
Joe: It’s an attitude. It’s not screaming in the
gym. It’s not wearing tank tops in forty degree
weather. It’s not about excuses why you can’t
squat. It’s not being an asshole to other guys in
the gym. Its not about spitting or throwing
weights around. Its about intensity and dedication. It’s about going into the gym and getting
the job done. No excuses. It’s about the way
you think: iron is no match for you. It’s about
dreaming of the next workout when you’ve just
finished your current one. It’s staying hungry,
always wanting more.
Machine: Yeah, it’s all that. Me, I learned the old
school methods from the old-time, hardcore
bodybuilders. Old school or hardcore. To me,
they’re one and the same. Both mean you have
to be willing to get your hands dirty. It means
enjoying the feeling of lying under bone-crushing poundages. Most lifters can't wait to put the
weights down at the end of a set. Old time bodybuilders live for it. We dream of it at night.
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by Ox
Tomorrow is January 1, 2010; the beginning of a new year. When I was younger I used to see New Year’s as a time to celebrate
and party. Now I see it differently. The clock is ticking pal. Another year down and a fresh one up. Talk to anyone old enough or
smart enough to know and they’ll all have some heavy shit to say about time. Once it’s gone, you can’t get it back, you can’t
change it, and contrary to popular belief, you can’t buy more of it. Time is basically a priceless commodity. You can almost never
have enough of it and everyone always seems to want more of it. Some would begin to think its valuable in a way similar to
cash. C’mon man, I know you’re not that simple. You can always get your hands on more money— you can earn more, borrow
some or even steal it if you have to. However, you can’t really make more time, and nobody wants to be on borrowed time.
Awww, but its New Year’s Eve and party boy wants to go out. It’s a cause for celebration is it? Maybe it is. Did you earn it? What
have you done this year? Last New Year’s Eve is still fresh in my mind. I remember packing it in too early to even watch the ball
drop. I had shit to get done. I had plans for 2009. Damn, the year flew by. It goes quick man, like the time between sets. Don’t
get me wrong, I’m satisfied with what I accomplished in 2009, but dammit, it’s still another year down. I’m another year older
and the amount of time that remains to do everything I want to do is dwindling down. I’ve got places I want to go, things I wanna
see, people I wanna meet and things I want to be. I often worry that one lifetime won’t be enough. Yeah, I know the cliché about
living once— if you do it right, it’s all you need. All who needs? Some simpleton with no expectations? I still say ten lifetimes
wouldn’t be enough. Maybe I’ll feel differently in the end. Maybe everyone dies grateful for the life they lived, regardless of
whether or not they lived a great life, how long they lived or what they managed to accomplish during their life. But just in case
there’s a chance I’m not gonna feel satisfied having lived just any life, I’m hell bent on making use of the time I’ve got.
Every day counts. Whether training or taking a day of rest, it all has to be done with purpose. There has to be an ultimate goal
in mind and everything I do has to bring me one step closer to realizing that goal. It’s all relative. I sure as hell do not believe
anyone should compare himself to anyone else. Any notion of success or failure has got to be self derived. The rate at which
you progress has got nothing to do with whether or not I find my rate of progression, or lack thereof, satisfactory or not. I’m my
own man and you’re your own person. Instead of comparing yourself to someone else, take a look back and ask yourself what
you’ve accomplished. Have the brains to recognize success and the balls to admit failure.
Allowing your pride to drive your thoughts is only gonna blind you from seeing what needs to be fixed. What’s your body composition this year compared to this point last year? I’m not talking about bodyweight or tape measurements. C’mon, speaking
strictly in those terms is for posers. COMPOSITION. If you’re twenty pounds heavier than last year but you’re carrying that much
more body fat, have you made any progress? If you’re carrying the same amount of body fat as last year but you’re heavier, it
would be safe to say you put on some muscle. We’re not powerlifters but strength does matter. Are you moving some new
weight? Ahhhh, everybody loves going where they’ve never gone before in the gym. Strength gain is not the be all end all but
we could all agree that if you’re weaker than you were last year, something is wrong.
But perhaps the most important aspect of your assessment is the most obvious— taking an honest look in the mirror. Has anything changed or are you the same man you were last year? I don’t wanna hear that crap about how you see yourself every
day so you can’t really judge, blah blah blah. Lame. If you had no chest last year, do you now have a chest? If not then there’s
something broken and motherfucker, you need to fix it. I don’t wanna hear all that bullshit about how it’s an inch and a half bigger according to the tape and your bench press is up fifty pounds. You’re not speaking my language. Tell it to someone who
gives a shit. What are you gonna do every time you look in the mirror? Keep telling yourself that even though you don’t like the
way you look, you’re getting stronger or the scale is going up? That’s not gonna cut it for a bodybuilder. You’re either improving your physique or you’re not. If you’re seeing the progress and shit is happening before your eyes, that’s great… Keep it
going. I wouldn’t exactly try to fix what isn’t broke but there’s nothing wrong with assessing what could be done better. We’re
bodybuilders and that’s what we do. We mess with shit. We try to perfect ourselves. It’s never good enough.
Tomorrow is the first day of the New Year. I’d be both lying and ungrateful if I didn’t say I feel incredibly fortunate for everything
I have and all that has happened this past year. Truth be told, I’m happy to simply be alive. But I’ve got a few things I want to get
done before it’s all said and done. The days, the months, the years, they all add up. And they add up quickly. If I can’t be honest enough with myself to distinguish between progression and the spinning of my own wheels, I’m not gonna come anywhere
close to getting it all done. There’s no time for going backwards. In the words of my high school geometry teacher “fail fast.”
Read Ox's "Win Or Lose"

You stand alone, ten plates in the hole. It’s you versus
the weight. You’re thinking, “I’m gonna get friggin’
crushed.” You’re thinking, “I’m not gonna get up.” But
you will. You always do. Yeah, you’ll puke. Yeah, it’ll
be hard getting off the shitter the next couple days. But
it’ll be worth it, cuz when there’s chalk on your hands
and sweat on your back, there’s no better place in the
world. This is pain. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal Omega: The Essential EFA Stack
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“I don’t go a day without Omega. It is an absolute staple in my supplement regimen. A complete formula designed specifically for
bodybuilders with a diverse and balanced blend of Omega 3 and 6 EFAs—it gets no better. Improved metabolism and hormone
production, greater cardiovascular function and general overall health benefits—Omega is the most underrated supplement in the
Animal line.” – G Diesel
Essential. What is essential is core or critical...
Is needed day in and day out, it is useful at
regular intervals, and it is integral to optimal
performance. What is essential is foundational.
The weights are essential, your desire is
essential, the right food is essential. Beyond
that, Animal has brought you the foundational
products, the year round supplements
deemed necessary to your consistent growth
and progress… Those that don't need to be
cycled. Products like Pak, Flex, Nitro and
Pump. To this essential category we now
welcome Animal Omega, "The Essential EFA
Stack." Animal Omega is the ultimate in
essential fatty acid supplementation.
If you’re looking to pack on lean muscle mass,
add on quality size, or even cut down, ya gotta
first take a look at your diet. No matter what
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your goals are, your quest for the ultimate
physique begins and ends with the diet. In
other words, the foods you eat. Tailoring the
right meals will yield the right results in the
gym. Food... Yeah, when you get down to the
basics, it’s quite simple-- to pack on mass, ya
gotta take in more quality calories throughout
the day. And vice versa, to cut down, ya gotta
consume fewer calories, but also from quality
sources. And of course keep up the lifting and
cardio. Building a solid physique doesn’t just
stop once you leave the gym, it essentially
begins and ends with your diet and nutrition
which is a 24/7 job.
When it comes to diets, for the most part,
most opt for a low fat, moderate protein,
approach.
carbohydrate
moderate
"Trimming the fat" was seen as an integral

part of living a healthy lifestyle and shedding
the pounds. This is the old school approach,
and one put forth by many champions. This
was seen in the throughout the 80s and 90s
with the rise of low-fat foods coming onto the
market and getting heavily promoted in the
news. But as years went on, obesity became
more of an epidemic and caused the folks in
the nutrition industry to look into it. People
weren’t eating fat much anymore, so they
shouldn’t be getting fat, right? Wrong.
Recently it was found that low fat diets
weren’t all they were cracked up to be. Lowfat diets appear to not protect against heart
attacks, strokes, or cancer, a major study
found, contradicting what had once been
promoted as one of the cornerstones of a
healthy lifestyle. Plus low fat diets so often
translated to lowered levels of the hormones

most critical to strength and muscle growth—
obviously a huge disadvantage to serious
iron athletes.
Long story short, this science just further
solidified what a number of experts have been
promoting for years—that there is an important
role for fats and they shouldn’t be shoved to
the background, but instead brought into the
limelight. "Fats" in general aren't the problem.
It's certain fats which create the issues. Other
fats are, on the contrary, important. Over the
years, researchers have found that there are
numerous health benefits of certain fats, the
essential fatty acids. In other words, it shouldn't
be about trimming all the fats from the diet.
Cutting back on saturated and trans fats, yeah.
But you should actually start using or upping
the intake of EFAs, on the other hand.
EFAs are those necessary fats that we as
humans are unable to synthesize in our
bodies--we gotta get them from diet or
supplementation. Just like EAAs or other
essential micronutrients such as vitamins and
minerals, we need optimum amounts in order
for the body to function properly, let alone to
make gains in lean mass. Getting the proper
EFAs isn’t easy for most of us. A typical diet
consists of an overabundance of saturated
fats, trans fats, and those fats from plant
sources (think of common cooking oils)
usually overloaded with omega 6s, as they
are the easiest and most economical to get
your hands on. Now don't get me wrong.
Omega 6s are important, as they are EFAs
too. But it's not just the types of fats. It's also
the ratios. More on that later. EFAs have been
clinically proven to exert positive effects in
many areas, including—balancing insulin
levels, thermogenesis, anabolism, hormone
synthesis, fertility, prostaglandin function,
immune function, repair of cellular
membranes, enabling cells to obtain optimum
nutrition and more. For the bodybuilder, EFAs
are vital for optimal metabolism, hormone
production, cardiovascular health, peak
performance, reducing exercise soreness
and maximizing fat burning. It’s a wonder why

they are so overlooked and underutilized by
the population.
For supplementation purposes there are only
2 types of fats that are needed; Omega 3 (n-3)
and Omega 6 (n-6). Omega 9 is necessary, yet
not essential because it can be made by the
body in modest amounts. The reason why the
body can’t make an n-3 or n-6 fatty acid is that
human metabolism can’t add a double bond
to a fatty acid that is more than 9 carbons away
from the delta end (acid end). This is also the
reason why the body can’t convert an n-3 fatty
acid to an n-6 fatty acid. Yeah, it sounds like
science mumbo jumbo, but is important to see
from a chemistry perspective why it’s so hard
to obtain the right EFAs from the diet.
This is where a supplement like Animal Omega
comes into play. Sure, it ain’t fancy. No cool bells
and whistles here, just the basics. It’s not going
to "pack on 10 lb in a week" but long-term, it’ll get
ya to where ya want to be. EFAs are needed, not
just any old EFAs, but the right kinds and the
right amounts. Animal Omega is the most
complete EFA product on the market. It
contains the right fats too. It’s a full spectrum,
molecularly distilled EFA supplement, each
pack containing a precise and pre-dosed ratio
of n-3 to n-6. It is packed with sources of Omega
3 oils extracted from a multitude of fish sources
as well as plant-sourced omega 3s from
flaxseed oil. Such a well-rounded mixture
ensures that you obtain all of the various n-3
extracts that are so important for general health.
You get the balance of alpha linoleic acid from
flax and the key fish oil extracts, EPA and DHA.
Animal Omega is then rounded out with key
Omega 6 oils. Linoleic acid is the other
essential fatty acid found in nature. As said
before, lack of n-6 in one’s diet is hard to come
by. However, there is a specific form of n-6,
gamma linoneic acid or GLA, that is crucial for
health. This is contained in ample doses in
Omega. The body uses n-6 essential fatty
acids to make various prostaglandins and
leukotrienes. These substances influence
inflammation and pain; some of them

increase symptoms, while others decrease
them. Another n-6 found in Animal Omega is
CLA. CLA is touted for its ability to reduce
body fat, being anti-catabolic, acting as an
antioxidant and enhancing the immune
system. CLA positively influences the
metabolism and assists with fat regulation
and protein metabolism. Sesamin is another
key ingredient added. It’s a naturally occurring
lignan found in sesame oil. Research has
shown sesamin can help maximize fat loss,
support liver and kidney health and maintain
healthy lipid profiles when combined along
with other EFAs as found in Animal Omega.
Sesamin is touted as a promising ingredient in
the process of lean mass recomposition.
All of these potent fatty nutrients are
supported by a comprehensive nutrient
transport complex which allows for maximum
absorption and utilization and transport of
Omega’s essential fatty acids. L-carnitine,
lipase and lecithin make up the complex so
you rest assured that the components that
make up the n-3 and n-6 complexes are
actually getting into your system efficiently
and effectively. Another important aspect of
this complex is the addition of important
antioxidants, Vitamins A, D and E, which
ensure EFA stability and prevents ‘em from
breaking down in the can. A must have for any
type of EFA supplement. This translates to
ultra potent softgels right from the get-go.
Animal Omega provides essential nutrition for
the serious strength athlete. It’s loaded with all
of the right fats, in a proper ratio of n-3 to n-6 to
help support high quality metabolic functioning
and body recomposition. It also supports
cardiovascular protection, a healthy immune
system and overall health and well being. It
won’t change your physique overnight, but it
will be an important addition to your long term
physique goals. This is a common thread
among Animal products. They aren’t flashy or
sexy. They are complete, comprehensive, and
just get the job done. You might not “feel” them
immediately, but you sure as shit will know it
when you’re not using them. They are not
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about style but substance. They place function
before form. They are about results, period.
Bottom line is, in the changing landscape of
bodybuilding supplementation, quality EFA use
is a must if your diet is to be optimized and your
goals are to be met. That is why we bring you
Animal Omega. For the Animal, the quest to be
the best is not a casual choice, not a passing
fancy. Like his choice of supplements, it is
essential. Animal Omega. It's the last word on
EFA supplementation.

required for
• Bodybuilders and strength athletes, both
offseason and precontest
• Those looking to shed bodyfat
• Those looking to optimize hormone levels
• Those seeking to improve cardiovascular
health
• Bodybuilders looking to optimize overall
health

daily dose
Use Animal Omega as you would your
regular essential fatty acid (EFA) supplement.
If this is your first time, take Animal Omega
with a meal and you’re good to go. Use a
pack or two daily, as you need it.

recommended stacks
Animal products have been designed to
work alone, or in combinations (“stacks”).
When stacking, always start with Animal Pak
as the basic foundation. Then work in the
other Animal products around it. A solid, allyear-round stack would ideally consist of
Animal Pak/Animal Flex/Animal Omega.
While Animal Omega is a great all-purpose
supplement which should be used by all
strength athletes, it can be even more
beneficial on a cut, especially when stacked
with the foundation, Animal Pak, and with the
addition of Animal Cuts. For timing, consider
Pak with breakfast, Cuts twice daily as needed,
and Omega with either lunch or dinner.

product size
30 Packets
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Essential By Ox

should serve as the basis of a solid diet.

Alright alright, I’m not here to talk about whether or not carbohydrate intake is necessary or to talk about ketosis dieting or anything like that. I am simply illustrating the fact that people take in
plenty of carbohydrates even thought they are not even essential for proper human nutrition. And people have had an easy
time accepting the fact that essential amino acids exist and protein intake must be optimal in order for you to be at your best.
So what about fat? Fat. Such a dirty word. I don’t know when
it started but in my twenty-five years on this Earth I have
always heard a low fat diet being advocated by the masses. I
was always told to stay away from fat. Fat makes you fat.
Sounds logical right? It’s almost as if you’re going to eat some
fat and it is going to enter into your body and immediately
attach itself to your abdomen or your ass or your thighs.
Damn… I hate when that happens.
Let me ask you this--if fat is what makes you fat and you can
have your pick of everything from lowfat cheese to lowfat
peanut butter (seemingly a contradiction of the very nature of
these foods) then why the fuck is everyone so damn fat?!
You’ve seen it yourself. People have gotten and continue to
get fatter and fatter and fatter. Interesting huh? You’re damn
right it is. It’s interesting because it makes no fucking sense
and people continue to do it.

es-sen-tial
adj. constituting or being part of the essence of something;
inherent basic or indispensable; necessary being a substance
that is required for normal functioning but cannot be synthesized by the body and therefore must be included in the diet.
There you have it... A textbook definition of what it means for
something to be essential. I didn’t make this up; this isn’t my
definition. Nor was I the one to identify specific fatty acids and
amino acids as being essential. I make the assumption that
you were paying attention in your high school biology lecture
and picked up on the notion that there are essential amino
acids and essential fatty acids. Accordingly, that would mean
that there are specific fatty acids and amino acids that we
would be required to consume because our bodies are unable
to synthesize them on its own.

If you’re even somewhat serious about gaining muscle,
improving performance, dropping bodyfat, or whatever may
be required in order for you to reach your physique oriented
goal, I’m sure you have already firmly grasped the concept of
protein supplementation. I’ve talked to people who say they
are eating 2 grams of protein per pound of bodyweight. For a
200 pound man that’s four hundred grams per day. Damn,
even I don’t take in that much.
The point is, people have embraced the idea that adequate
and proper protein intake is necessary for muscle repair and
growth. Taking a look around, between the abundance of quality animal proteins, protein powders and amino supplements,
I doubt anyone is in danger of not fulfilling their essential amino
acid requirements.

On the same note, you would be hard pressed to find someone
who thought it was okay to skip the carbohydrates. C’mon, you
know you’ve always been told how important carbohydrate
intake is for fueling your body with the energy it needs to function
properly, perform at optimal levels and train with maximum intensity. Wait a second. What did you say? Oh yeah, you’re right.
Technically there is no such thing as an essential carbohydrate
or sugar. That’s true, only amino acids and fatty acids are
essential for life. But hey, people still eat plenty of them anyways. Aside from the fact that the practically obsolete food
guide pyramid suggests that you make carbohydrates the
foundation of your diet and get the majority of your calories
from them, many people still believe that carbohydrates

What do I propose? Well I think people should take a look at
the fact that there are essential amino acids and essential fatty
acids and make them the foundation of their diet. If you had a
question about World War II and referred to an encyclopedia
for your answer I assume you would trust the information you
found and accept it as truth. I encourage you to pick up any
reference book and read about essential fats. An encyclopedia will tell you how you must have them in your diet, how crucial they are in order for you to function properly and all the
positive effects of consuming your essential fatty acids.

So why are people so resistant to incorporating fats in their diet?
Because they’ve had it beaten into their brains that fat is bad for
you and that fat makes you fat. Fat does not make you fat. Not
eating fat makes you fat. That’s right, you heard me. Not taking
in any one vitamin, mineral, and or macronutrient puts you at the
risk of seriously fucking up your metabolism. That’s because you
need vitamins, minerals, water, and the proper macronutrients to
look and feel your best. Neglect any one of them and how could
you expect to function at an optimal level? You can’t. And if your
metabolism is not functioning at 100% because you’re depriving
it of something that is essential, such as fats, then you will get fat.
C’mon, it’s not rocket science; it’s just common sense.
Personally speaking, I can tell you of the marked improvements I’ve seen in my physique after incorporating essential
fatty acids in proper amounts into my diet just over two years
ago. I had always tried to follow a low fat diet and coincidentally (or perhaps it is no coincidence at all), I had always been
overweight. Even after losing over 70 pounds in high school I
still did not have a low bodyfat percentage; I was not lean.

The first five or six years of my bodybuilding career I just ate
to grow and thought that being fat was just part of the process
and I accepted that. It wasn’t until I dieted for my first national
level show, the 2006 NPC Junior Nationals, that I learned how
important essential fats were for supporting both fat loss and
muscle preservation. And ever since that show, I have never
gotten fat in the offseason.

Compared to how I used to get and how I see a lot of other
guys get in the offseason, I stay fairly lean and feel great. I can’t
help but think it’s because I make essential fatty acids and
essential amino acids the foundation of my diet. I grow easier
and stay leaner in the offseason. And pre-contest, I keep more
muscle size and strength and lose fat easier. But more importantly, whether I’m dieting or trying to gain lean mass, I feel better than I ever have. I do not have cravings, my moods are very
steady, I sleep well, my muscles are fuller, my strength is up,

and I do not experience sudden hunger followed by lethargy.

I’d like to share with you the essential fatty acid regimen I followed over the past two years when I won the overall at the
2006 NPC Junior Nationals and the overall at the 2007 NPC
Nationals where I earned my IFBB pro card. As many of you
know, I'm a bodybuilder who takes nutrition very seriously.
Here it is:
• 1,000 mg fish oil x 3 times daily
• 1,300 mg evening primrose oil x 3 times daily
• 1,000 mg flax seed oil x 2 times daily
• 1,000 mg conjugated linoleic acid x 3 times daily

Now keep in mind that I’m an elite bodybuilder and this is what
works for me based on trial and error. For you, you’d need to
scale back your intake and tailor it to your specific needs. But
as you can see, it is a fairly straightforward regime. I get fats
from both fish and vegetable sources to make for a complete
and comprehensive approach.

I take fish oils because it is rich in the omega-3 fatty acids EPA
(eicosapentaenoic acid) and DHA (docosahexaenoic acid).
EPA and DHA are important for mental health, neurological
development, regulating inflammation, and sharpening insulin
sensitivity. Increasing insulin sensitivity is especially important
because the more sensitive you are to your insulin, the less
your body will need to produce. Less insulin production means
less fat storage, better blood lipid profiles, and a healthier
heart. Furthermore, fish-based sources of omega-3 fatty acids
are very easy for the body to assimilate and use.

From vegetable sorces, I include some flaxseed oil because it
contains the omega-3 fatty acid ALA (alpha-linolenic acid) which
can be used by your body to produce EPAand DHA. While some
may argue that it first needs to be converted to EPA and DHA, I
feel that it is always a good idea to have a variety and to cover
every angle. Besides, EFA supplementation isn’t just about EPA
and DHA. You want a wide range of fatty acids in your diet.
I also supplement with evening primrose oil in order to get sufficient amounts of GLA (gamma-linolenic acid) which is vital in
order for the body to produce prostaglandins. Prostagalandins
are hormones which are necessary for growth, mood regulation, and immune system function. And I round out my supplementation with CLA (conjugated linoleic acid) which, although
it is not an essential fatty acid, has been shown to help keep
bodyfat in check. For this purpose, I’m also thinking about
adding sesamin in the future.

So there you have it. For a long time, I was buying four different
products to fulfill my essential fatty acid needs. Once I heard that
Animal was coming out with their own EFA product, Animal
Omega, you better believe I was very interested to see what the
new product had to offer. Why? Because I’ve seen a lot of fatty
acid supplements which give you a lot of one cheap ingredients
and not much of the good stuff. I’ve seen many that are made
for the average health nut. But I will say that I was impressed
when I was first shown the profile for Animal Omega.

The first thing I noticed was that Animal Omega is a very comprehensive, all-in-one product. If I were to supplement with
Animal Omega I would be getting all of the fatty acids that I got
with my regimine plus more. Like I mentioned earlier about taking in ALA in order to cover myself even though I was getting a
good amount of EPA and DHA, Animal Omega did the same giving you some flax oil plus fish oil from a wide variety of species.

The same was done with the omega-6 fatty acids, which are also
essential. Borage oil and primrose oil which are both high in GLA
were included but so was some safflower oil because it supplies
LA (linoleic acid) which is the raw building block for GLA and is a
good source of CLA. All the bases are covered. On top of the
essential fatty acids, sesamin has been added for their positive
effect on bodyfat and overall health. And to make the whole thing
go down, lipase enzyme and lecithin were added. Honestly, I’ll be
trading in all my current bottles for a single can of Animal Omega.
I know I’m going to like the formula and the convenience.

Every week, thousands of bodybuilders and powerlifters call in or e-mail us at trainer@animalpak.com. What's on their minds? They
want a customized Animal supplement stack that will work best for their unique needs. Maybe you’re a competitive bodybuilder training
for a show. Maybe you’re just a serious lifter who’s hit a wall. Maybe you’re gearing up for a meet? Maybe you are a "hardgainer" who
wants to gain quality weight. Whatever your needs, we've collected some of our most popular supplement stacks right here. So strap
on your seatbelts, cuz we're about to reveal these Animal supplement "stacks" right now.

Stack #1: The Natural Lean Mass Stack

Stack #3: The Pre-Contest Cutting Stack

Goal:

Goal:

For serious trainers looking to add maximum mass and strength through non-hormonal
means.

Tools:

For elite and competitive bodybuilders seeking to increase striations and vascularity. This
triple stack can increase muscle hardness, overall conditioning, and deep cuts. Several
cycles can be used consecutively in the weeks of contest prep prior to a show.

Animal Pak, Animal M-Stak, Animal Pump

Tools:

Schedule:

Animal Pak, Animal Cuts, Animal Nitro

Animal Pak
1 pack daily with breakfast
Animal M-Stak 1 pack daily, 1 hour preworkout
Animal Pump 1 pack daily, 30 minutes preworkout

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Cuts

Note:
Both Pump and M-Stak contain caffeine. If a stimulant sensitivity exists, remove the red
capsule from the M-Stak formula. If training late in the evening, consider removing the red
capsule from both formulas, so as to not disrupt normal sleep patterns.

Tips:
Maximizing gains on this stack necessitates the handling of heavy weights to failure,
coupled with higher rep sets. Be sure to stay hydrated and to consume at least a gram of
protein per lb of bodyweight. Consuming a shake combining whey and simple
carbohydrates immediately postworkout is also highly recommended.

Stack #2: The Basic Anabolic Stack

Animal Nitro

2 packs daily, with breakfast and dinner
2 packs daily, once in the morning before breakfast and another in the
early afternoon, allowing for at least 3-4 hours between each pack
2 packs daily, 30 minutes prior to lifting, within 30 minutes after lifting

Note:
This plan assumes that you're training in the evening. If you train first thing in the morning,
for example, take your Animal Nitro first, followed by an Animal Cuts pack 3-4 hours later,
and a second Cuts pack 3-4 hours after that.

Tips:
Drink plenty of water. If doing both weight training and cardio during the same session,
always hit the weights first, followed by cardio. Anaerobic activity is fueled by glycogen,
and after weight training, the cardio will tap into fat stores more efficiently. When
performing cardio, the intensity level should not be too high as entering the anaerobic
threshold encourages carb utilization, not fat oxidation.

Goal:
This is a basic, minimal stack designed for all intermediate to advanced lifters looking for
an anabolic edge. These athletes train hard and eat clean throughout the year. Due to the
potent nature of this stack, however, it isn't recommended for all athletes, especially those
athletes who are drug-tested or under the age of 18.

Stack #4: The Foundation Stack
Goal:

Animal Pak, Animal Stak

This foundational Stack gives athletes the basic building blocks. It covers nutritional gaps and
protects your joints and ligaments. This stack also provides the essential fatty acids (EFAs) for
optimum hormonal levels.

Schedule:

Tools:

Tools:

Animal Pak
Animal Stak

1 pack with either breakfast, lunch, or dinner
1 pack 30-45 minutes prior to weight training or cardio. On non-weight
training days, take a pack approximately the same time as you would if you
were training

Tips:
With Animal Pak, you not only get a great nutritional foundation, you also get a supplement
that makes the Animal Stak (and other supplements) work better. Combined with 4-6
balanced meals per day, this simple double stack will produce nice results in a short period
of time. Make sure your body is getting enough quality calories and protein. Remember,
calories are the fuel which will drive growth.
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Animal Pak, Animal Flex, Animal Omega

Schedule:
Animal Pak
1 pack daily, with breakfast or any other meal
Animal Flex
1 pack daily with any meal
Animal Omega 1 pack daily with any meal

Tips:
For maximum results, take your Animal Pak with breakfast (or any other whole food meal).
Take Animal Flex with any meal of the day and take a pack of Animal Omega with any meal.
Animal Pak will cover your bases with micronutrients while Animal Flex will protect your
joints from hard training. Animal Omega supplies you with a balanced, full spectrum, multisource EFA supplement formulated for bodybuilders.

Stack #5: The Serious Anabolic Stack
Goal:
Perfect for serious lifters looking to maximize performance and strength. This triple stack
is ideal for frequent, heavy lifters who need help reducing recovery times.

Tools:
Animal Pak, Animal Nitro, Animal Stak

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Stak
Animal Nitro

1 pack daily, with a meal
1 pack 30-45 minutes prior to training
1 pack within 30 minutes after training

Tips:
If your training is particularly tough, you can also take a second Animal Nitro packet during
the day. We like taking it first thing in the morning in this stack.

Stack #6: The Off-Season Mass Gaining Stack
Goal:
This powerful quadruple stack is perfect for strength athletes looking for quality weight
gain in the off-season, those bodybuilders looking to maximize their muscle size, and
traditional "hardgainers."

Tools:
Animal Pak, Animal Stak, Animal M-Stak, Animal Flex

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Stak
Animal M-Stak
Animal Flex

1 pack daily, with breakfast, lunch, or dinner
1 pack daily, 30-45 minutes prior to training
1 pack daily, 3-4 hours apart from the Animal Stak
1 pack daily with any meal

Note:
Be sure not to take the Animal Stak at the same time you take the Animal M-Stak. Stagger
each. For example, if you train and take the Stak in the morning, take the M-Stak in the
afternoon, and vice versa. Flex can be taken at any meal of the day, timing does not make a
difference.

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Stak
Animal Pump
Animal Nitro

1 pack daily with breakfast
1 pack 45 minutes before training
1 pack 30 minutes before training
1 pack immediately postworkout

Note:
Since both Stak and Pump are designed as preworkout packs, take Stak 45 minutes before
your workout and then follow it 15 minutes later with Pump. It is always a good idea to
take Pump closer to your training so as to maximize the effects of the Energy Rush
Complex.

Tips:
Prioritize taking in mega calories and getting ample rest. Add a gainer shake to breakfast
and have another before bed.

Stack #8: The Test Explosion Stack
Goal:
To maximize the output of testosterone and GH through multiple means to allow for
dramatic gains in size and strength.

Tools:
Animal Pak, Animal Test, Animal Stak

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Stak
Animal Test

1 pack daily, in the AM, with your breakfast meal
1 pack daily, 1 hour before training
1 pack daily, 30 minutes preworkout

Tips:
Cycle off with Animal M-Stak so as to maintain muscle mass gained.

Stack #9: The Ultimate Recovery Stack
Goal:
For the hardest trainers this stack will help optimize recovery from their most brutal
workouts.

Tips:

Tools:

In addition to the above supplement stack, aim for 5-6 meals daily, every 2-3 hours.
Include generous helpings of lean red beef, tuna, chicken, pork, and turkey. If you eat
clean, you won't need to add any fat because you'll get them naturally from your food.
Consume protein with every meal, at least a gram of protein per pound of bodyweight per
day. If you want, you can supplement with some essential fats in the form of nuts,
safflower oil, natural peanut butter, flaxseed oil, borage oil, or better yet, Animal Omega.
Stick to low glycemic index carbs and make sure you get enough of them as glycogen fuels
anaerobic training.

Animal Pak, Animal Nitro, Animal PM

Schedule:
Animal Pak
Animal Nitro
Animal PM

1 pack daily with breakfast
1 pack immediately postworkout
1 pack before bed

Note:
Such a stack assumes the intake of the necessary whole food calories and protein. Also, a
priority must be placed on sleep in order to maximize recuperation.

Tips:

Stack #7: The Explosive Gains Stack
Goal:
To add maximum size and strength in a short period of time.

Tools:
Animal Pak, Animal Pump, Animal Stak, Animal Nitro

To optimize the uptake of EAAs, Nitro can be taken immediately postworkout with a source
of simple carbs 30 minutes prior to your typical PWO shake. If you utilize a protein shake
before bed, allow 30 minutes for digestion prior to taking Animal PM to maximize
absorption and efficacy.
For More Stack Ideas
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by The House
You want to know the secret? The secret to geting huge?
Bro, there are no fuckin secrets. Sorry. People always want
that secret exercise, secret diet, or little secret pill. All the shit
that works is right out in front of your face. You just got to
open up your eyes to see it. There aren't any short cuts or
any fucking free passes. You got to roll the dice and move
one step at a time.
Everything that is good and worth doing takes time and
effort. So don't waste your time looking for that secret,
because you will find yourself treading water. Here is what a
little birdie told me once, take it back to the basics. Basic
training, basic nutrition and basic supplementation is the way
to go. Let's face it the basic shit works. That is why you need
to make sure your basics are covered from front to back.
We all have different training techniques and training goals,
but lets face it the basic old school exercises work. They
should be used in your training arsenal. The basic core exercises have given many the results we are all looking for. There
are a ton of new jazzed up machines out there that can help,
but they should not replace the hard shit that works. Don't get
me wrong you can use them but don't rely on them for the
best results. Here are a few exercises that you should have in
your training each week. To start it off right.
You don't know squat if you don't squat. This is how big
wheels get rollin. The free weight squat Is a great mass
builder and if you skip out on this exercise don't bitch when
you are walking on twigs. I always look forward to the days
after squatting because it feels great not being able to sit on
the shitter with out thinking about that last set of deep ass
squats. Now, who doesn't like that shit?
Deads for life. In my book deads are great for overall thickness and mass. Hands down there is no better feeling than
pullin some big weight off the floor.
Bench, don't be a benchwarmer. The good old bench press
is a must for developing a thick chest. The bench press
should be a staple in your chest training routine.
Keep it straight with straight bar curls. The straight bar is great
for overall mass--mass on the big guns we all wish we had.
Crush your skull crushers. Skulls will build you the horseshoes of a Clydesdale.
Don't let your shoulders go M.I.A. Do your standing military

Read The House's "You Are Your Maker"

presses. Overhead strength is something that is earned. The
heavy military press is a must in getting massive delts.
These are the basics that you should not miss out on in your
training. Keep it simple with the core exercises and incorporate them in your training to see serious old school results.
Supplements and nutrition go hand in hand. These are two
things that can make a big difference in your training. You
can beat your ass up in the weight room and if the supplements and nutrition are not on point then you will not see the
results you want. When it comes down to nutrition the basic
shit works here to. If you want to gain take in more quality
calories than you are burning. To lose, burn more calories
than you are eating. It's that simple.
Try to get six meals per day with quality protein and some
carbs. If you are trying to gain eat more carbs, and if you
want to cut eat less carbs. For your proteins try good old
eggs, fish, beef, chicken, or whey shakes. For carbs try to get
most of them from oats, brown rice, white rice, sweet potatoes or even white potatoes. Mix it up and try different combos to see what works best for you.
Now for the good stuff... The shit that gives you the edge.
When everything is on, supplements will help ensure all the
hard work you put in works for you. There are a ton of different supplements out there, but here are the basics that
should be the core of a good supplement program.
Hands down #1 is Animal Pak. Nothing beats a good multivitamin and Pak is the best. The Pak ensures you get all your
daily needs with vitamins and minerals that you need to help
your body heal from all the intense training
Next come aminos. Animal Nitro is a good source of aminos,
namely essential amino acids (EAAs). EAAs are only found in
supplements or food. Your body does not make them so you
got to get them from an outside source. Nitro gives you the
right ratio to make sure you get what you need for recovery.
Not to be forgotten is the good old protein shake. Whey protein shakes are a great way to ensure you are getting
enough protein to grow or help maintain your muscle while
dieting. Without protein we would be soft little cookies.
Keep it simple when it comes to your training and supplements and you will eventually get the results you seek. When
shit starts to go wrong take it back to the basics.

Yeah, you pay your gym dues but it goes well beyond that.
You pay your dues every time you squat. You pay them every
time you choke down another can of tuna. You pay them every
time you puke. This is what you pay just so you can respect
yourself and call yourself a man. This is membership in
the brotherhood of iron. This is Animal. Can you handle it?

Animal. Hardcore Training Packs.
Animal Nitro: The Ultimate Amino Pack
www.animalpak.com
800.872.0101

“This is my second time writing to you about Nitro, there is nothing out on the market that compares. This past semester at school
I've hit my personal bests in everything. Hit a 405 bench and a 585 deadlift, and my squats have gone up to 450 for 5 reps. I know
these arent any world records, but for me at 205 pounds I am pleased with my progress, and I def wouldnt have gotten there without
Nitro. If you’re looking for strength, you’re wasting your time with anything else.” - Tony, via e-mail
Big is big from a distance, but look close up
and you’ll notice even the largest objects are
made up of smaller components. Muscle
ain’t no different. The basic building blocks of
muscle are amino acids. And when it comes
to lifting, the most potent amino acids, the
most important amino acids, are the
essential amino acids (EAAs). Not just
because the body can’t make ‘em on its own
either but because EAAs can directly impact
the anabolic drive via protein synthesis-before lifting, during lifting and after lifting. Not
just any random collection of EAAs will do
either. You need the right ones and in the right
ratios and in the right form. That’s where
Human Muscle Protein Complex™ comes
into play with Animal Nitro. Animal Nitro uses
a precise blend of “uncoupled” EAAs to
deliver results. Fast.
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When you think Animal Nitro, think old school
meets new. We’ve taken a classic, amino
acids, and brought it up to date for the serious
lifter who’s looking for something more. Listen,
amino acids have been around for decades
and have been used by countless athletes. As
supplements, they’ve definitely stood the test
of time. They’ve also been studied in great
depth over the years. And those studies are
always moving forward… Recent research has
shown that amino acids are anabolic and can
benefit the lifter. But that research has also
shown that timing, dosages, and the mix of
aminos are all extremely important. To get
things rolling, you gotta start with the right mix,
forms and types of aminos to gain the
maximum anabolic advantage.
Animal Nitro has the right types of aminos

(essential amino acids or EAAs), forms
(“uncoupled,” free form), dose (researchproven 6 grams per pack), and the right
blend of aminos (Human Muscle Protein
Complex™). Recent published studies have
shown that to stimulate protein synthesis and
spark anabolism, only essential amino acids
(EAA) are necessary. Non-essential amino
acids (NEAA) aren’t (protein powders have
both EAA and NEAA). You don’t need a lot
either. EAAs are so efficient, researchers
have found that only 6 grams, orallydelivered, are necessary (this is the precise
amount in each pack of Animal Nitro).
However, it’s not just a matter of throwing in 6
grams of EAA. For example, you can’t put
them into tablets. Tablets, with all the fillers
and coatings, prevent the EAA from being
utilized by the body efficiently. That’s why

Animal Nitro comes only in quick-dissolving
capsules. The ratio of EAA are important too.
We’ll talk about this in a second…
We covered the types of aminos that are
important. But the forms are important too.
That’s why we use only “uncoupled”
essential amino acids. Uncoupled aminos
are a special form of amino acid–they are
free of chemical bonds. Because of this,
uncoupled aminos are rapidly absorbed by
the body—far more rapidly and efficiently
than protein powders like whey. Uncoupled
aminos, unlike intact proteins (such as from
foods or protein powders) can exert powerful
pharmacological and physiological actions
such as hormone regulation (insulin, growth
hormone),
immunomodulation,
and
anabolism. Just as importantly, uncoupled
aminos can bypass the liver. The liver acts as
a kind of gatekeeper. When you eat chicken
or drink a protein shake, the liver deaminates
much of the aminos, and those aminos are
ultimately converted to urea. Not good.
Uncoupled amino acids, on the other hand,
have the ability to actually bypass the liver.
Once ingested, uncoupled aminos in Animal
Nitro can form a “bolus” or a special
protective mass of aminos. Due to this
protective bolus, when the uncoupled
aminos reach the liver, they can escape the
liver’s processing and enter into systemic
circulation quickly and reach their target
areas to exert the pharmacological and
physiological effects. And this is one of the
reasons why Animal Nitro is superior to
regular protein powders. Animal Nitro
contains valuable essential aminos acids in
“uncoupled” forms that can rapidly reach
target tissues and exert anabolic effects.
While the form and types of aminos are
important, so too is the blend. You need the
right ratios of EAA to extract the maximum
benefits. Animal Nitro has the right ratios.
Animal Nitro is the only amino acid
supplement that contains Human Muscle
Protein Complex™. We used the amino acid

profile found in actual human muscle protein
itself when we created Animal Nitro. Why? By
matching the types and ratios of amino acids
to human muscle, you can potentially
increase the availability of each individual
essential amino acid in proportion to its
requirement for enhancing muscle protein
synthesis. In other words, if your muscles are
a hand, then Animal Nitro’s Human Muscle
Protein Complex™ is the glove.

recommended stacks

We think Animal Nitro is going to be a solid
addition to your nutritional arsenal. As a solid
amino-based supplement, it can appeal to a
broad range of strength athletes, including
powerlifters, bodybuilders, and anyone who
requires strength and power as a foundation.
It can be used during a cutting or bulking
cycle. It can be used by lifters who are
looking for improved recovery, more energy,
and greater strength. Because it consists of
such fundamental, basic ingredients, amino
acids, and because it offers so much
nutritional flexibility, we think Animal Nitro will
quickly become a staple supplement for
lifters everywhere..

product sizes

required for
• Competitive strength & power athletes
• High-intensity training
• Athletes who are dieting
• Individuals bulking on higher protein diets
• Lifters looking for an anabolic edge

daily dose
When lifting, there is a critical 4-hour anabolic
“window of opportunity” that exists. To take
advantage of this window, take 1 pack within
30 minutes following resistance training. For
even better results, take 2 packs daily – the
first immediately before lifting, and the
second within 30 minutes after. If you use a
post-training protein shake, wait at least
another 30-45 minutes after you’ve taken the
Animal Nitro pack before drinking your
shake. Always take Animal Nitro on an empty
stomach, preferably with 8 oz. of grape or
other fruit juice.

Like Animal Pak, we think Animal Nitro is a
“foundational” supplement. It should be a
staple in your nutritional arsenal. Every lifter
could benefit from using Animal Nitro. It’s so
flexible, you can add it to any “stack” and get
benefits immediately. Animal Nitro can
provide the body with the basic building
blocks it needs to grow and provide a nice
anabolic response around lifting.

44 Pack Can & 30 Pack Can

product faqs
Animal Nitro isn't cheap. Why is it better
than other amino products?
Simple. A lot of so-called amino supplements
out there are nothing more than whole, intact
protein powders like gelatin, casein and whey
punched into tablets. That's what makes them
cheaper. We think these products could easily
be called “protein tablets”, not “amino tablets”.
Now protein powders are cheaper and
digested more quickly than when you turn
them into tablets (tablets can be compressed,
full of fillers, and glazed with coatings that make
them harder for the body to absorb). And to top
it all off, because of the extra manufacturing,
tabs are pricier than straight powders. So in
reality, you might only take regular amino
tablets if you wanted a convenient, timereleased, protein supplement. Now Animal
Nitro isn't a regular amino acid supplement. It
isn't a whole protein made into capsules. It's like
pure gold. It consists of individual “uncoupled”
aminos that are highly efficient. It has a specific
ratio of essential amino acids called Human
Muscle Protein Complex™ (see below) that is
modeled on actual human muscle protein
itself. With protein powders, you can't fine tune
the amino acid profile like you can with
uncoupled aminos. When it came to Animal
Nitro, we weren't thinking about making a
generic amino supplement. We wanted to
make the best, targeted amino acid
supplement for specific applications: to help
spark anabolism.
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Animal Nitro contains essential aminos.
What's so special about essential
aminos?
Essential aminos are those aminos that your
body can't make… You can only get them
through your diet. Essential aminos are
important for a couple of reasons. First, your
body can take them and turn them into other
non-essential aminos as needed. Second,
many of the essential amino acids can be
used to make energy (useful during dieting)
when needed. Third, you can maintain a net
nitrogen balance on essential aminos onlyyou don't non-essential aminos to get into an
anabolic state. Fourth, the essential aminos
found in Animal Nitro come in the form of
uncoupled aminos. They are free of chemical
bonds and they do not need to be digested.
Therefore, they can be rapidly assimilated,
bypass the liver, and enter systemic
circulation quickly and efficiently. When
essential aminos come in “uncoupled” forms,
they can also exert pharmacological and
physiological effects that plain protein
powders can't. Fifth, Animal Nitro contains a
specific, proven ratio of amino acids. We just
don't throw them in there. They come in a
precise formula that has been modeled after
actual human muscle protein itself. No other
amino formula has this blend of aminos that
we call Human Muscle Protein Complex™
(see below). Finally, research has recently
shown that non-essential amino acids are not
required for boosting anabolism via protein
synthesis. Only essential aminos are
necessary. So yeah, essential amino acids
are just that important.
What is Human Muscle Protein
Complex™?
It's the exclusive profile of amino acids found
only in Animal Nitro. With Animal Nitro, you
get the amino profile that's found in actual
human muscle protein itself. According to
researchers, by matching the types and
ratios of amino acids to human muscle, you
can potentially increase the availability of
each individual essential amino acid in
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proportion to its requirement for enhancing
muscle protein synthesis. In other words, if
your muscles are a hand, then Animal Nitro's
Human Muscle Protein Complex™ is the
glove-the fit between aminos needed by the
muscle and aminos provided by Animal Nitro
is that good.
Does Animal Nitro need to be cycled?
No. As an amino acid supplement, Animal
Nitro does not have to be cycled. You can
take every day like the Animal Pak if you want.
For the best results, you'd take it on training
and non-training days. However, if you're
trying to stretch it out, it's definitely better to
take it on training days. We recommend
stacking the Animal Nitro with Animal Pak.
Does Animal Nitro have BCAAs?
Absolutely.
Each
pack
contains
approximately 4600mg of BCAAs. One
interesting thing about Human Muscle
Protein Complex™… As you know, we
modeled it after actual human muscle
protein. As it turns out, human muscle protein
has roughly a 2:1:1 ratio of leucine : isoleucine
: valine. A wealth of studies have been
performed on the benefits of BCAAs
specifically and guess what? The important
published studies used the same 2:1:1 ratio
of BCAAs as found in human muscle protein.
Coincidence? We don't think so. Matching
the amino protein profile of an amino
supplement to human muscle will yield the
best results according to research. Animal
Nitro also contains the proven 2:1:1 ratios of
leucine : isoleucine : valine. How's that for
cool?
How does Animal Nitro compare to
whey protein?
You really can't compare whey protein and
Animal Nitro. You would use each for different
reasons. Whey provides basic aminos
needed by the body to function properly. In
this way, whey is a general supplement.
Animal Nitro, on the other hand, is a very
targeted supplement. Animal Nitro is more

efficient and it can help promote anabolism. It
should be used pre- and post-training
specifically (though it can also be used
throughout the day). According to some
unpublished results, researchers noted that
essential amino acids were incorporated into
protein, not catabolized. On the other hand,
when 40g of whey protein was ingested, urea
production increased significantly. Urea is the
chief nitrogenous waste of mammals. In
short, a lot of whey protein can ultimately turn
into a waste product, urea, whereas essential
aminos are used by the body. Efficiency is
one difference. The other main difference is
that essential aminos in “uncoupled” forms
can exert specific pharmacological and
physiological benefits.
I'm dieting. Can Animal Nitro help?
Whether you're dieting, bulking or
maintaining, Animal Nitro can help. For
dieters, Animal Nitro can help keep energy
levels up as some of the aminos in Nitro have
the ability to be oxidized (used to energy).
The aminos in Animal Nitro can also exert
anti-catabolic effects, helping to preserve
lean mass during calorie-restriction. Gainers
can also use Animal Nitro. With Animal Nitro,
they can get key aminos delivered fast
without all the extra calories. And Animal
Nitro won't leave you feeling full or bloated.
Is 6 grams of aminos enough?
Absolutely. In fact, 6 grams is the exact
amount, provided the formula is right. This
amount is supported by published studies.
Essential aminos are just that efficient. In one
study, 6g of essential amino acids, orallydelivered, increased protein synthesis by 3.5
times. The key is that you have the use the
right kinds/forms of aminos. You can't use 6g
of a regular, conventional amino acid
supplement and definitely not 6g of a protein
powder like whey. Those won't cut it. You
have to use the right ratios of essential
aminos in uncoupled form. Taking more than
6g won't help more. In fact, studies found that
more aminos will only get wasted.

Can I use Animal Nitro with my favorite
post-training shake and if so, how?
Yup. When taking Animal Nitro, the trick is to
take it on an empty stomach. You don't want
other aminos and nutrients competing with
the special aminos in Nitro. So pre-training,
you can take Animal Nitro right before you
train. Take the Animal Nitro immediately after
training as well. Post-training, you have the
option of taking Animal Nitro with water, 8 oz.
of juice (like grape) or a combination of water
and 35g of either sucrose, dextrose, or even
maltodextrin. Wait at least another 30
minutes or more before taking your regular
post-training shake. Some studies suggest
that taking EAAs with 35g of sugars can help
increase protein synthesis while others show
that the sugars aren't necessary. Until more
definitive research comes out, we created
Animal Nitro so that it would give you the
ultimate flexibility. You can take it with sugars,
or you can take it without. All depends on
your needs.
Does Animal Nitro contain any
stimulants or prohormones?
Nope.
Is taking Animal Nitro pre-training
important?
Yes, taking Animal Nitro prior to lifting can
definitely help. Taking the right amino acids
before training can impact the response of
anabolic hormones including testosterone,
growth hormone, and insulin. In addition,
researchers found that by taking oral
essential aminos before training, this could
result in a greater anabolic response than
when taken after training. So ideally, Animal
Nitro would be taken pre- and post-training.
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by Machine
“In the field of observation, chance favors only the prepared mind.”
Louis Pasteur (1822 - 1895), lecture 1854
How useful you are during life is what it really comes down to in the final analysis. Let’s be honest,
it can be plain hard to find any tolerance for a useless motherfucker, right? To become truly useful,
one must find a balance between life, love and money. Balance is the key element. There is a definite balance point, a specific realm in our world, that when considered within the proper context,
creates a clear line of demarcation between what one desires and the manner in which he sustains
himself. Without the presence of that line, one man can easily become a walking, talking, contradicting, time wasting, daydreaming, foolhardy, broke dick, spastic, grabass-tic piece of amphibian
shit, and that’s the nice version. I’ve been around. I’ve done the research and one of the most frequent complaints that I hear relates to bodybuilding and the many ways in which it interferes with,
or limits, the lives of its enthusiasts. As my life progresses, I have a clearer understanding that in
order to have any real balance, my working life must be a refuge from my home life, my home life
must be a refuge from my working life and the gymnasium must be a refuge from both. Perhaps I
have seen the “high noon” of my life already, and maybe it is of much more consequence to me
now that I impart wisdom on my young brothers as they travel roads yet unseen.
Finding balance in one’s life can be either amazingly simple or the toughest thing you’ve ever been
through, depending on your personality. Normally, and I use the word normally only because I have
lived through it, and because I have seen more marriages and subsequent divorces than any one
man should have to endure in a lifetime, but normally, finding even a moderate sense of balance is
the toughest thing most people will ever face. Americans are taught form early childhood to be single-minded in their approach to success. Whether it’s success in sports, academics or business,
we tend to approach it all in the same “horse blinders” fashion. We are taught to use tunnel vision,
to focus on being successful at only one thing, mostly to the exclusion of just about everything else
in our lives. Further, it seems obvious to young people that this kind of single-minded pursuit is the
only acceptable way in which to achieve success. The result is often a grown person with an adolescent perception of the realities of life, love and money, and how to compartmentalize all three.
The first thing we need to do is accept our flawed method of living and thinking. Then, we must
accept and embrace the concept of a balanced life. This is not a method of conceptual realization
that I can impart to you within the twenty minutes it may take to read and digest the lines of this
piece, but for the sake of expediency, it might be prudent to touch on the most important area of
this thesis, time management. Time management is perhaps the most important concept that you
will ever utilize, or fail to utilize, in your entire time on this rock. The foundation of time utilization lies
in planning. One cannot properly utilize time if he does not commit certain items to a chronological
order within the framework of a single day. Remember that there are 24 hours in a day, not 8 or 10,
or even 12. Begin to work from this premise. Many people consider their work day as the contextual prism through which to view their day, which is the first, and often the largest, mistake.
You have a 24-hour window to complete all the daily tasks in your life that play into the future success or failure of your intermediate and long term goals. These tasks include your meals, training,
rest, sleep, work, love life, children, hobbies, travel and even thinking. These are all things that need
to be placed into a concrete schedule within that 24-hour model. So, you must cease to view time,
seconds, minutes, hours, days, nights, weeks, months and years, in the same way as “normal” people. If you do not do this, you will invariably end up feeling frustrated and cheated by the circumstances of your life. You will say that you wasted all of your time chasing dreams, numbers, titles
and goals. Don’t let this happen. Begin the finest period of your life the correct way. Plan to succeed,
or prepare to fail. That is the way of the modern man, and the modern athlete alike. If you hope to
evolve, you must embrace motion, you must fear stasis. We will discuss the successive steps
involved in time management in the next installment of this piece

and anti-catabolic effects and impact hormonal functions.

Open a can of Animal Nitro and and you’ll
notice it’s got inidividual packs just like the
other Animal products. Take a look at the
supplement facts. You see a bunch of
aminos (9 to be exact) totaling 12,000mg
per dose. You’ll also see that each dose
gives you over 9000mg of BCAAs. So
what’s the big deal? it’s just aminos right?
Now if you’re one of the 99% of the lifters
out there who think that, then stop reading.
But if you’re that 1% who knows the value
of aminos, then read on because you’re
gonna find out that Animal Nitro isn’t just
another amino product.
Aminos vs. Protein
Over the years, words like “protein” and
“amino acids” have been thrown together so
much, they usually mean the same thing to a
lot of guys. Too bad, because aminos can do
things whole proteins can’t. Now whole proteins from food and powders like whey or
casein are made up of amino acids linked
together by chemical bonds. In the small
intestines, special enzymes get to breaking
down the dietary proteins in smaller peptides and individual aminos. Whole proteins
must first be broken down into these smaller
peptides and individual aminos before they
can be absorbed. Some measurements
indicate that 70-80% of 15g of milk protein in
a meal get absorbed in 3 hours.
While it takes a lot longer for it to get digested,
dietary protein is important because it gives
your body the basics building blocks it
needs–a wide range of aminos that can be
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used to restore amino levels in the body to
help new tissue growth and regulate important bodily functions. For accomplishing
these very basic functions, supplement wise,
protein powders are hard to beat. They’re fairly cheap and effective. But think of protein in
foods and shakes as gold ore. There’s pure
gold in the rock, but you’ve gotta get it out to
be able to use it. You can definitely get it out,
but it takes more time and work.
Protein powders are less efficient too. A lot of
the aminos in protein powders get deaminated by the liver. In other words, you lose more
aminos. In fact, if you eat too much protein, it
can actually hurt your gains because of
something called the Protein Paradox (see
below). Individual amino acids, on the other
hand, are like pure solid gold. Because individual aminos are quickly absorbed and
assimilated, they’re far more efficient. Like
protein powders, individual amino acids can
provide a source of dietary protein the body
needs. More importantly, because they can
more efficiently directly enter into systemic
circulation, individual aminos offer additional
benefits that we’ll talk about shortly.
Animal Nitro contains only individual amino
acids. These can produce pharmacological
and physiological effects such as anabolism,
hormone regulation (growth hormone,
insulin), immunomodulation, neurotransmitter
function, and the like. Amino acids, in other
words, have the ability to be more than just
building blocks for the body. Unlike protein
powders, aminos can exert certain anabolic

In the real world, what this means is that the
right ratios, forms, and kinds of aminos can
potentially increase strength, shorten recovery times, reduce fatigue, and increase lean
mass in a way protein powders can’t. So does
all this mean if you’re gonna use Animal Nitro,
then you should stop taking your protein powder (actually, you probably could use Animal
Nitro to replace your protein shake)? No. You
should probably be doing both. In fact, if
you’re on a higher protein diet, then you
should really consider taking Animal Nitro
because of the Protein Paradox.
Some argue that increasing protein intakes
too much can actually hurt growth, not
encourage it. This is the Protein Paradox.
By eating more protein-rich foods and protein shakes, scientists believe this can actually reduce the availability of aminos in tissues due to wastage (catabolism). This
reduction of aminos can then put the
brakes on protein synthesis and, ultimately,
rsults. Drinking a lot of whey protein may
give you a lot of BCAAs, but with high protein diets, these BCAAs can be quickly
catabolized. Over the long run, researchers
speculate that high protein diets can lead to
metabolic imbalances, deficiencies in key
aminos, and suppress protein synthesis.
So while higher protein diets are key for lifters,
there are diminishing returns as you eat mor.
More importantly, beyond a certain point, too
much protein can actually have a negative
effect by making it harder to gain size as more
and more aminos are lost to catabolism. The
Protein Paradox can affect the bodybuilder
who’s getting a large percentage of his calories
from protein. Since you’re not going to know
when you hit the point where you’re taking in
too much protein, you should supplement with
Animal Nitro just in case. Animal Nitro can continue delivering important amino acids.
“Uncoupled” Aminos
Animal Nitro contains only individual or

“uncoupled” aminos. You’re not going to find
protein powder filled into capsules. We use
uncoupled aminos for a couple of different
reasons. A lot of important research has
shown that uncoupled amino acids are more
quickly absorbed in the GI tract than protein in
whole foods and supplements. As these
uncoupled aminos don’t need to be digested,
they should ideally be taken when rapid
absorption is critical, when certain pharmacological effects are desired, or when individuals are on higher protein diets. They can also
help lifters who are cutting and bulking.
But uncoupled aminos are different in a
more fundamental way. They can actually
bypass the liver (where aminos are usually
deaminated and ultimately converted to
urea) and enter systemic circulation. When
this happens, the pharmacological benefits
can be realized. Here’s how it works. When
you eat a steak or drink a protein shake, the
aminos get caught up and processed in the
liver. Uncoupled amino acids, on the other
hand, have the ability to actually bypass the
liver. Once ingested, uncoupled aminos
can form a “bolus”–think of this as a therapeutic mass of aminos.
Due to this protective bolus, when the uncoupled aminos reach the liver, they can escape
the liver’s processing. In other words, these
aminos can enter into systemic circulation
quickly and reach their target areas to exert
the pharmacological and physiological
effects. Tableted amino acid supplements or
protein powders, because they take longer to
digest, are catabolized to urea a greater
degree by the liver. That’s why Animal Nitro
contains only uncoupled amino acids in
quick-dissolving capsules. Tableting would
defeat the purpose of this particular product.
Additionally, only with free “uncoupled”
aminos can you precisely complex and formulate the right kinds of aminos, in the
right ratios. It’s not just a matter of throwing
uncoupled aminos in there. You have to
also choose the right aminos and in the
right amounts relative to the other aminos.

The only real downsides to uncoupled
aminos are their price (more expensive)
and their taste (not so good).
Essential vs. Non-Essential Aminos
So now you know why using uncoupled
aminos are important and different than regular protein shakes. We got the form of the
aminos down, now we have to talk about
which aminos are critical. Without getting into
a debate about conditional aminos, there are
two accepted categories of amino acids:
essential (indispensable) and non-essential
(dispensable). Essential amino acids (EAA)
are those that are, well, essential. The body
can’t make them on their own; it must obtain
them from the foods and supplements you
eat. Non-essential amino acids (NEAA), on the
other hand, can be synthesized by the body.
It’s pretty obvious that the EAA are valuable.
Just how valuable? Let’s put it this way, the
human body can maintain nitrogen balance
on just the essential aminos if necessary. And
Animal Nitro contains 8 essential amino acids
(histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, valine) plus arginine, an “acquired non-dispensable” amino
acid. Why these 9 amino acids? First, there are
numerous studies looking at the impact of
these same amino acids on the human body.
Again and again, clinical studies have shown
that EAA can exert significant anabolic effects.
Second, non-essential amino acids just aren’t
necessary to stimulate net protein synthesis.
Researchers at the University of Texas found
that a 6g dose of essential amino acids was
about twice as effective as a 6g serving of
mixed amino acids in stimulating protein synthesis. These researchers concluded that
NEAA are not necessary for the stimulation of
net muscle protein balance (these findings
have been confirmed in other recent studies
as well). Not only that, they found that the size
of the dose and the composition of the amino
formula were important too. This is just another reason that regular amino acid supplements and protein powders won’t cut it when
it–you need to be able to custom-tailor the

amino acid profile and include EAA. Protein
powders contain both EAA and NEAA.
Bottom line, when it comes to delivering an
anabolic pulse necessary for new growth,
you should be focused on uncoupled
essential aminos. Pure EAA are just that efficient and important. One researcher who
examined EAA concluded that “our results,
along with virtually all date in the literature
on the topic, suggest that increasing amino
acid intake will increase muscle mass, with
all other variables remaining constant.” So
now that we covered the forms of the
aminos (uncoupled) and the types (essential amino acids), let’s put it all together and
look at the ratios of aminos.
Human Muscle Protein™
Arginine. Histidine. Isoleucine. Leucine.
Lysine. Methionine. Phenylalanine. Threonine.
Valine. We chose these 9 aminos because
these are the same exact amino acids found
in human muscle protein itself. More precisely, Animal Nitro’s Human Muscle Protein
Complex™ contains both the same 9 aminos
and ratios of aminos as found in human muscle protein. No other amino acid supplement
can make that claim. We formulated Animal
Nitro to be perfectly tailored to meet the
needs of your working muscle itself, to be
engineered to match the nutritional needs of
your working muscles right down to the individual amino. If muscles have a lock, then
think of Animal Nitro as the key.
As mentioned earlier, the kind of the pills, the
types/amounts/form of aminos used, and the
timing of the doses can make all the difference
when it comes to anabolism. As much
research has shown, taking in amino acids
after lifting can significantly increase muscle
protein synthesis and reduce muscle protein
breakdown. In other words, amino acids can
have an anabolic effect on muscle (via hyperaminoacidemia). While older studies looked at
intravenous infusion of aminos, more recent
studies have shown that orally administered
amino acids (provided they are the right kinds
and amounts) can also produce anabolism.
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In fact, researchers have concluded that
among healthy, training individuals, “an oral
amino supplement is just as effective as
amino acid infusion for producing hyperaminoacidemia and net muscle protein synthesis” (Tipton, et al.). And like we said earlier,
studies also show that you don’t need a lot of
aminos… Just 6g of the right aminos. Just how
efficient are orally-delivered essential
aminos? Researchers noted that a small
amount of essential aminos were incorporated into protein, not catabolized. When 40g of
whey protein was ingested, on the other
hand, urea production increased significantly.
Animal Nitro: What It Can Do For You
So now you know what Animal Nitro is all
about. Each pack contains a proven dose
of 6g of those special aminos your muscles
need. Animal Nitro is pure, clean, simple,
and effective. As it contains only the uncoupled, essential aminos, vitamin B6 and
niacin, Animal Nitro makes a perfect allaround, all-purpose amino product for
strength athletes. But we’ll be honest with
you. While we think Animal Nitro is the best
amino supplement around, we think that
the advanced, competitive athlete really
stands to benefit the most.
Untrained or inexperienced lifters can make
great gains with proper nutrition and training.
For these guys, focusing on eating the right
foods and training hard will make all the difference. The elite athlete is the one looking for
incremental gains; he needs to squeeze out
every last advantage he can from his training
and his nutrition. Now Animal Nitro isn’t going
to pack on outrageous mass overnight or
give you incredible strength gains in a couple
of days. Guys who’ve been in the iron game
for a long time know that no supplement is
going to do that. But for this competitive lifter
with the seasoned physique, Animal Nitro can
give him that extra edge.
At this level, experienced lifters know it’s
about pounds and inches. Animal Nitro was
designed with these guys in mind to help
increase strength, improve recovery,
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reduce fatigue, and provide more energy
for improved training efficiency. In the real
world, this can mean adding meaningful
weight to your 1 rep max in the bench, helping your body recover faster from grueling
workouts, helping to maintain lean tissue for
a show, and improving your energy levels.
Timing is important too. From an anabolic
point of view, there is a critical nutritional
“window of opportunity” that exists for all
lifters. During this important time, it’s possible to prime your body’s anabolic engine
and ultimately set your body up for optimum
gains. Miss this window, and you can shortchange your muscles. Therefore, for optimal gains, Animal Nitro should be taken
around lifting–just before training, and
immediately after. Following lifting, the body
enters a state where muscle protein synthesis is stimulated, as is the rate of muscle
protein breakdown. The trick is to make
sure that the net muscle protein balance is
positive, not negative. When it’s positive,
your body enters an anabolic state.
Taking Animal Nitro pre-training can also help.
In one published study in the American
Journal of Physiology, Endocrinology, and
Metabolism, researchers concluded was that
when oral essential aminos were taken prior
to training, net muscle protein synthesis was
greater than when those aminos were consumed afterwards. The researchers theorized that this was due to the fact that there
was an increased delivery of aminos to targeted tissues. Therefore, taking Animal Nitro
pre- and post-training should produce the
best results. As a targeted amino acid supplement, athletes can use Animal Nitro when
they’re cutting, bulking or even maintaining.
Dieting athletes can benefit from the extra
BCAAs in Animal Nitro (close to 4600mg of
BCAAs per pack), as well as the other essential aminos. Essential aminos can be used by
the body to create other non-essential
aminos. This is important when calories and
protein are restricted during pre-contest dieting. On the other hand, athletes who are tak-

ing in more protein because they’re bulking
up can benefit from Animal Nitro because
Animal Nitro can deliver those essential
amino acids more quickly and efficiently.
At a certain point, the body reaches a threshold and cannot effectively utilize dietary protein–excess aminos from food and protein
shakes get catabolized, producing diminishing returns. In these instances, Animal Nitro
makes a whole lot of sense. For guys looking
to maintain, Animal Nitro can help with increasing strength, recovery, reducing fatigue, and
maintaining a favorable testosterone to cortisol ratio. In short, Animal Nitro is a pretty useful supplement for strength athletes.
How To Use Animal Nitro
It’s pretty simple. Just take one pack of
Animal Nitro, right after training. But to take
full advantage of the anabolic window of
opportunity around lifting, you should take
Animal Nitro pre- and post-training. The trick
with Animal Nitro is to always take it on an
empty stomach. Because the aminos in
Animal Nitro don’t need to be digested like
regular protein, you won’t have to worry
about stomach upset, feeling full, or anything
else. If you have a favorite post-training
shake, then you can continue to use that with
Animal Nitro. Immediately following training,
you’d take your Animal Nitro. After a half hour
or more, you can follow this up with your protein/carb shake. Piece of cake. Right?
When all is said and done, Animal Nitro
works very simply. Taking Animal Nitro is like
turning on a light switch. The unique, oral
amino formula in Animal Nitro can literally
turn the anabolic switch “on” by shifting muscle protein balance from negative to positive.
Once on, with the body in an anabolic state,
the body can recover more quickly and efficiently for gains. By taking Animal Nitro preand post-training, the anabolic switch is
turned on and remains on during the most
critical nutritional window of opportunity.
Real World Results:
Sure, aminos have been around for a long

time. The fact that they’re still being used
should tell you something. They’ve got a
proven track record in the gym. Over the
years, aminos have also been the subject of
many studies, and newer studies are being
done all the time. Some of those newer studies have looked at essential aminos and
anabolism. So just because a supplement is
“old school” doesn’t mean it can’t be brought
into the future. With essential aminos, this is
exactly what the studies are doing. Using the
latest research as a foundation, we created
Animal Nitro to be the best amino acid supplement. Period. We think we did just that.
But at the end of the day, studies are studies. What matters is real world results. What
do real lifters who use supplements think of
them? To answer this question, we created
the Alpha Testing Program. We wanted to
see how our supplements would perform in
real life situations when used by real lifters.
To test Animal Nitro, we recruited real lifters
from our ranks of registered users at
Animalpak.com. We sent them the product to
test for 3 weeks. 52 people successfully completed the three-week program, filling out
weekly progress reports, etc. Before we started, we pretty much knew what the Alpha
Testers could expect with Animal Nitro. Even
so, when we saw the end results, we were
pretty surprised. We’re sure Animal Nitro is
going to be a solid addition to the Animal line.
Look you don’t have to take our word for it.
You don’t even have to take the word from
real people like yourself who’ve tested the
product firsthand. If you don’t want to be a
skeptic, we encourage you to try the product
yourself. After all, we’ve been proudly standing behind our product guarantee for a long,
long time. Anyway, the results…
Objective Parameters:
We basically measured objective and subjective parameters. In the first, we had each Alpha
Tester measure his one rep max in the bench
press, deadlift and squat. In the second, we
also had them indicate what benefits they got

from Animal Nitro at the end of three weeks.
We measured subjective elements including
strength, fatigue, recovery, and energy. For
starters, we can talk about what the average
Alpha Tester looked like. Our average, he’s
31 years old, weighs just under 205 with
13% bodyfat. At the start of the program, he
could bench 272, deadlift 335, and squat
358. Among all the Alpha Testers, the highs
in the bench, deadlift and squat were 400,
525 and 765 pounds respectively.
Of the 52 Alpha Testers, all but three experienced one kind of gain or another. Not
bad. Let’s start with the bench press. After
3 weeks, the average bench press (one rep
max) increased by 4.7%. That percentage
increase translates into 12.88 lb. In other
words, after three weeks, the average gain
on the bench press (1 rep max) was nearly
13 pounds. Nearly 60% the Alpha Testers
saw an increase in the bench press (one
rep max) between 6-45 pounds.
On the deadlift, we saw similar gains. The
average deadlift (one rep max) increased
by 18.07 lb. after only 3 weeks (a 5.4%
increase). Over 65% of the Alpha Testers
saw their deadlift increase by between 6-45
lb. In terms of the squat, the average
increase for the one rep max was a sizeable
21.52 lb., reflecting an increase of 5.9%. 73%
of the Alpha Testers experienced a gain in
their squat between 6-55 lbs.
Now while we anticipated some strength
increases from the use of Animal Nitro, we
didn’t expect gains of nearly 13 lb. in the
bench, 18 lb. in the deadlift, and nearly 22 lb.
in the squat. Pretty impressive. For a seasoned powerlifter, gains like this for a one rep
max could be significant, especially in a competition. Remember too that all this was after
only 3 weeks of using Animal Nitro.
When we looked at weight and bodyfat percentages, no real surprises. On average,
there was a weight gain of 0.78 lb. However,
according to the numbers, the average Alpha
Tester also saw his bodyfat percentage

decrease by 0.9%. So there were some nominal lean mass gains. In our opinion, while the
amount of lean mass gained was pretty negligible, what struck us was the fact that the
vast majority of Alpha Testers saw increases
in strength without any real change in weight.
Subjective Parameters:
In terms of the subjective measurements,
we looked at strength, energy, fatigue and
recovery specifically. Of the respondents,
49% say they experienced better recovery
when using Animal Nitro; 68% said their
strength increased; 48% noted more energy; and 37% experienced less fatigue. In
addition to the four fields mentioned above,
Alpha Testers also commented that they
experienced muscle growth, better pumps,
enhanced endurance, increased appetites,
greater muscle thickness and density, and
the ability to overcome plateaus.
Actual Comments:
The following are some actual comments
we received from our Alpha Testers…
• "First let me say that this was a potent mixture that DEFINITELY helped me during my last few weeks of training
before the Mr. Michigan. I came in my all time best shape
which helped me win the middleweight class. I have been
competing since 1992 and finally made the move up to the
middleweight with moderate success. Previous years of
getting ready I always seemed to diet out the last weeks
before the show while getting weaker and flatter... Even
though I have done well in previous shows I always was
the biggest lightweight and when I finally made the move
to middleweight I never came in where I wanted to. This
year I finally did. My workouts the last few weeks amazed
my training partner. He made comments that I looked
'fuckin' stronger than when I was NOT dieting.'"
• "Overall I was very satisfied with the product. I put on 6
pounds of mass and I finally increased my bench press...
I don't know if it was a mental thing or part of the product,
but the best thing I noticed was how much my intensity
increased at the gym."

• "Excellent product. I was dieting while taking the product
so I was afraid that this might throw my results off. But I
was ecstatic that I was able to stay at 185 lbs while losing
about 2% bodyfat. All I can say is that this is definitely one
product that I'll keep in my supplement arsenal."
• "I liked the fact that the pills were smaller and easier to
take than the Animal Pak pills. I am impressed with the
gains I made. I feel much more solid than I did at the start
of taking this supplement... I enjoyed taking this supplement, and I was impressed with the results I made."

• "Awesome. I'm telling you, I was doing weight for 10 to
12 reps and normally I would only get 4 to 6 reps. My
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strength increased a lot. I put on 10 pounds of muscle,
baby! Can you send me some more? If not, I can't wait
until it goes on sale."

• "At the start of the program I was doing eighteen 45 lb
plates for 10 on my third set. By the third week I was able
to rep 22 plates for ten, as my squats improved, so did my
deadlifts."
• "The AA packs definitely made a difference in my training and competing the last 4 weeks. I strongly believe the
Alpha Tester AA supplement pack helped in not only my
muscle growth but also in my all around recovery time."
• "I have increased my strength. It is also more convenient
to take than other protein products. There is no mixing
powders involved. I also like the fact that it's for both preand post-workout. It gives good energy and strength for
the workout and it is effective for recovery."
• "Had a great week in the gym! My bench was really
strong, maxed out this morning, personal best. My leg
workout was great, felt really strong. I am still doing the
Westside workouts."

• "I found this product to be a great supplement package.
I experienced a huge boost in strength and endurance. An
additional benefit noticed was that my muscles got denser
and larger. Also muscle fatigue was down."
• "I feel much stronger doing my regular routine. I'm doing
the same weight fore more reps. I pump up faster than
normal. Great pump and burn."

• "Definitely felt that it had a positive impact on my training. I made some small strength increases but the effect it
had on my pump as well as what it did for my energy in
terms of negative fatigue and aiding recovery would be
worth the price of the supplement."
• "My workouts are going very, very smooth and strong.
I've added two exercises to each workout and I'm still
looking for things I can do after my workouts... My body
feels super rock hard. I haven't felt tired this week."

• "Feeling great. My workouts feel deeper in the muscles
than in the past. I had more endurance this week, especially on leg day. High reps at my normal weight."
• "The pump I was getting in earlier weeks is gone. Now I
just feel stronger. When doing my routine I'm doing 2-6
reps more with the same weights I was using before.
Great product."

• When I first started to take the pills I did not notice anything happen. After about the first week I feel an increase
in my energy levels during my workouts. I started to
fatigue less during my workouts."

ries. In other words, you can take Nitro and
still eat big. Animal Nitro won’t fill you up like
a protein shake would. More importantly,
Animal Nitro can deliver those important
aminos efficiently—much more efficiently
than protein powders. Animal Nitro is so efficient, a little (just 6g) goes a long way. It’s
pure and concentrated. Yeah, we think this is
going to be one sweet product…

• "This product you sent me was awesome... I seemed to
have more energy and shorter recovery time in between
sets. I have nothing but praise..."

Selected Sources:

• "Well so far I noticed some good gains as far as going
up in pounds lifted. I think it's a good base to any stacks
and for me it added that extra push to pass through that
plateau. I think if and when y'all come out with it, I will definitely get some more. I also have a couple friends that are
impressed with the changes I have had. Even though subtle they say they can tell. I recover faster and get a better
pump than before, big time. I'm also able to keep it
longer!"

• "I work 12-16 hrs a day so I work out late at night. The
first thing I noticed was that I was sleeping a lot more
soundly (restfully). The second thing was that I wasn't getting sore or feeling muscle fatigue even after a hard leg
workout. That was very noticeable."

• "I put roughly half an inch on my arms, and I have more
thickness in my midsection that I didn't before. Overall, I
am very happy with the way this cycle turned out and
would suggest it to any one of my friends, and purchase it
myself!"

Summary:
Aside from the results we’ve been seeing,
one of the best things about the product is
that it can benefit a wide range of individuals including the bodybuilder, powerlifter,
or any athlete who requires a solid foundation in strength and power. Animal Nitro
can also help athletes who are dieting,
bulking or just maintaining.

• "Overall weight and strength was up, as well keeping
pumped longer. Workouts were very intense and hardcore
as I'm training for 2 shows this year. On a scale of 1-10 I
would rate the product a 10 and will recommend it very
highly as it worked for me."

For dieters, Animal Nitro can help preserve
lean mass and allow you to recover more efficiently during calorie-restricted diets. Animal
Nitro can exert both anabolic and anti-catabolic effects. Animal Nitro is also rich in those special aminos that can actually be used by the
body to produce energy, an issue that’s of
great concern to dieting athletes. These same
aminos can also impact the response of anabolic hormones including testosterone,
growth hormone, and insulin.

• "I was able to increase all exercise weights with a
marked improvement in my squats. I have gotten stronger
with more muscle mass while maintaining my body
weight. I believe that this has a future with the Animal
Team."

On the flip side, during a bulking cycle, with
Animal Nitro, you can get all the key aminos
your muscles need without all the extra calo-

• "I think this is a good building block in anybody's lean
mass building program. I have gone past my wall I hit and
couldn't get passed. This is a great product in just the right
amounts. Ya'll rock."
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“Best Of” Life Is A Freakshow By Machine

(continued from page 20)
To the man whose failures bind him to the soil of
his soul’s discontentment, watching another
man fly free is akin to the pain one endures
during physical torture. Perhaps the spiteful man
feels much more than merely physical distress,
for he is sick within his heart. Every society, from
the dawn of time, down through the ages to the
present time, has suffered the wrath of angry,
little men. Doomed to languish in the self
imposed, solitary confinement that are the
compilation of their life’s failures, these angry,
little men feast upon the pain and
disappointment felt by those around them. And
so, the logical question might be asked, "How do
we shine as individuals, as well as collectively,
under the weight of the aforementioned societal
pressures and judgment?" The answer might not
be attractive to you, and the solution will not
come overnight. But I think the very first step on
the path to basking in the rays of a thousand
points of light, is to turn on one small light in a
very dark room. Little lights are a lot easier to
carry, and they can be turned on at a moment’s
notice in even the bleakest of situations. So while
you might not be a profit, daily filled with the
wisdom of a thousand lifetimes; you can choose
to be a soldier of truth, blessed with the inner
courage to face every hopeless circumstance
you may come across.

warfare and radical tactics because I knew these
things would help me arrive at my goals quicker.
I used those tactics then. I used them the first
time I walked into Bev Francis’ Gold’s Gym. And I
use that mentality now. In my mind and my heart
I’m still on that train. If I’m in some gym in the
middle of nowhere, in some airport, some
strange city, it doesn’t matter to me cause I’m still
on that train and I will ride that bitch till the wheels
fall off. There are many questions along the way
and some will be answered and some won’t.
Rest assured I am not to be counted out. I have
business to take care of. So if you’re with me, the
train pulls out now. If you’re not on board stay, off
the fuckin tracks.

May 16: “Soldier”

March 21: “The Train”

The history books tell us of a time when men
were not bound by any formal law or code,
instead the preservation of their sacred honor
was the unwritten creed they lived by. This way of
life was predicated on the notion that one must
conduct himself in a manner befitting a proper,
honorable man. With that understanding
cemented in men's minds, they were compelled
to act in accordance with the principles that they
held to be sacred and true. Principles like never
allowing any man to take from you what is yours
without a fight. Principles like leading by example
and being slow to speak. This was the path
toward living with honor.

Just one block. That’s how far I lived from the
subway. No fuckin problem. Three stops to the
spot where I held it down. People from the city
know what I mean. You count everything
everywhere you go. One block, three stops,
forty-five steps up out of the stink, go to the
corner and turn right… There it is the spot where
they know who you are. Count the steps, the
minutes, the reps, the days and nights. Add it all
up and then get on that fuckin train… Become
that train and drive past the doubters, the haters,
and leave the cowards in the dust. I got on that
train every day. I sat there in between
stockbrokers and street hustlers and I seethed. I
seethed with anger because I knew the weight
was there waiting for me. I heard the words as I
walked by… Freak… Disgusting. I didn’t care and I
still don’t. I wanted to exude a mentality of

Indeed it is a real tragedy that these high rights
and practices are seen as lost by some and as a
romantic fairytale by others. In recent times, if we
pause to consider this brave history, we reflect
with sadness and a profound longing that
touches our souls. If we even pause for reflection
at all these days, what with the glorious advent of
myriad electronic devices, that render our
memories' and original thoughts all but obsolete.
It is easy to long for days gone by, with an
emptiness that is all too real. Perhaps there is a
way to harken back to that way of life, if only in
some small measure. Cursed by the spirit of
eternal optimism, I would sooner climb on
perilous cliffs, tempting death itself, before I
would accept a dishonorable fate, and lie face
down in the mud.

Having said that, it is entirely up to us both as
individuals, and collectively, to bring these
principles to the forefront of modern living. All
one need do to make these principles live again,
is to acknowledge the code of honor that has no
end, that is timeless, and ever-present. To turn
away from the code can only breed a sad,
desperate and ultimately lifeless existence for us
all. For those who have the courage to act boldly.
For those with the conviction to press on with a
new resolve. For those of us who will not be
moved by the flame of passing fancy, I offer a
new life enriched by the glory of eternal struggle.
To raise the bar and to hold ourselves daily
accountable to this high standard will not be
easy. But then, we are accustomed to living
absent any ease of existence, aren't we?
I propose that we elevate our spiritual beings, by
living with character and conviction. By staying the
course when others cannot or will not, we plant
our flag in the time's violent terrain. By choosing to
shoulder the weight when others refuse, while
others bend and are broken, we are shouting to
both the heights and the depths. We will not crawl.
This way… This path we will take is the warrior's
road. Those that have doubt in their hearts need
not walk this way. Those with less than honorable
motives will be crushed by the weight of their own
aspirations. Those who fail to heed the call or act
dishonorably shall perish in the sea of
desperation that is life without the code. The code
is its own master There is but to heed the call or
not to. What are you prepared to do?.

For more “Life Is A Freakshow” go to
Animalpak.com.
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“I wanted to tell you guys that I have taken Flex only for a couple of days and have noticed less soreness already!” - Kevin W.
Rock solid. No, we ain’t talking about the thick
slabs of meat that hang from your frame.
Yeah, those are easy to see, simple to assess.
We’re talking about your joints, bones,
ligaments and other support structures that
make lifting possible... The stuff you take for
granted, what you can’t see but can definitely
feel when there’s a problem. All too often,
lifters focus only on building strength without
thinking twice about the underlying support
structure. Truth is, you are only as strong as
your weakest link. If your weakest link is your
joints, then you increase the risk of injury and
that means you’re out of the game. Now you
can’t afford that, can you? Didn’t think so. So
let’s talk insurance...
You take out insurance on the things you own
in case you ever lose 'em... Stuff like your car,
your personal property, and whatever else you
value. That way you're protected against the
future, against any problems you might have. If
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ya ever lose something, insurance let's you get
a new one. Now people have no problem
insuring the things they own, but they often
ignore the one thing they can't ever replace.
Yeah, your body... It’s the one thing you put
more work into than any car, any worldly
possession. So what’s that worth to you?
When it comes to nutrition and the
bodybuilder, there's also “insurance” you can
take out. One supplemental insurance that's
widely available is Animal Pak. You don't take
the Pak because you got a problem like a
nutrient deficiency. No, you take the Pak to
prevent problems from ever arising. That
way, you can avoid issues down the line and
perform at optimal levels. A single “pack” a
day covers you and protects your body. But
you already take the Pak... Right?
Another less widely known insurance policy
is Animal Flex. Flex? Yeah, Flex. Flex is the

best-selling joint product. It’s a joint product
made specifically for serious lifters. It’s won
numerous awards. Like all Animal products, it
comes with a full guarantee. Still ain’t
convinced? Still not sure why you should
care? See, when most lifters get serious in
the gym, they're focusing on muscle--how to
grow and strengthen 'em. They train balls out,
day in and day out. What most lifters overlook
is the support system--the joints, tendons,
ligaments, etc. In an effort to build what is
visible, lifters often ignore what's invisible.
Can you imagine a house built without a
frame? The first wind blows on it, and the
walls will come tumbling down.
In other words, your body is only as strong as
the support that keeps it together. You build
too much too fast, and if your joints are your
weak link, you're gonna have problems. So
here's the problem. Most lifters don't think
about supplementing with a joint product.

They’re caught up buying flashy or trendy
bodybuilding supps. They'll only use a joint
supp if they have a problem. Once they got a
problem, it’s too late. They’re out of
commission, out of the gym. No lifting. No
growing. Nothing. You're on hold. That's one
of the most frustrating things about this iron
game.
That's why you should think of Animal Flex as
an insurance policy, one you take out on your
joints. Just like you use Animal Pak as a
preventative measure, so should you take
Animal Flex to keep things running smoothly
and efficiently. Fact is, Pak and Flex would
make for a solid one-two combo and a great
foundation for any supplement program. So
ya want to take Flex when you got a problem?
Go ahead. It’ll do right by you. But if you want
to be ahead of the game, if you want to
prevent problems from happening in the first
place, pick up a can and insure the most
valuable thing you'll ever own.
Now when it comes to joint supps, you got
plenty of choices. Why Flex? Why Flex
indeed... This is a game for warriors. The iron
sport is grueling, painful and arduous.
Whether it’s in the gym or with your diet,
being an Animal is about consistency and
giving your all, each and every day, 24/7, 365
days a year… Approaching the business of
bodybuilding like it’s your job—and it ain’t a
cushy white collar gig with a corner office. It’s
back breaking labor on a daily basis. You
move the heavy weight in the gym, eat the
right calories to pack on muscle because you
know it’s what’s required. It’s not just what
you want to do; it’s what you gotta do.
The bottom line is desire and the need to
push the limits—to be bigger and stronger, to
go heavier and longer than Mother Nature
ever intended. When you’re pounding the
weights day in and day out, it is sometimes
possible to put on muscle faster than the
supporting connective tissue and joints can
handle. Proper training form, sound nutrition,
and ample rest can help prevent injuries, but

we all run the risk of experiencing over-use
pain—the nagging nicks and dings that can
impede your progress on the road to a
bigger you.
Look at it this way, when you’re building a
house, a big one, you need to make sure the
foundation is rock solid, because that massive
structure puts tremendous pressure on the
underlying footing. Your body’s foundation is
your joints, ligaments, tendons, and all the
connective tissue—the framework that
supports your growing muscle. The harder you
train, the more stress you put on your structure.
Each workout not only taxes muscle but sinew
and can, over time, weaken this vital connective
tissue. Remember, when a foundation
crumbles, the house is quick to follow.
Animal Flex works by helping to strengthen
joints and ligaments, shielding them from the
daily wear and tear brought about by balls to
the wall training. The ingredients in Animal
Flex help maintain healthy joint function,
elasticity, and flexibility. Animal Flex’s active
ingredients are considered the basic building
blocks that are required to maintain human
structural integrity, just like amino acids help
the body to repair and rebuild muscle tissue.
Animal Flex is complete. Each pack of Animal
Flex consists of several key protective
complexes: (1) a potent joint construction
complex to help support connective tissue;
(2) a lubrication compound to help cushion
the joints from lifting; (3) a support complex to
help promote rehabilitation and reduce
soreness;
and
(4)
an
essential
vitamin/mineral blend to underscore optimal
joint health. Best of all, Animal Flex is
convenient. Everything you need is in one
single pack. Not only that, you don’t need to
take this 3x a day as you would with other
products. A single pack a day, with a meal, is
all you’ll need.

balance of joint nutrients available. Busting
your ass with heavy weights and eating big
has consequences. To stay healthy and keep
growing you need shelter from the elements.
You want to know that your foundation is
defended
against
the
constant
bombardment of the iron battlefield. It is good
to have a dependable ally in this war against
the weights. Animal Flex has got your back.

required for
• Competitive strength or power athletes
• Those needing joint & connective tissue
support
• Lifters looking for the simplicity of one-aday dosing & convenient packs
• As preventative “insurance” to keep lifters
at the top of their game

daily dose
Unlike regular joint supplements, you only
have to take a single daily dose of Animal
Flex. Easy. Potent. Effective. Just take a pack
of Animal Flex with any meal during the day
and you’re set—doesn’t matter which meal it
is. That’s it. As a “core” or foundational
supplement, use Animal Flex daily—on both
training and non-training days. No need to
“cycle” it.

recommended stacks
Now there are supps which are, well, more
important than other supps. When it comes
to the Animal line, we call ‘em “foundational”
supplements. These supps you can take all
year round. These supps provide the lifter the
basic support. Think of Animal Pak or Animal
Omega. Essential supps. You can include
Animal Flex in that list as well. So for a basic,
cover-your-bases stack, we’d recommend
Animal Pak, Animal Flex and Animal Omega.
Every lifter could benefit from this Animal
“stack.”

product size
44 Pack Can

Animal Flex works. It fortifies the
bodybuilder’s structure by supplying the
most effective, comprehensive, and potent
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by Machine
The first time I was forced to begin training after a devastating injury, I was more than disappointed... In fact, you could
say I was emotionally destroyed. This is what physical injuries do to us; they damage us as much, if not more, mentally than they do physically. The reality of the situation is that no matter how prepared you are, how solid your training plan is, how closely you pay attention to the fundamentals, the shit we do comes with an innate risk factor. You can
literally do everything correctly, from soup to nuts, and still come up on the business end of an ugly injury. Anyone
who thinks they can walk into a weight room five or six days a week and lay it on the line without risk or repercussion
is mentally deficient. Having said that, there doesn’t necessarily have to be gloom and doom surrounding these
occurrences… One must simply prepare himself for combat, both mentally and physically. That last sentence delivers
us right to the doorstep of my purpose for this piece, which is the use, or should I say overuse, of metaphorical, analogical and hypothetical references to war within the context of physical training.
I always perk up when I hear people break out the old war slogans in relation to the iron game. I mean, come on,
everyone loves to spew forth with the ubiquitous war analogy, don’t they? But as soon as the inevitable injury rears
its ugly head, nobody wants to sound like a corny WWII movie anymore. It’s funny how that works, isn’t it? “Man, you
gotta be a warrior in the weight room. You gotta go to war.” Then, something goes pop and the next thing you know
you’re on the surgery table repeating your name, birth date and the appendage to be reconstructed (so they don’t
go to town on the wrong fucking arm or leg). This is the beginning of the endless pitiful posts on the boards about
your waning motivation or your heartbroken lament at having put on a few extra pounds of belly fat… FUCKING
RIDICULOUS. I wish I could hand out a pamphlet on what to expect when you come out of an injury, kind of like that
pregnancy book that tells you what to expect at every consecutive stage. Injuries are a tremendous blow to your ego
and confidence. Also, your sense of personal power is sapped. It is extremely difficult to persevere through the challenge of a physical injury with a positive mental outlook. However, if you prepare yourself from the outset by acknowledging the fact that it is more than possible that you will become injured at some point in your lifting career, you have
a better chance of facing the recovery process with an upright attitude.
If you want to battle, shouldn’t you be prepared for some war wounds and battle scars? You can’t always get the gravy
without getting the grief… Sometimes you gotta walk it like you talk it. Besides, very rarely does one training injury preclude you from training at least some of your uninjured body parts without ill-effect. For example, if it is part of your
lower body that is injured, you should focus on training the muscles in your upper body while you are recuperating. If
the injury is part of your upper body, then you should use the recuperation time to revamp and double the size of your
wheels. If your back is fucked up, well, then, you’re just a pussy, because everyone in this game has a fucked up back.
You can efficiently perform within the constraints of your current condition if you are willing to change the way you
perceive injuries. You see, I always thought of an injury as just another chance to sharpen my mental game. I knew if
I could make it through that tough time that the effectiveness of my daily training would increase exponentially. The
rate of return on your physical investment is inextricably linked to your ability to hone your mental edge. Under no circumstances are you to mentally submit to an injury, regardless of how bad things may seem at the present time. After
you regroup and accept things as they are, you will bounce back full of enthusiasm. Due to human nature, things have
a tendency to appear particularly hopeless when challenges and hurdles pop up in our path. This is why one must
be able to divorce himself from emotion and say, “charge it to the game, this is the cost of doing business.” This outlook will allow you to fully focus on the mental faculties aimed at recovery.
After all, once that fucker pops the worst part is over. From that point on it’s about rest and recovery. It’s also the time
in which we put away the rhetoric and wartime slogans… This is when we find out who the real warriors are. In bodybuilding, and in life, there comes a time when a man must fight, fuck or hit the fence. Some people talk a good game,
but when it’s time to put in work they run and hide. The true warrior always gets up no matter how bleak the prognosis, no matter how slim the odds for recovery. No matter how bad your lot seems, you must always act as if you’ve
already seen your future in all its brilliance. You must act as if, in your heart, you cannot be defeated. Then, you will not
be defeated in life. You must act as if your honor is on the line, because, damn it, it is. I don’t care what they call you…
Sooner or later, the bill comes due for every man, and that’s just the way it is. The road to distinguishing one’s self in
battle is laden with assaults on one’s physical person. For that reason, since the dawn of time, societies have hailed
the warrior. We salute the warrior’s courage under fire, his dutiful commitment to comrades and to the mission and
his ability to soak up pain and punishment like a roll of heavy duty Bounty paper towels. Take this with you on the road
to wherever you are headed–the warrior inside all of us lives not only in conquests, but also in the times when he is
called upon to reach down deep after he has fallen. These are the times when warriors find out more about themselves than they are often prepared to learn. We shall see who remains upright in the years to come… We shall see…

Training is the fucking easy part. The further along you come in your
development; you’ll find ways of becoming more efficient and generating greater intensity. Focused and motivated, you’ll rip through your
workout like a rabid wolverine frothing at the mouth and be slumped
in your whip driving home in less than an hour. Depending on your
split, that usually translates to 3-6 gym trips a week (4 in my case)…
Man, I spend more time squatting on the shitter every week or standing in the supermarket staring at the beef.
The real work is done waging the daily battle of the fork and knife.
Shopping cart pushed, nuker blazed, shaker cup shook, cooler
packed… Like your life in meals played on a loop. There is no way
around it if this is the life you chose. Yeah bodybuilding is a sport but
it’s not a fucking game. Personally I learned that the hard way. I’ve
been serious and dedicated since I first picked up a weight, but learning the nutrition side of the lifestyle takes a while. Shit, I’ve been at it for
10 years now and I’m still figuring it all out.
Around 18, I started eating ultra clean and making solid, steady but
slow gains but staying at a relatively low bodyfat at all times. This progressed into my protein shake addiction which had me banging down
2 grams per lb of bodyweight daily, but taking in a meager number of
calories. Yeah, you’ll be hard that way, but don’t plan on gaining any
appreciable size or strength in a reasonable period of time. The only
way to grow to the fullest extent is to overeat. I know that isn’t the politically correct, healthy, balanced approach in the era of childhood obesity and “Super Size Me”, but in bodybuilding terms it is a fact.
I didn’t really start growing till I stopped eating like a bitch and manned
up. Heed these words--there is no substance in nature or science fiction more anabolic than food. I’ve seen cats on tons of super supplements with no work ethic and guys clean as a whistle who trained like
beasts of burden, but the only guys who grew consistently regardless
of outside factors are the ones who ate like it was their job and beyond
that ate like hardworking, heavy lifting male athletes… Not like precontest figure competitors. For the purposes of full disclosure, I was a
skinny kid growing up… One with a racehorse metabolism who certainly erred on the side of mesomorphia, so I do have certain genetic
predispositions and was lucky when they handed out the metabolisms in utero.
That is why it has long chapped my ass when I hear kids bitch about
being “hardgainers”. Boo-fucking-hoo. First of all, you’re already
defeated having lost the battle in your mind before you ever go to war
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in the gym. Secondly, and more importantly, you are complaining
about an amazing blessing. What a shame, you are thin and healthy
with a fast metabolism. You have a difficulty gaining fat and you can eat
to your heart’s content. Shit, we have it tough, don’t we… Give me a
goddamn break. Try being morbidly obese before you have the motor
skills to ride a tricycle like some poor little kids. Then come and bitch
to me about not being able to gain weight.
So what is my plan of attack? How do I get it done? I keep it simple. I
pepper my system with supplements, shakes and above all else, nutrient-dense calories all day long. Depending on what particular phase
I’m in, be it on a bulking blast or period of refinement, I make certain
dietary choices like gainers vs. whey or limiting my weekly number of
dessert or cheat meals based on my current conditioning. Beyond
that, the grind remains the same. Ground beef and canned tuna or sirloin and sushi depending on how broke I happen to be that particular
period of the fiscal year. I make a couple of pounds of rice or pasta and
an equivalent amount of ever-alternating protein sources (beef, chicken or turkey) a couple of days ahead of time and break them down into
pre-portioned tupperware meals. I load up on cottage cheese, eggs,
yogurt and milk as I’m a big believer in the gaining power of the dairy
aisle, and use oats and fruit to carb up preworkout.
When I’m hungry, I eat. When I’m not hungry, I eat. If that means I need
to hit that drive thru for some burgers or tacos to keep my sanity, so
be it. I’m just sure to prioritize protein even in my cheat meals and to
surround feedings lacking in nutrient quality with some supplemental
nutrition… Meaning that if I’m eating a pepperoni and mushroom pizza
or a half a box of cold cereal, I’m chasing that shit with an 80g protein
shake in order to stay in a muscle-building state.
My diet on training days tends to be more rigid and regimented. I feel
that a thoroughbred racehorse or an indy car tends to perform better
of premium fuel. On my off days, I tend to relax slightly using the recuperative power of fats, sugar and sodium to help me recover, replace
glycogen and replenish fluids. Regardless, my mass assault demands
1.5g of protein and 18-25 calories per lb of desired bodyweight. Some
days, those numbers look like a Powerball payout.
In Volume 3 of “My Alchemy” I’ll close up shop by showing you how I
take the shit, dirt and muck of everyday life and boil that wizard’s cauldron til it’s teeming with gold bullion. Next time, we’ll take a look the
tangible elements of supplementation and the more abstract factors
of lifestyle and philosophy.

CYCLE: Five Day Split, Two Days Off
LEVEL: Advanced
GOAL: Overall Physique

• Hyper Extensions: 3 Sets x 20 Reps

Sunday: Legs/Cardio

Thursday: OFF

Legs
• Leg Extensions: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Squats (Wide Leg): 5 Sets x 8-12 Reps
• Hack Squats: 4 Sets x 12-15 Reps
• Lunges: 4 Sets
• Leg Curls: 5 Sets x 12 Reps
Cardio
• Stepper: 10 minutes
Monday: OFF
Tuesday: Chest/Biceps/Calves/Cardio
Chest
• Incline Barbell Press: 5 Sets x 8-15 Reps
• Flat Bench Flyes: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Cable Crossovers: 3 Sets x 15 Reps
• Dumbbell Pullovers: 2 Sets x 10 Reps
Biceps
• Barbell Curls: 4 Sets x 10-12 Reps
• Rope Cable Hammer Curls: 4 Sets x 15 Reps
Calves
• Pick an exercise and do 5 sets for at least 20 reps.
Cardio
• Stationary Bike: 30 minutes
Wednesday: Back/Abs
Back
• Bent-Over Rows: 5 Sets x 8-12 Reps
• T-Bar Rows (underhand grip): 3 Sets x 10 Reps
• Cable Rows: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Chins: 5 Sets x 12-15 Reps

Abs
• Pick any movement and do 4 sets for at least 25 reps.

Friday: Shoulders/Triceps/Calves/Cardio
Shoulders
• Standing Shoulder Presses: 4 Sets x 6-12 Reps
• One-Arm Shoulder Presses: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Upright Rows: 3 Sets x 12 Reps
• Rear Delt Flyes: 3 Sets x 15 Reps
• Standing Laterals: 2 Sets x 15 Reps
Triceps
• Tricep Pushdowns: 4 Sets x 15 Reps
• Skullcrushers: 4 Sets x 6-12 Reps
Calves
• Pick an exercise and do 5 sets for at least 20 reps.
Cardio
• Treadmill: 25 minutes, varying the incline and speed.
Saturday: Makeup Day
Hit the muscle groups which you haven't hit correctly
during the week. Cardio is a must on this day. Intensity
and length will vary on energy and current conditioning.

routine notes
This is a weird routine that worked for me when I was
preparing for a big show recently. It was designed to fit
into my work schedule. I start with Sunday because in my
mind, the week starts with Sunday.

supplement suggestions
• Animal Pak
• Animal Nitro
• Animal Stak
For more training routines, go to Animalpak.com
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by Big Al
WARNING: This article is for those who want mass, plain and simple. This is not an article for the pretty boy
wannabes that want to be a buck fifty with abs all year. If you want to build some muscle, some serious muscle,
then read on...

Eating
If you really want to grow, you gotta eat. That is the most important thing you have to do. That low carb trend of
yesterday is not the way. Carbs are your friend. Carbs are what give you the energy you need for those hardcore
workouts. If you’re trying to gain weight then you need to eat more calories than you’re burning; and if you're training like your life depends on it, you’re burning a shitload of calories. How much clearer can I be?
Now I’m not saying eat shit all day. But once you’ve gotten in all your protein and you want to eat something, then
eat it. Fuck, it’s the off season--it’s time to grow. Oh I hear it all the time, “I eat a lot but I can’t gain the weight.” Are
you eating 10-12 egg whites and 1 1/2-2 cups of oats for breakfast? What’s that? You don’t like eating first thing
in the morning? Well then, here's my advice to you... Pick another pursuit, as this one ain’t for you.
Two hours later you should be slamming a protein shake and some fruit or a potato. Lunch time you know the
drill--more protein and carbs. A couple good choices are chicken, steak, turkey, tuna with rice, potatoes, yams or
pasta. Or a good old fat hamburger or two will work. One of my personal favorite pre-workout meals is two peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches and a protein shake. Now two more meals of protein and carbs and your day is done.
Don’t forget to get those carbs in post-workout. That’s the best time for you to load glycogen into the muscles. If
you’re still hungry, there is nothing wrong with a little snack... Shit, my favorite is ice cream.
Training
Now lets talk about the second most important element to bodybuilding success... Training. To use a quote from
Ronnie Coleman, “Everybody wants to be a bodybuilder, but no one wants to lift no heavy ass weight.” That is
so fucking true nowadays with all the fitness centers that litter the landscape. Get the fuck away from those shiny
machines and grab the free weights. Don’t be scared of the bench press. It’s your best friend if you want a thick
chest. Save those cable flyes for show time. Stick with the basic flat bench, incline bench, barbell or dumbbell and
maybe some dumbbell flyes.
Pull those deads from the floor. I know that bar can pull the skin off your shins sometimes… So what? Let it bleed.
Nothing makes a big back like heavy deads. Again you want to do deadlifts, bent-over rows and pull-ups--the
basics. Get under that bar and squat--see what you’re really made of. After some heavy squats and leg presses,
add a few sets of leg extensions and don’t forget lunges. Now you should be cooked. I mean when you bend
your legs to walk they want to buckle. Man, I love that feeling--when your quads feel like there going to pop.
The same goes with training as with diet. Once you get your sets in and you want to try to go heavier, go. Get a
spotter and load the fucking bar. This is the time of year to have a training partner you can rely on--someone you
can trust. So what you didn’t get that last rep all the way up? If you got it half way you know that next week you’ll
have your head right and get that shit.
If you’re doing bent over rows and you get eight good ones don’t put that bar down, pull a couple half reps. Get
every thing out of every set. Never save some for the next set. Train like every set, every rep is your last. We ain’t
at a power meet with a judge watching our form. We’re bodybuilders and we’re trying to get big. Our judges only
judge us that one day a year--the day of the show.
You have to build the muscle all year. The only way to do that is to eat big and train big. It’s not easy to put on 510 lbs of muscle. It’s hard work. So if big is what you want, you have to eat this way and train this way every day.
Good luck and enjoy this part of your training because, when pre-contest gets here there is no cheating and
enjoying those extra snacks. It’s a different game, a whole different world and bet your ass you’ll miss these days.
Make the most out of this offseason. So what are you waiting for? Get back to the basics of training and eating.
Read Big Al's "Discipline"

“Best Of” Diary of a Madman By G Diesel

Entry 145
The shit list. Nah, I don’t hold a grudge, but I
remember. I commit to memory their faces and
names. The doubters, the traitors, the fronters
and the haters. I know them well and while I
dismiss their empty words and ill wishes with little
thought, I never forget. I store that shit away, I use
it as my fuel. I go about my business on my grind
undeterred but the chip on my shoulder grows.
All those who did me dirty on my way up the
ladder will get theirs, even though from me they
often get but a wink and a smile. Do me wrong
now and in the final act I’ll do you right. Ya see, life
has a way of evening shit out. The cosmos tends
to balance itself and karma comes looking for
those that fuck with the good mojo that positive
people exude. No need to go looking for the get
back, no reason to waste your energy tryin’ to
sort shit out. Rest assured they’ll get what they’ve
got coming in the end. In the meantime, do you.
Do the work of building your human fortress,
galvanizing
your
psyche,
becoming
impenetrable, impervious, unyielding. Battle
tested and bulletproof. Know that the depths to
which they’ll sink are so often commensurate
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with the heights to which you’ll ascend. Use their
scorn to gauge your growth, their envious
ridicule to measure your progress. Chart their
activities and watch your back. Kill them with
kindness and lull them to sleep, waiting for the
moment to strike. Walk tall knowing confidently
that the last laugh will ultimately be yours. Yeah,
I’m making a list and I’m checking it twice. Do
yourself a favor and make sure your name’s not
among those ill-fated few.

Entry 151
The world is filled with missionaries and
merciless mercenaries; those who yearn to save
us all and those bent to douse the planet in
kerosene, strike a match and watch it burn. I
guess I find myself in the vast gray expanse in
the middle—torn between my love for all God’s
creatures and my anarchist’s streak that may be
unquenchable by anything less than chaos and
an overturning of the social order. I’ve spent my
life holding only so much regard for authority
figures. Feeling compelled by my own sense of
right and wrong, my own guiding principles, my

own march toward destiny, I have no time or
inclination to think inside somebody else’s box,
let alone to be physically trapped within its
confines. I’ve dedicated my days on this earth to
breaking down limits and boundaries, borders
and stereotypes, misconceptions and bogus
convention. Who we are or what we become is
up to us, not the mandate of our spouse, our
boss, our parents or politicians. That cookie
cutter calamity of soccer mom suburbia is only
as much of a death trap as we allow it to be. We
are not our house or job, our bank statement or
retirement plan. We are not the sum of the
measuring sticks society applies to us to
determine our value. We are powerful, decisive,
autonomous beings capable of creation and
great change, of generating immense force, of
exerting control and command. Be not
breakable. Be not subject to the will of your
environment, but instead subject your
environment to your will, remaking the face of
the earth in your image.

(continued on page 92)

CYCLE: 3 days on, 1 off, 2 days on, 1 off.
LEVEL: Advanced
GOAL: Overall Physique
Monday 1: Chest
Alternate between dumbbells and barbells to save your
rotator cuffs.
• Flat Dumbbell Presses: 3 warmup sets, 3 working
sets at max working poundage (as many reps as you
can)
• Incline Dumbbell Presses: 1 warmup set, 3 working
sets at max working poundage for as many reps as
you can
• Flat Flyes: 4 Sets in ascending weight, 12-15 reps
• Incline Flyes: 4 sets in ascending weight, 12-15 reps
• Dips: 3 sets to all out failure
Tuesday: Back
All reps are to be done with strict, strict form.
• Reverse Rows: 3 warmup sets, 4 working max sets
• Pulldowns: 4 sets, mid-range grip (stretch is important)
• Low Pulley Rows: 4 sets x 12-15 reps
• One Arm Rows: 3 sets x 10 reps
• Deadlifts - 5 sets ascending to 8 rep functional max
training weight
Wednesday: Shoulders
You gotta push the weight, but you gotta keep form.
• Military Presses: 3 warmup sets, 5 sets x 5-8 reps
• Laterals: 4 sets strict form
• Rear Laterals: 4 sets, all out at one weight
• Barbell Shrugs: 5 sets x 6-10 reps
Thursday: Off

Friday: Arms
Always train biceps before triceps.
• Straight Bar Curls: 2 warmup sets of 20 reps each, 3
working sets 10-15 range
• Hammer Curls: 3 sets x 12 reps
• One Arm Preacher Curls: 3 sets x 15 reps (flush the
blood)
• Pushdowns: Total out 7 sets, pyramiding up to 10 rep
max
• Skullcrushers: 3 sets x 15 reps
• One Arm Overhead Extensions: 3 sets x 15 reps
• Dips: 3 sets, all out to failure
Saturday: Legs
It's leg day... What, you expected a walk in the park?
• Leg extensions: 8 sets, total 20 reps on all sets
• Leg Presses: 5 sets, pyramiding up
• Squats: 4 sets x 20 reps (full depth)
• Hack Squats: 4 sets x 20 reps
• Leg Curls: 6 sets x 15 reps
• Stiff-Leg Deads: 5 sets x 15 reps (full stretch)
Sunday: Off

routine notes
How do you put together a weight training arsenal? I’ll
tell you how, but you gotta do all the heavy lifting: 3 days
on, 1 off, 2 days on, 1 off. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat.
Repetition is the mother of Animalism. Stick with me.
We’ll set trends, not limits. 99% of life is what you make
of it. Go after it and don’t take no for an answer.

supplement suggestions
• Animal Pak
• Animal Nitro G
• Animal M•Stak
See page 52 for more details.
For more training routines, go to Animalpak.com.
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“That Animal Pump is an amazing product... It's definitely a product I would recommend to overcome plateaus and weaknesses in
particular lifts... It's awesome that it gives you the energy, creatine and mindset to complete the workout and the pump you get
during and after the workout is insane. It definitely seems like it prolongs the pump. Great stuff.” - Dane D., Texas
Up the volume with Animal Pump, the “core”
pre-workout product for “pumps”. For the
bodybuilder, getting the pump is the name of
the game, what it’s all about. It’s not just an
addictive feeling. Your muscles don’t just feel
bigger... They are bigger. You just don’t look
bigger... You are bigger. But that’s not why a
pump is so important. After all, it’s not about
vanity. See, a pump signals the start of
oxygen and nutrient-rich blood flooding into
the muscle, setting the table for new growth.
Now this is what it’s all about, right? So is your
table set?
Alright, the pump is the holy grail of
bodybuilding. It is that sensation that keeps us
gym rats hooked for life. It is euphoric and
invigorating, an intense swelling of the muscle
caused by a training-induced cascade of
blood… It is a rebirth experienced on each
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worthwhile trip to the gym. The pump is instant
gratification… An automatic reward for all of the
blood, sweat and tears you spill on the gym
floor. Don’t we deserve it? Course we do.
There are days, however, where no matter
what you do, the pump is seemingly
unattainable… Set after wasted set, you toil in
vain. Nothing. Nada. Zilch. You yearn to be
pumped and swole and instead you are
beaten and weary. On other days, the pump
is fleeting. As quickly as it arrives, it is gone…
Leaving both your ego and your muscle
bellies deflated.
The disappointment in your inability to
achieve and sustain the cherished pump is
not merely due to the pleasure of a
superficial physical response, but in the fact
that an opportunity for new growth has been

squandered. The pump ain’t just for shits and
giggles—it is crucial to getting big.
The pump is essential in the promotion of
new muscle growth. With each pumpinducing rep, nutrient-rich fluid and blood fills
the working cells, engorging the muscle. This
occurrence kick starts the anabolic process.
The muscle cell walls are stretched and
strained and practically bursting with fluid—
this is called “cell volumization”. Assuming
you are eating and supplementing properly,
this fluid should be chock full of the kind of
nourishing elements specifically designed to
help you do the one thing you came here to
do… Grow. This is where Animal Pump kicks
down the door and goes to work.
Now you know why you need the pump—that
feeling of having your muscles fully engorged

with blood is what drives a bodybuilder. Once
the pump is there, fueling the muscles with the
right nutrients is where optimal gains can be
reached. Animal Pump is this fuel. Getting the
right blend of nutrients is key. Animal Pump has
it all, from it’s synergistic cutting-edge creatine
blend, NO boost complex, proprietary energy
and concentration mix, down to its cell
protective antioxidant complex and specialized
transport blend which shuttles the Pump to
your starving muscles.
From a strength and muscle cell volumizing
point of view, Animal Pump is packed with a
proven matrix of creatines. Bodybuilders have
used creatine for a decade now with good
results. When a bodybuilder does a heavy set,
intracellular ATP levels decrease. Creatine is
an exogenous source that helps to restore
these ATP levels. But not just any old creatine
will do. Animal Pump takes it a step further.
First, it provides a full daily dose of creatine.
With Pump, you do not need extra creatine.
Second, Pump combines Magnesium
Creatine Chelate (MCC), a patented and highly
effective form of creatine, with Creatine Ethyl
Ester (CEE) and Tri-Creatine Matrix (TCM) to
deliver maximum benefits. This optimal blend
combats the creatine absorption issues and
bloating of yesteryear, ensuring your creatine
reaches your growing muscles--not the toilet
bowl. Animal Pump makes the dreaded
creatine “non-responder” an extinct species.
So you got your creatine covered. Now let’s
move on to oxygen. During an intense workout,
one of the limiting factors of your muscular
power and endurance is oxygen and
availability of oxygen-rich nutrients to muscle
tissue. Our NO Boost Complex is a blend of
compounds designed to combat this problem.
Arginine AKG, Citrulline Malate and L-Norvaline
are combined to maximize nitric oxide release.
From a bodybuilding point of view, this means
incredible muscular pumps and a greater
ability to pump clean oxygen and nutrient-rich
blood into your muscles. This results in optimal
muscular fullness and translates into what
bodybuilders want—greater size gains.

Even if you are strong and pumped, how can
you possibly tear the gym apart if you’re
energy deprived and lacking mental
concentration and clarity? Daily life is filled
with constant roadblocks that try to throw you
off in the iron game. Sometimes, they even
keep you out. So when it comes to energy,
Animal Pump has got your back. Animal
Pump’s Energy Rush Complex combines
powerful methylxanthines along with
evodiamine and vinpocetine to give you that
energy boost that gets you fired up for
training. These powerful substances reach
deep into the muscle cell to provide a really
smooth, long-lasting energy and enhanced
power, thus delaying the onset of muscle
fatigue. That edge can be the difference
between the physique of a weekend warrior
and a top competitor. Never underestimate
the importance of what’s between the ears.
We ain’t done yet, bro… Animal Pump
incorporates a comprehensive antioxidant
blend designed to protect your cells from the
heavy onslaught of hardcore lifting. Heavy
lifting leaves behind free radicals, which are
damaging if left alone. We included the best
antioxidants to makes sure these free radicals
are cleaned out leaving your immune system
strong. Secondly, a supreme nutrient
transport complex ties the Animal Pump
formula together. This complex efficiently and
quickly draws the vital nutrients to your
muscles. This innovative system can
significantly enhance the pump, decreasing
lactic acid build up and rapidly saturating the
muscle with nutrients for growth.
The pump is an integral component to new
muscle growth. It is literally the “lifeblood” of
your bodybuilding pursuits, giving meaning
to monotonous training sessions and giving
nourishment to your depleted muscle cells.
Without the pump, you’re going nowhere…
Harness its power and the sky’s the limit. If
you wanna blow up, with seam-tearing,
stretch-marking mass and personal record
breaking strength, Animal Pump is your holy
grail. It’s the pump, in a pack.

required for
• Competitive strength & power athletes
• Athletes looking to prolong pump
• Off-season bodybuilders looking to add
mass & strength
• Creatine non-responders
• Those who hate the creatine “bloat”

daily dose
As a “core” or foundational preworkout
supplement, take a single pack 30-45
minutes before you lift, preferably on an
empty stomach. As each pack also contains
your full, daily dose of creatine, take Pump
every day for optimal results. On non-training
days, you can take the pack around the same
time as you would if you were training. You
can remove the red capsule (stims) on off
days, or if you train at night.

recommended stacks
Animal Pump is a solid stand alone
supplement. It provides many things, least of
which is your daily dose of creatine. That said,
even Animal Pump could benefit from
additional “stacking”, and one of the most
popular Animal stacks, bar none, is the combo
of Animal M-Stak and Animal Pump. Naturally,
throw in Animal Pak (like always--Pak is the
starting point), and you’ve got a potent
grouping of products that can benefit virtually
all serious bodybuilders and powerlifters.
Here’s a suggestion on how to run this potent
stack... Pak with a meal (like breakfast).
Animal M-Stak, 30-45 minutes before lifting
and then Animal Pump 15-30 minutes before
lifting. With this method, just remove one of
the red caps, either from M-Stak or Pump.
Run this stack consecutively, on both on and
off days. This is an awesome triple-stack for
anyone serious about making gains.
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by House
Sometimes you gotta dig deep to find it. Sometimes you gotta lose to find find it. Sometimes, you
never find it. I’m talking about heart. After the 2009 Mr. Olympia contest, we saw that our current Mr.
O has it. A true champion is one who rises up when things don’t go their way. Many people wrote Jay
off after he lost the Mr. Olympia contest last year. Hell, I was one of them. I didn’t think he could come
back and take the title again after losing it— no other bodybuilder in history has done so. Jay came
into the contest this year with no hype; everyone was talking about all the other guys. He showed us
that when people write us off, we shouldn’t take it to heart, but do everything we can to make them
eat their words. Take a look at the second place finisher, Branch. He’s another bodybuilder that has
heart. Nobody thought he was going to place in the top three of that line up, but he is a fighter and
he overcame the odds. After tearing his tricep, people wrote him off for good but he came back and
had a great year. Now, he is the second best bodybuilder in the world. Branch came in with the best
conditioning and had more muscle than ever. After watching him train, you knew he had heart. He
always digs down deep to get the extra reps— the reps that make you grow. Cutler and Branch both
showed they had heart while training for this show. They both overcame odds and came out on top.
The power from the heart is endless, but you gotta find that passion. Once you do, don’t let go.
I can relate to this topic easily because people have written me off many times in the past. I don’t let
it bring me down; I always use it as motivation. Sometimes when you are on top you lose that hunger,
that feeling of working your way up the ladder. You need that feeling to motivate and push you up; it
takes heart to stay at the top. I am the type of person that responds best to tasks that are hard. I like
to be the underdog, the dark horse, the guy that beats the guys who get all the hype. I thrive off the
energy of those guys; I drain it like a slow leak in a tire. When I turned pro two years ago, I didn’t have
any hype going into that contest. I don’t even know if people knew who I was, but I knew that I wanted to bring a black cloud to the party and make it rain on their day. I had heart. I was told I would never
win, I wasn’t big enough, my legs were too big and my back was too small. People told me that I
would never turn pro, but I dug down deep and found my heart… I found that undying passion that
drove me toward my goals. I don’t know how to describe the feeling, all I know is I was a machine. I
had one speed and one goal in mind— turning pro. Then, once I earned my pro card, I lost a little bit
of my drive. I’m not gonna lie, I felt like I was on top and people were talking about me. People were
giving me a lot of attention. Suddenly, I was the energy for the guys coming up. They all wanted to
take the meat and potatoes off my dinner table.
When I did my next show I didn’t push as hard. I didn’t prep with nearly as much heart and I don’t feel
I gave myself a fair shot in that contest. Yes I placed well for my first time out, but I didn’t have that
fire. Well, this year I found my heart again. People were starting to write me off but I’m back for blood.
I got bitch slapped back into reality and I am running with it. I will not let heart be a factor. I will not let
my mind be a factor. One heart, one goal. Losing something you care about makes you appreciate
it more and you learn to hold on just a little bit tighter. We can all find our heart; we just gotta mount
up and look in the mirror. Stop lying to yourself. Put your balls on the line and find your heart. If your
heart is not in the game, you’re not in the game.
I have always said you are your maker. What you get out of yourself is what you put into yourself.
Most people don’t push themselves to make themselves. I am my maker. I might have great people
behind me but I put the time and effort in. I feel the pain of every workout. When you accept that you
are your maker you know you have found your heart.
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Why can’t I just use a regular one-a-day type vitamin instead of Animal Pak?
Do I need the Pak? Don’t I get enough vitamins from my foods?
Which Animal products are cycled and which ones aren’t?
Animal Nitro contains essential aminos. What’s so special about them?
Do I have to take Animal Cuts twice daily?
Can I take Animal supplements with other supplements?
What's the difference between the Animal Stak and the Animal M•Stak?
Can I take all the Animal products together?
Can Animal Nitro help me keep my muscle even when I’m not lifting?
Can I take 1 Animal Pak per day instead of 2?
Is timing important for Animal products?
I'm a “hardgainer” looking to add quality weight. What's the best stack for me?
My whey protein has essential aminos in it. Should I still take Animal Nitro?
I've got muscle, but I can't get rid of that last few pounds of fat. What should I do?
Is the Animal Pak really necessary?
I have trouble with the Animal Pak tablets. Any suggestions?
How much strength can I get with Animal M-Stak? My training buddies have increased their lifts by 25% after only one cycle.
What’s the difference between Animal Nitro and Animal Nitro G?
With Animal Pump, do I need to add any extra creatine?
I train at night and don't want any stimulants. Can I remove them from Animal Pump and will it have any impact on the product?
I only need to take one pack of Animal Flex a day?
When should I take the Animal Flex?

Why Can’t I Just Use A Regular One-A-Day Type
Vitamin Instead Of Animial Pak?
You can, but do you want to? Typical one-a-day type
multis are made for Joe Couchpotato. They have 100%
of the RDA in many vitamins and minerals. Listen, do
you take 100% of the Daily Reference Value for protein
which is 50 grams? No. You take more because you’re
a serious lifter. Serious lifters need protein. The same
applies to your multi. Only Animal Pak was designed for
the serious bodybuilder and strength athlete. Harder
training athletes need more vitamins and minerals and
other nutrients than sedentary individuals. So if your
multi is one or two pills or even three pills, then it’s time
to consider what you’re doing.
Do I Need The Pak? Don’t I get enough vitamins
from my foods?
Yeah, we all wish. Truth is, a lot of veggies, due to
overfarming and poor soil quality, aren’t as loaded in
nutrients as they used to be. Plus, it assumes, you’re
eating a wide range of foods, including lots of leafy
green veggies, fruits and other whole foods. You also
gotta remember that even the pros, who eat right for a
living, take a multi. And don’t forget, when it comes to
dieting, you’re pretty much eating the same foods, day
in and day out. Eating chicken, rice, turkey and tuna
isn’t a great diet from a nutritional point of view. It can
quickly lead to nutrititional deficiencies and gaps. So
whether you’re bulking or cutting, a multivitamin like
Animal Pak is absolutely essential if you want to stay
on top of your game.
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Which Animal Products Are Cycled And Which
Ones Aren’t?
Animal Stak, Animal M-Stak, and Animal Cuts are
cycled for 3 weeks on, 1 week off. That’s the set
schedule. Animal Pak, Animal Pump, Animal Flex, and
Animal Nitro/G, on the other hand, are what we call
“foundational” supplements. These don’t need to be
cycled. You can and should take these every day.

formula that has been modeled after actual human
muscle protein itself. No other amino formula has this
blend of aminos that we call Human Muscle Protein
Complex™ (see below). Finally, research has recently
shown that non-essential amino acids are not required
for boosting anabolism via protein synthesis. Only
essential aminos are necessary. So yeah, essential
amino acids are just that important.

Animal Nitro Contains “essential amino acids”
(EAAs). What’s So Special About Them?
Essential aminos are those aminos that your body
can’t make… You can only get them through your diet.
Essential aminos are important for a couple of
reasons. First, your body can take them and turn them
into other non-essential aminos as needed. Second,
many of the essential amino acids can be used to
make energy (useful during dieting) when needed.
Third, you can maintain a net nitrogen balance on
essential aminos only–you don’t non-essential aminos
to get into an anabolic state. Fourth, the essential
aminos found in Animal Nitro come in the form of
uncoupled aminos. They are free of chemical bonds
and they do not need to be digested. Therefore, they
can be rapidly assimilated, bypass the liver, and enter
systemic circulation quickly and efficiently. When
essential aminos come in “uncoupled” forms, they can
also exert pharmacological and physiological effects
that plain protein powders can’t. Fifth, Animal Nitro
contains a specific, proven ratio of amino acids. We
just don’t throw them in there. They come in a precise

Do I Have To Take Animal Cuts Twice Daily?
Yes. But only if you want maximum results. Here's the
drill: twice a day, every day, for 21 straight
days–preferably on an empty stomach or between
meals. On days you do cardio, make sure 1 pack is
taken approximately 30-45 minutes prior to exercise.
You can even take a pack before weight training for
increased focus (but only if you're not taking the
Animal Stak). In general, take the first pak first thing in
the morning, and the second pack in the early
afternoon. If you train only in the evenings, then
experiment and see how late you can take the Cuts
without it affecting your ability to recover (e.g., sleep at
night).
Can I Take Animal With Other Supplements?
The Animal products were designed to be taken
together. When used as a complete system, you don't
need any other supplements–all the core nutritional
bases are covered: essential aminos, recovery
nutrients, performance enhancers, thermogenic and
metabolic enhancers, creatine, glutamine, BCAAs,

vitamins, minerals, and more. You can take the Animal
Pak with pretty much every other supplement out
there. In fact, Animal Pak can make your other
supplements work even better. Many lifters typically
use Animal supplements with other protein powders,
creatine, and the like.
What's The Difference Between The Animal Stak
And The Animal M•Stak?
Both are anabolic supplements, but both approach the
issue of anabolism (muscle-building) from different
directions. Animal M-Stak attempts to enhance
anabolism via net nitrogen balance, protein synthesis,
and by shuttling more of the calories you eat into
muscle-building as opposed to fat storage. Animal
Stak , on the other hand, attempts to boost anabolism
via hormone manipulation and hormone ratios (e.g.,
“free” vs. “total” testosterone). Bottom line, if you’re a
classic “hardgainer” who has trouble putting on size,
even though you get enough calories, M•Stak is the
better choice. For all other lifters, start with Animal
Stak .
Can I Take All The Animal Products Together?
Yeah, pretty much. All the products were designed to
work together. When it comes to customizing a stack,
there are two factors to consider: (1) the timing of the
different supplements and (2) what your training goals
are. Animalpak.com has some popular “stacks”, or you
can email us at trainer@animalpak.com for a
personalized stack of your own.
Can Animal Nitro Help Me Keep My Muscle Even
When I’m Not Lifting?
According to the latest research on essential aminos,
yes it can. Researchers at the University of Texas
found that healthy subjects taking a placebo, after 28
days confined to beds, lost about a pound of leg
muscle. The group taking an essential amino acid
mixture with carbs kept their mass. According to lead
researcher Dr. Douglas Paddon-Jones: "We thought it
was the most astounding thing that even though our
subjects did no exercise, they were able to maintain
muscle mass." So the next time you aren’t able to hit
the gym for a while, for whatever reason, if you want to
keep the muscle that you’ve worked so hard to gain,
you may want to take Animal Nitro.
Can I Take 1 Animal Pak Instead Of 2?
Yup. One pack’ll work, especially if you weigh less than
200 pounds. If you're an elite bodybuilder or a
competitive strength athlete, and you're training for a
competition, then you should stick to 2 paks per day.
Is Timing Important For Animal Products?
For some products, it matters, for others, no. Animal
Pak can be taken pretty much any time of the day.
Animal Nitro and Nitro G needs to be taken within 30

For More Animal Product FAQs

minutes after lifting and also right before lifting. Be
sure to read the labels and see what applies to what.

and blend everything together in a mixer. We think this
is a great idea.

I'm A Hardgainer Looking To Add Quality Weight.
What's The Best Stack For Me?
Animal Pak once a day. Three to six servings of Animal
Max. Animal M•Stak or Animal Stak before you train.
Along with a well-rounded weight-gaining diet and a
solid resistance training program, you should see solid
results In three to six weeks.

How Much Strength Can I Get With Animal MStak? My Training Buddies Have Increased Their
Lifts By 25% After Only One Cycle.
Increasing your lifts by 25% within the first cycle is not
all that extraordinary. We've had athletes tell us that
they've increased their bench press by fifteen, twentyfive, and thirty pounds in only 3 weeks. If you've hit a
plateau and have stopped growing, Animal M-Stak
may be the answer.

My Whey Protein Has Essential Aminos In It.
Should I Still Take Animal Nitro?
There are a lot of good reasons. For starters, studies
looking at amino supplementation following resistance
training showed that non-essential amino acids
weren't necessary for protein synthesis and
anabolism. Only essential amino acids are required.
Whey protein is typically about 45% essential aminos
and 55% non-essential aminos. Plus with whey, the
bonds that hold the aminos together must be broken
down through the digestive process. As whey protein
is digested, many of the aminos get deaminated and
ultimately converted to urea, a waste product. The
special “uncoupled” amino acids in Animal Nitro don't
have to be digested; they can enter systemic
circulation quickly and efficiently. In the real world, this
can make a huge difference. Researchers in one study
found that the lack of urea production after taking 6g
of essential aminos indicated that these aminos were
being incorporated into protein and not being
catabolized. On the other hand, with 40g of whey
protein, urea production increased significantly. So
when you compare 6g of essential aminos versus 40g
of whey, it looks like a smaller dose of essential
aminos are superior to a larger dose of whey protein.
Bottom line, when it comes to the nutritional “window
of opportunity” around lifting, Animal Nitro kicks ass.
You can think of the difference between whey protein
and Animal Nitro this way. What would you rather
have, a 10-pound rock that contains an ounce of gold
inside, or an ounce of pure, 24k gold? While both have
an ounce of gold in it, with the rock, you'd have to get
that gold out. It takes time and effort. Well, Animal
Nitro is that pure 24k gold, and whey protein is that
rock that contains the gold.
I've Got Muscle, But I Can't Get Rid Of That Last
Few Pounds Of Fat. What Should I Do?
Once again, begin your supplement stack with the
Animal Pak. Next, add the Animal Cuts. A cycle or two
should do the trick.
I Have Trouble With The Animal Pak Tablets. Any
Suggestions?
Here are a couple of tips. You can split the larger
tablets in half. Bodybuilding pros we asked gave us
this suggestion: add the tablets to your protein shake

What’s The Difference Between Animal Nitro and
Animal Nitro G?
Not much difference. Both contain Human Muscle
Protein Complex™, the essential amino acid profile
and ratios modeled after actual human muscle itself.
The main difference is that: (1) Animal Nitro G comes
as a grape-flavored drink mix and (2) Animal Nitro G
has the 35g of dextrose built right in. One study
looking at 6g of essential aminos along with 35g of
simple carbs found that this mix could increase protein
synthesis by ~400% after lifting. So if you’re looking for
convenience, just throw a pack of Animal Nitro G into
your gym back and you’ll be all set.
With Animal Pump, do I need to add any extra creatine?
No. Animal Pump comes with a FULL daily dose of of
the latest forms of creatine, so you won’t need to
supplement with any extra creatine. In fact, doing so
would be overkill and just a waste of money.
I train at night and don’t want any stimulants. Can I
remove this from Animal Pump and will it have any
impact on the product?
Yes, you can remove it. The stims are in the red
capsule, and no, it won’t have any impact on the
product overall. The Energy Rush Complex found in
the red capsule was included for energy and mental
focus. If you train at night, it may interfere with your
sleep.
I only need to take one pack of Animal Flex a day?
Yes. Some of the ingredients need to be utilized
quicker than others. By incorporating special timerelease technologies, those that you need fast are
delivered quickly and those that need to be released
gradually are time-released. With other joint products,
you have to take it three times per day... Extra work.
When should I take the Animal Flex?
Animal Flex can be taken either with a meal or on an
empty stomach. Because Flex is for foundational joint
support, it is not necessary to take prior to lifting. We
suggest taking it earlier in the day. One of the great
things about Animal Flex is that it requires a single
daily dose--not three times a day.
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Brothers, we get a shitload of email questions about which “pack” product to take, what each one does, which ones can be combined
with the others, yadda yadda yadda. All of the answers to these questions can be found at Animalpak.com. If you don’t see the answer
you’re looking for there, or if you want a “personalized” stack, you can always shoot us an email at info@animalpak.com. In the
meantime, here a brief summaries of each Animal product.

Animal Pak. The Ultimate Training Pack.
The #1 selling, award winning training “pack” in the world since 1983. In those decades, more competitive
bodybuilders have cut their teeth on Animal Pak than any other bodybuilding supplement in history. Why?
Cuz Animal Pak gets the job done the first time, the last time, every time. Consider Animal Pak as the cast
iron skillet of your supplement program, your body’s first line of defense. It’s got all the nutritional basics the
dedicated lifter needs and then some. If you’re serious about the iron game, then you need Animal Pak. Let
others come and go. Animal Pak is the trusted name in bodybuilding—the one that has stood the test of time.

Animal Pump. The Preworkout Muscle Volumizing Stack.
The “pump”. It’s the sensation that has the dedicated among us coming back to the gym day after day,
year after year. But the pump is much more than a feeling, a fleeting rush... The pump is essential in our
sport, for it signals the start of new muscle growth. Yeah, with each pump-inducing rep, nutrient-rich blood
floods the working muscle cells, engorging them. This process of “cell volumization” kick starts the
anabolic process. Think of Animal Pump as your “pump in a pack”. Every can, every pack’s got everything
you need to maximize the pump, as well as strength and power. With the latest creatines as its foundation,
Animal Pump should be a mainstay in your supplement arsenal.

Animal Flex. The Complete Joint Support Stack.
The foundation… The base supports the structure. Over time, the foundation weakens, crumbles. Not good
for anyone. For the lifter, that foundation is the joints, the bones, the ligaments. Animal Flex is the only awardwinning supplement specifically designed for you, the serious lifter, to help protect against the daily grind
brought about by heavy-duty weight training. Effective, comprehensive and potent, Animal Flex is also
convenient. Unlike other products, you only need to take Animal Flex once a day. A single “pack” will do. So
when you train like the big boys, think of Animal Flex… It’s your armor against the rigors of iron warfare.

Animal Nitro. The Essential Anabolic EAA Stack.
Aminos are, in general, the basic building blocks of muscle. Sure, you can get ‘em in a steak or from a
protein shake. But special aminos can actually trigger the anabolic drive—what every lifter dreams about.
To achieve this, a supplement needs to meet three conditions… First, you gotta start with the right individual
aminos—you specifically want the “essential amino acids”, or EAAs. Second, you need ‘em in a fast-acting,
isolated or “uncoupled” form. Third, you need the correct ratios of each essential amino acid to the other.
Animal Nitro delivers on all three. After all, Animal Nitro’s formula was modeled on actual Human Muscle
Protein itself. Animal Nitro is not a general amino supplement, it’s the specialist’s amino acid product.

Animal Omega. The Essential EFA Stack.
Yeah, bodybuilders have shunned fat. For good reasons too. Truth is, there is a class of fats that are not
only important, but absolutely “essential”. Without these critical fats, you wouldn’t make any gains, let
alone survive. Animal Omega takes these special fats and custom-tailors them specifically for the hard
working lifter. Whether you’re adding mass or trimming bodyfat, Animal Omega can help. Animal Omega.
It’s the last and final word when it comes to EFA supplementation.

Animal Cuts. The Complete Cutting Stack.
Cardio sucks. There’s no beauty or grace in it. You’re not moving huge weight. It’s just painful and
exhausting. You do it cuz it’s a necessary evil. Whether you’re preparing for a show or just trying to get in
top condition, you need the raw power of Animal Cuts. Unlike other “thermogenic” or “fat burning”
supplements, Animal Cuts is two products in one. It’s a potent thermogenic and an effective diuretic. Why
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the diuretic? Cuz even if you got minimal bodyfat, the water under your skin can make you look like a
marshmallow. For a shredded, razor sharp look, you want to shed bodyfat and subcutaneous water. Now
you can with Animal Cuts.

Animal M-Stak. The Non-Hormonal Anabolic Stack.
The all-new Animal M-Stak… The perfect “hardgainer’s” pack… The “plateau buster” in a can. Whatever
you want to call it, the completely overhauled Animal M-Stak flat out works… Even better, thanks to its
improved “nutrient-partitioning” effects and its enhanced ability to promote anabolism via protein
synthesis and nitrogen retention while reducing catabolism. Containing no steroidal hormones, it may be
suitable for drug-tested athletes. With added features, including an even more powerful, Natural
Flavone/Sterone Complex—which act as nutrient-partitioning agents shuttling needed calories specifically
into lean mass instead of toward body fat deposition. M-Stak is also stacked with a new, potent AntiCatabolic Amino Complex. These specialized aminos stimulate protein synthesis through non-hormonal
signal transduction by manipulating muscle growth regulators. Next up, M-Stak’s Anabolic Adaptogens
reduce cortisol and other muscle-wasting catabolic agents, ensuring the anabolic status of your internal
environment. Animal M-Stak also contains cutting-edge insulin potentiators ensuring the effective and
efficient utilization of ultra anabolic insulin. As you can see, it’s more than just a “hardgainer’s” supplement.
Further, M-Stak contains a potent energy blend designed to propel you through your most intense gym
sessions. Finally, the M-Stak formula is tied together by the M-Factor absorption complex, intended to
ensure maximum absorption and efficacy. If you feel your training has been missing something, you’re
right. Animal M-Stak is here, turning hardgainers into hard gainers.

Animal Stak. The Complete Anabolic Hormone Stack.
Animal Stak is a comprehensive, natural hormone-boosting supplement, delivered in individual “packs”.
Each pack contains effective doses of patented and proven ingredients designed to help you naturally
enhance your own body’s ability to produce anabolic hormones such as growth hormone (GH) and
testosterone. Animal Stak also includes DHT blockers and aromatase inhibitors to help your body prevent
the conversion of testosterone to either estrogen or DHT. Finally, you’ll find select vasodilators to help
enhance systemic circulation and deliver these ingredients where your body needs them most.

Animal Test. The Hypertrophic Test Stack.
Gear up... Every training session, every meal, is another test to pass. Your approach is dead serious.
Nothing is left to chance. You know the importance of testosterone. More test = more size & strength. It
is that simple. That is why you gear up with Animal Test. Animal Test keeps it simple, breaking down the
muscle-building process to its bare essence & “amplifying” the anabolic response. Animal Test is legal
hypertrophic, pro-testosterone supplementation at its best. Animal Test helps enhance both testosterone
output and utilization. Animal Test cuts to the core of the muscle-building process, modifying and
enhancing the anabolic response. In other words, Test is money in the bank.

Animal PM. The Nighttime Anabolic Recovery Stack.
Rest and recovery. This is a top priority for the hardest trainers out there. The hardcore set know that sleep
time equals growth time. It was with this in mind that the fellas at Animal formulated the most complete
nighttime recovery supplement available—Animal PM. A single pack of PM combines powerful GH
boosters, immune support and recovery agents, anabolic aminos and a potent blend of sleep and
relaxation enhancers--all designed to promote deep and restful sleep and hastened recuperation,
accelerating the growth process. Sleep well and know you’ll grow with Animal PM.
More information at The FORVM

Join The Legion. Enter The FORVM... forum.animalpak.com

by Machine
Gather ‘round the campfire and I'll tell you tales of days when Gods and warriors walked the
earth. I'll speak to you of lands and deeds noble and fierce. All too often we lose sight of the
dreamscape... The realm where possibility is a religion. Blood soaked cobblestone and dry
desert sand were the backdrop to a surreal primal, violent outland. A place where nightmares
were all too real and one could barely distinguish between smoky, tired twilight and the blaze of
a new dawn. In a place like this we could forge the iron of our own reality. In a place like this we
could walk free, covered in the day’s dirt, wearing the weather of the world like a crown of fire.
I speak now of a time and a place that is real. More real than the hollow pit that serves as a poor
excuse for modern reality. The place and the plane can exist in the form of a parallel mindset
wrapped in a bold set of ideals and laws.
"In times of peace... The warlike man sets upon himself." For whomever shall walk in this realm
and strive to become attached to the hearts of men will fail. He who would dare to travel a cold,
hungry, lonely path through all the twisted hells known to man is a rare and viscous beast and
he is held in league with the immortals. This beast, this misanthrope, this mistake of God, could
he be real? I say this beast is real and lives today within me. I feed the beast with raw rage and
fuel his hate with images of the weak minded modern media blitzkrieg.
It is exhausting at times to keep the beast contained. I must sequester him. I must hide him from
the world. I must be bonded to him for my very survival. Brothers--we must live together as
brothers. Two sides of the same coin. Though I know his face well, I cannot show it to the people around me. What would they say if they knew? I can see the horror on their faces when even
a glimpse of the beast is revealed. They wear their hatred like a uniform. Their judgment pierces
me like so many blades in my flesh. So I continue the charade. I call on all my power to keep
the beast encapsulated within me. I walk through my days like a shadow, never really allowing
myself and the beast to walk together as one. Together we represent all that could be if there
were no lies, no judgment, no fear.
Together we are one force known only to the world as Machine. Though you see a man living a
life slightly different from the others you know, there is more. Their lives in me a thing I cannot
control or contain at length. I continue to evolve as all living things do, but I don’t know if the
beast and I can remain separate entities much longer. Day by day, as time goes by, we begin
to meld together as a whole being. It becomes more and more difficult to distinguish the beast
from myself. It is becoming unclear where he ends and I begin. I try to hold on, but in the face
of modern reality the battle is a war of attrition. My will becomes a bottomless pit of anger and
rage--it will boil over eventually. The release will be sublime. Who knows how the rest of the
world will react to the beast? Especially when they finally see, he is me...

“Animal Test is the #1 test booster, hands down. I have tried them all and Animal Test was the only product that gave me consistent results. Every week I was a little bit stronger than the week before. I was adding lean hard muscle every week. My arms were
peaking more, my shoulders were wider, my back was thicker, and my legs were looking more and more like trimmed tree trunks.
Bottom line is Animal Test is a hardcore, in your face, no bullshit supplement that works, period.” – Anthony S., New Jersey
Gear up... Every training session, every meal,
is another test to pass. Your approach is dead
serious. Nothing is left to chance. You know
the importance of testosterone. More test =
more size & strength. It is that simple. That is
why you gear up with Animal Test. Animal Test
keeps it simple, breaking down the musclebuilding process to its bare essence &
“amplifying” the anabolic response.
Animal Test is legal hypertrophic, protestosterone supplementation at its best.
Animal Test helps enhance both testosterone
output and utilization. Animal Test cuts to the
core of the muscle-building process,
modifying and enhancing the anabolic
response. Combining the most potent natural
extracts with one of the hottest, patented,
proven supplements to hit the industry in
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recent years, the all new Animal Test
redefines the capabilities of over-the-counter
bodybuilding supplementation. Test is money
in the bank.

Divanillyl allows for the enhanced activation of
free testosterone which promotes gains in
strength and size as well as improved focus,
recovery and gym performance.

The Pro-Androgen portion of the Animal Test
formula couples dynamic herbal extracts
designed to facilitate a rise in free and total
testosterone with effective anti-estrogen
compounds capable of maximizing the
natural anabolic response. Translation?
Explosive gains in strength and size.

Animal Test is also loaded with anabolic
ketosterones extracted from Cissus
Quadrangularis—another exciting new
bodybuilding ingredient. These ketosterones
have been revered for promoting anabolism,
boosting recovery and staving off the
production of catabolic stress hormones.
Beyond these obvious muscle and strength
building properties, cissus has also been
touted as a potent antioxidant capable of
improving joint and ligament health, a side
benefit worth noting for individuals making
dramatic gains in size and strength over a
short period of time.

This complex includes the revered free test
potentiator 3-4 divanillyl tetrahydrofuran.
Divanillyl is a lignan extracted from stinging
nettle best known to inhibit sex hormone
binding globulin (SHBG). In high enough
dosages, like the one contained in Animal Test,

Lastly, yohimbe extract rounds out the Animal
Test Pro-Androgen Complex. Yohimbe bark
extract has been shown to increase fatty acid
mobilization from fat stores via increased
noradrenaline (norepinephrine) levels and
provides a strong boost in stamina. Designed
to enable physique recomposition and to
support a healthy libido, yohimbe extract can
aid in ensuring the development of lean, hard
mass.
In order to capitalize on the blast of utilizable
testosterone provided by these proandrogen ingredients, Animal Test comes
fully equipped with a combination of cutting
edge anti-estrogens. First among these is the
ultra antioxidant Trans-Resveratrol. TransResveratrol acts like a shield. It binds to the
estrogen receptor and works to block
circulating estrogen hormones from ever
hitting the target receptor, thus inhibiting
unwanted estrogens from reaching the
hormone receptor.
Trans-Resveratrol is fortified by hearty dosages
of other proven anti-estrogens, namely, 3’,5,7Trihydroxy-4’-Methoxyflavone (Hesperetin)
and Agaricus Bisporus polysaccharides.
Agaricus Bisporus is an extract of the white
button mushroom. These polysaccharides
have been shown to act upon the aromatase
enzyme via multiple pathways so as to cripple
any estrogenic response to a new abundance
of free circulating testosterone. Hesperetin
appears to work by inhibiting the aromatase
enzyme, thus reducing excess testosterone to
estrogen conversion and allowing more of the
desired testosterone to be available for the
receptors.
In summary, these constituents work to block
circulating estrogen from reaching receptors
as well as negating the inevitable estrogen
boost brought about by excessive
testosterone production, thus directly and
indirectly promoting a higher ratio of circulating
serum testosterone. Both components of the
Pro-Androgen complex are assured for utmost
efficiency and uptake through the inclusion of

6’,7’-Dihydroxybergamottin and patented
Bioperine—the very best absorptionenhancing ingredients available today. All this
sets the table to one of the key compounds in
Animal Test... Arachidonic Acid (AA).

muscle tissue and a less intense anabolic
response is then felt. As a common
explanation, since prostaglandin synthesis is
tied to the amount of available AA, lower
levels results in less AA being released.

Arachidonic Acid has numerous benefits for
the hard training bodybuilder, the most
dramatic of which are the ability for it to
enhance androgen receptor sensitivity and to
“amplify” training-related muscle inflammation
and in turn amplify hypertrophy. Ever crank up
the amp on your stereo? You know the kind of
impact that makes. Well, AA is a special
polyunsaturated essential fatty acid that is
abundant in the skeletal muscle membrane
phospholipids and sits at the very foundation
of the body's physiological response to weight
training. It just doesn't get simpler than this.

A long time trainer might notice this when
following the same workout routine for many
months—eventually his muscles adapt to it
and he no longer feels sore from the
sessions. Once this trainer switches up his
routine to incorporate new exercises, the
soreness is back. Why is this? Well, it’s
because AA is one reason why he’d find
himself sore again. By switching up his
routine new muscle fibers were recruited and
thus new stores of AA to work with.

Arachidonic Acid displays its anabolic activity
early during exercise. When lifting weights,
muscle fibers are damaged and AA is
released. AA is integral in promoting localized
inflammation and an anabolic response. AA
liberation from damaged muscle fibers is the
central modulator for muscle growth during
post-exercise recovery. What this means is
that AA is essentially the anabolic "trigger" in a
long chain of events that controls the
rebuilding and strengthening of muscle tissue
post workout.
In short, its release alters local chemistry,
which causes a shift that favors anabolism.
The general anabolic “cascade” begins with
the release of AA and is greatly amplified in
the presence of more AA. This translates into
more androgen receptors (increasing
testosterone sensitivity), heightened IGF-1
signaling, greater vasodilation and even
enhanced lipolysis. The availability of AA
appears to dictate how strongly this anabolic
cascade will be stimulated with training.
The more AA you have in your muscle tissue,
the easier it is to liberate and trigger growth.
But the downside is that regular resistance
training actually lowers AA stores in skeletal

This is why a major focus of Animal Test is to
help to ensure that one has an adequate level
of AA that is needed for skeletal muscles to
maximize anabolic stimulation. This status as
an anabolic catalyst made it the perfect
backbone for this new Animal formula as it
provides muscle-building qualities by itself as
it augments the actions of the other
extremely powerful ingredients that together
comprise Animal Test.
Now keep in mind that only a precious handful
of select bodybuilding supplements contain
Arachidonic Acid, this highly coveted and
licensed compound. It’s an elite ingredient
found in elite products. By virtue of Animal’s
reputation and commitment to quality as well
as innovation, you’ll find it in Animal Test.
With a storied past and a world of potential for
future gains, Animal Test reemerges.
Combining
premium,
cutting
edge
compounds with patented and proven
ingredients, Animal Test returns as the most
powerful product in the Animal line. Not for
the faint of heart, not for just any lifter, Animal
Test is the answer for the dyed in the wool
power athlete looking to make explosive
gains by natural means.

required for
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• Advanced level bodybuilders and power
athletes looking to maximize gains in
strength and lean mass
• Serious lifters looking for gains without the
use of prohormones or hormones

daily dose
Take a single pack every day for 21 straight
days. On training days, take the pack with the
last meal before you work out. On off days,
just take the pack with any meal. Animal Test
works best along intense training and an
increase in quality protein and calories. Make
sure you stay hydrated on this cycle. Unlike
other “cycled” Animal products, you can use
Animal Test for two consecutive cycles—
without an “off” week—for a total of 42 straight
days. After this double cycle, take a full 4
weeks off. During this period, we
recommend using Animal M-Stak to help
preserve your lean mass gains. For
additional Animal “stacking” suggestions
check out www.animalpak.com.

recommended stacks
The “Test Explosion Stack” is a very popular
stack that can be found on Animalpak.com. At
the core is, of course, Animal Pak. To this, two
potent supplements are added: Animal Test
and Animal Stak. Animal Test and Animal Stak
can be combined, with Animal Pak, to create
a powerful natural hormone-enhancing stack.
Think of Animal Stak as a sawed off shotgun
approach regarding hormone production as it
sprays and hits its target via multiple
pathways. Animal Test is more precise, like a
sniper's rifle. Both will get the job done, just in
different ways. Obviously, Animal Test also
stacks well with more foundational products
like Animal Pump and Animal Nitro. The
Animal Pump/Animal Test is also a very
common stack. Though not technically a
“stack,” many who use Animal Test also use
Animal M-Stak. Those who do use Animal
Test straight through, then during the off cycle,
use Animal M-Stak to keep the mass.

product size
21 pack can. (3 week cycle)
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Animal Test Alpha Testing: The X Factor.
Fellas it’s here. The results from our recent
Animal “X” Alpha Testing Program (ATP) are
in and we’re excited as ever. In years past, we
kept all of the information, as well logs, for the
ATP under strict wraps and wouldn’t leak
anything out until all the testing was
completed. This time around, the ATP was set
up directly on our very own Animal Forvm.
We were very confident about this ATP, as we
had been prototyping this long before we
actually started the ATP for “X”. By placing the
ATP on the forum, this gave the Alpha Testers
(AT) a convenient place to log their results
and also allowed everyone else to view the
testers’ logs and feedback throughout the
entire program. What this allowed was for
Forvm members to actually track each of the
ATs progress while in the process of using
Animal Test, known only as “X” to those
testing it. How cool is that?
There were a total of 20 AT who participated
in testing Animal “X”. To qualify to be a tester,
one had to be on a bulk and couldn’t be
dieting. The average Alpha Tester (AT)
weighed in at 240 lb. After 3 weeks of
supplementation with Animal “X”, the
average weight increased by 5.84lb to
roughly 246lb. So on average, our testers
gained 6lb. of quality weight--a number never
seen before by any previous ATP.
Animal “X” also affected strength levels. When
starting the program, the AT were asked to log
their current lifting stats for the following
exercises-- bench, squat, shoulder press,
deadlifts, barbell curls and barbell rows. Each
week they would update their progress in
their log and, at the end, final tallies showed us
how much progress they had made during
this brief, 3 week cycle. The following chart
shows the average total increase in weight
that was experienced for those lifts.
Barbell Curls: +24.2 lb | Barbell Rows: +19.4 lb | Bench
Press: +18.1 lb
Deadlifts: +36 lb | Shoulder Press: +22.1 lb | Squat:
+32.7 lb

On a whole, these are the largest and most
impressive gains in strength and lean body
mass that was seen from any of our testing
programs.
Subjectively, our testers experienced great
strength increases, broke personal lifting
records, noticed harder muscles, felt increased
muscle pumps, experienced increases in
libido and were able to gain solid muscle mass
while maintaining body fat. Some side effects
that were noticed were an increase in sweating,
mild headaches and increased muscle
soreness. Considering the ingredients and
their intended purpose in this formula, the
above outcomes met and in some case even
exceeded what was expected.
No more need for hype, “X” speaks for itself
as do its users. Take a look below and see
what our actual Alpha Testers had to say
about Animal “X”:
Flash419: “I would highly recommend this supplement to any
and all Animals looking to gain strength/muscle mass/body
weight. I have never seen or heard of any supplement that
really lives up to the normal 'GREAT NEW SUPPLEMENT'
hype...This product does.Try it, you will NOT be disappointed.”
Giant Killer: “Animal X gave me crazy strength. PRs every
week, without fail, and big PRs. Also, muscles were harder and
more pumped than ever before. Gives you that skin splitting
effect in your workout. This is the holy grail of strength and
hardness. A plateau buster FOR SURE.”
Malloy1344: “Overall my strength went up consistently. Really
liked the product. Had a lot of intensity on it. Definitely sweated
my ass off. Had some good gains, definitely a product I would
pick up again. The numbers weren't huge, but I just liked the
over feeling that I had when I was lifting. Great job guys!”
The Dominator: “During my workouts I had fantastic pumps and
increased focus on my sets. I was able to go longer and push out
the extra reps, which makes all the difference in the world. I could
tell after about the first week that my muscles were looking fuller
and a little bit harder. I was very pleased with Animal X and will
definitely buy it when Universal officially releases it.”
TXPWLFTR “I did enjoy using the product and look forward to
using it when it becomes available to buy. I have used various
supplements and this by far is one of the best products I have
used. Hell a co-worker asked if I was juicing. This is a product I
will recommend to those that want a great edge in their training.”
jhicks3301 “I would give this product a 9.5/10. This is actually
one of the best products that I have tried personally.”
Juggernaut: “It's a plateau buster if I ever saw one. I don't care
what it will cost, things like that never played a role in my
decision making with supps if they actually work. ANIMAL has
a winner here.”

“Best Of” Diary of a Madman By G Diesel

(continued from page 77)

Entry 158
The Meaning of Life. We find ourselves
pondering the great question, asking the
heavens why we’re here. We search for the little
victories in our daily war—tiny wins that give our
days purpose. We instinctively need to know
whether mankind is a mere happy accident, a
biochemical anomaly caused by the random
chaos of the cosmos or if in fact we were
specially designed by a higher entity, sent here
with an express purpose. The way I see it, either
way, we’re here. Caught up in the rat race, the
paper chase, the droning monotony of
existence. But fear not, I have the answer, the
response to that great query as age old as our
species itself. The meaning of life is progress in
the face of struggle, triumph in the face of doubt.
It is that tear of joy, that uncontrollable smile, that
electric surge in the pit of your stomach in a
private moment of triumph knowing you did what
they told you couldn’t be done… Throwing a
mental middle finger in the face of the haters and
doubters, the pessimists and cynics that littered
your path up that steep mountainside climb.
Remember my brothers, life is very much what
you make of it and can be everything you have
the audacity to demand it to be. Do not
compromise your integrity; do not make
apologies for your dreams. Live each day in bold
defiance to the feeble-spirited souls who don’t
dare believe. Be proud of who you are, take
rebellious joy in what you’re becoming—your
critics and their worthless opinions be damned.
One day they’ll all understand. This is the
meaning of life.

Entry 160
Where God lives. The circumstances of my life
have allowed me to arrive at certain beliefs and
truisms accepted as fact without the requisite
irrefutable proof I so often demand. The selfbalancing ebb and flow of the universe, the
legitimacy of karma and the wonders of nature
and science have allowed me to comfortably
believe in the existence of a higher power—a
benevolent force responsible for all that we see,
one capable of fashioning the sustenance that
sustains us all. This greater force, while
surrounding us always, is not at home where we
would be most inclined to imagine. Far less is
this Great Spirit in the majesty of the highest

mountain ranges or the roaring seas, I believe,
but instead where we are most elementally
weak. God lives in the tears of the neglected
child, the sorrow of the grieving widow, in the
forlorn gaze of the abused animal, in the
profound hunger of the homeless man. The
creator we pray to for wealth and
accomplishment, for the winning lotto ticket or
the pay raise, resides where our neighbor is in
pain, where the weakest among us is in need,
where we are too selfish to care, where we are to
self-absorbed to be concerned. Let this serve as
a reminder my brothers, that your power is only
as potent as its ability to generate change, your
great stature only as impressive as the shelter
from the storm it can provide. Our greatest
challenge is not just to do what is right, but what
is extraordinary… To not merely do what is
expected, but what our heart compels us to do
for the least of our brethren at the times it is the
least comfortable or convenient. For it is at
precisely these moments, when humankind is at
its weakest that our humanity must be strongest;
where the vulnerability of the most broken,
burdened and afraid among us can provide a
glimpse of where God lives.

world so wide, no tool in your utility belt
insignificant when the situation you’re in
demands its deft utilization. Take no nugget of
knowledge for granted, sneer at no proficiency
as unimportant, regard no friend as disposable,
no encounter as trifling, no task as fruitless, for
life, at its essence is but one big internship... Onthe-job training for the greatest of conquests that
lies ahead--the conquering of your dreams.
For more “Diary of a Madman” go to
Animalpak.com.

Entry 162
The long internship. I feel life has its ways of
preparing us for what lies ahead. In an untold
manner, far before it will ever make sense, we
are learning valuable lessons and building
something of a “tool box”–a very unique and
specialized skill set that will pay dividends down
the road. It is truly a matter of perspective as to
how you view the various occurrences in your
life. The trials, tribulations and losses are mere
learning experiences to later draw upon; the
daunting challenges meant there but to
galvanize your spirit. The bizarre cast of
characters whose paths you’ll inevitably cross
are case studies and reference points and
teachers from which to learn. The often arduous
and seemingly trivial tasks of the daily doldrums
are there to impart invaluable instruction that will
indubitably come into play at some later and
unexpected date. When it comes to trivia and
seemingly “useless” information, as I see it, I
“know what needs to be known”, having access
to just the right amount of information on varied
topics to serve me well when the moment
dictates… Forever learning and questioning and
strengthening my base. No data is “useless” in a
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Transformation
“I just wanted to say your products are phenomenal. In
June I weighed 265 lbs and I was a fat mess. I took Animal
Cuts and worked my ass of at the gym all summer and I
dropped down to 200 lbs by mid-August. Then around
December I stacked the Animal Pak with Animal Stak and
Animal Nitro and put on 15 lbs of solid muscle. I’m about to
go back on the Animal Cuts now to get cut up for the
summer. I just wanted to say thank you because your
products completely changed my appearance... In a
fucking great way!”
- J. Leonard, Massachusetts

Awesome
“Hey, I just have to say I have been taking Animal Cuts for
two months and it is AWESOME! I have been out of shape
and just made the commitment two months ago to
dedicate myself to the goal of getting in the best shape of
my life. I have been successful in shedding 30 pounds in
two months. Animal Cuts is the only reason I have been
able to kick my bad unhealthy habits to the curb, stay
motivated, and train hard. I have more energy and
endurance with this product than ever before, not to
mention the appetite for junk is gone! This is a miracle
pak!”
- S. Klopft, Michigan

Amazing
“I just recently started the Animal Pak because a friend told
me about it. I was plateauing even with creatine cycling so
was willing to try it out. The results were amazing even
after only a week or so. I was putting up my previous max
bench three times in my last set of four. I was using
dumbbells I never even thought of using for incline press
and flyes. I am just moving more and more weight every
week and I am now thinking of starting Animal Cuts as
well. The product is awesome and I have to give you guys
props for that. Thanks.”
- Josh Harris, Pennsylvania

Amazing Nitro
“I just wanted to let all the fellas at Animalpak know that
your site is hands down the best site I've found for
motivation, splits, and just general info. Plus your supps.
are amazing. I recently did Cuts and Nitro. They worked
great. The Nitro was amazing. It was the first time I have
taken a supp. and got results. I guess putting 30 pounds on
my bench is a result. Nitro and your workouts coupled with
the motivation found on this site is what did it for me.
Thanks...”
- R. Reynolds IV, New York

Bad Ass Supplement
“I just wanted to give you guys props for creating a bad ass
supplement… Stak. I just finished my first cycle and took
my squat max from 365 to 420 and I’m not bullshitting
about that either. Shows what hard work, eating right, and
training your ass can do for ya. When taking Stak just feels
like you can keep going, never fearing a set and training
balls to the wall at all times. I love squatting and now I get
props for finally breaking through the 400 lb barrier. Just
wanted to say thanks.”
- Garrett, Kansas

Keep Up The Good Work
“I love the Animalpak.com and Animal supplements! The
site is full of amazing articles about working out and giving
your absolute all in the weight room. This site has
everything a weightlifter needs to get motivated. The
supplements are awesome too. I could not believe how
strong and big I got from just taking the Animal Pak alone.
I tell all my friends who work out to check out
Animalpak.com for some great bodybuilding tips and
workouts. Keep up the good work...”
- J. Boyd, Elyria, OH

Promises Kept
“Animal Pump kicks ass. There are a ton of supplements
out there that say they do certain things but really don't. I
for one loved this product. For the past year I have been
having trouble with my gains in strength and muscularity
and losing the body fat. For some reason this product has
seemed to jar something in my system to help my gains
tremendously in the past 4 weeks. People at my job have
actually been asking me if I was taking steroids, but they
can also tell that it was natural. I have a feeling if I were to
continue to take this product permanently that I would
reach my goals by January. I plan on competing in January
for bodybuilding and I think this would be the final thing I
need to be completely ready.”
- Fabian, via e-mail

25 Pound Increase
“Just wanted to say thank you so much for your products…
I got my hands on Stak. Before I started a new bench
program I maxed out at only 315 lbs. In JUST 5 WEEKS I
maxed out again at 340 lbs. That may not be much for
some of you but for me to add 25 lbs. in 5 weeks was
awesome. Thank you so much. Not only am I putting up the
numbers I am getting much bigger. Now I'm staking the
Stak and Nitro. So far so good. You guys kick ass thanks.”
- James Brown, Wisconsin

Top Of My List
“Your products are definitely at the top of my list from here
on out. I am on my 3rd cycle and this time I stacked the MStak with the "Anabolic Hormone Pak" Stak. My gains have
proven that. From a 505 deadlift 6 weeks ago to 530 for 3
reps. My bench from 405 to 420 (1RM). I have been
powerlifting for 4 years @198lbs and this by far has been
my most successful training routine. I've also taken some
advice from your website and incorporated it in my
workouts as well. Thanks. Keep making the products and
I'll keep buying!”
- Kevin, New Mexico
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Gains
“Bro's I’ve been takin your Animal Pak and M-Stak for
cycles for the last 90 days. Also been using one of your
workouts. I’ve went from 218 to 242. Lost some on the gut
and my strength has went from 285 bench to 325 for reps.
Squat up to 450 and deadlift to 500. Thanx.”
- Brad Hegel, California
Discovering Animal
“I have been lifting for a long time, and like most everyone
else, have tried so many different supplements my heads
hurts. Some worked and some different, and nothing ever
really stood out as being a must need supplement. That is
until I discovered ANIMAL. It doesn't matter what it is - MStak, Pak or Cuts - they all work period! Everything I have
taken has had a positive effect on my body and my training

in the gym. From someone who has spent countless hours
in the gym - Animal products have become part of my daily
life. I can't imagine lifting without them. Thanks guys for
making products for REAL lifters who want REAL results!”
- Joseph Vinsky, Pennsylvania
No More Popping
“With Animal Flex, my movement during load bearing
exercises like squats feels more fluid and less mechanical.
My knees aren't making the "popping" noise they used to
either. I'm not getting post-exercise knee pain like I did. It
feels like I've got more cushion in there. I've actually
started running without knee pain as well.”
- Paul, Rochester, NY
Concentrate On Lifting
“Animal Flex has really helped my joints... It allows me to
work out more intensely and not have to worry about the
pain. I can concentrate more on lifting the weights.”
- Michael, San Diego, CA
Serious Shit
“S'up guys. I'm just taking this time to let you guys know
what a freakin great supplement Animal (by Animal I mean
ALL of them) is. I've been using Cuts, Pak, and I just
finished my cycle of M-Stak I’ve been training for a while
now and I've been gaining more mass and deeper cuts
ever since I've been using Animal. Animal is the shit…
Anyways I hope you guys post this letter cause there are a
lot of people that I know that are lookin for some serious
shit and I just want them to know that if there looking for
some serious shit that this IS the shit!!! There it nothing
else out there can compare to Animal. Until the next time,
make mine Animal.”
-Edwin Castro, New York
Kick Ass
“First off I'd like to say your products kick ass. A couple of
years ago I was working out hard and had a shoulder injury
that left me down and out. I went from 178lbs to very
sloppy 230lbs. My girlfriend and friends got on my case
saying I looked a mess. I knew I had to do something and
I did. I saw an article on Animal Pak vit. I went to your web
site and ordered the Animal Owner's Manual and began to
read. It lit a flame that I haven't felt for along time. The next
day I picked up a can of Animal Pak and began to work out.
Within 3 weeks of working out and eating better and taking
Animal Pak I went from 230lbs to 210lbs. My workouts, well
let's just say I have become the Animal your product says
you'll become. Thanks for giving me back my life my
confidence and the person Iwanted to be healthy. Once
again thanks and I will tell everybody about Animal Pak.”
- R. Tokach, Pennsylvania
Stretching the Tape
“I have been using the Animal Pak along with the Animal
Stak since late January. I have gained almost 14 lbs of
muscle, gained over 1" on each arm, 1 1/4" on my chest,
3/4" on my neck, and almost an 1" on each leg. I’ve used
other products in the past with no signifigant gains. I work
out 4 (1 hr +) times a week. Animal helps with the extra
pump and recovery time. Not bad for a 35 yr. old man just
starting out.”
- J.W., Ohio

Jersey Guy in Iraq
“From one son of Jersey to a group of others, let me tell
you that your company is by far the best. Your no bullshit
attitude to bodybuilding, strength training and supplements
have always kept my spirits up. Only a company as badass
as yours could ever come from the greatest state in the
Union. Keep up the good work and thanks for providing the
smack-in-the-face attitude that keeps the rest of us joe's
going even out in the worst of conditions. So here's to the
sights from North Jersey to South, Union City to Atlantic
City, wish I was back home but I've got a job to do. Peace
out guys.”
- Jon Porto, Iraq
My New Family
“This is truly an amazing site. The brothers here at
Animalpak.com have really showed me, through their
‘living’ literature, that success consists of going from failure
to failure without any loss of enthusiasm. And when it
comes to training, authors from Schak all the way through
to Machine and everyone in between showed me to think
of myself as a stone cutter and my body the stone. You see,
when you look at a stone cutter hammering away at his
rock, you see him hammer at least a hundred times without
as much showing a crack in it. Yet at the hundred-and-first
blow it will split in two, and before I know it was not the last
blow that did it, but all that had gone before, and that is
how I, thanks to my new family at Animalpak.com, perceive
training nowadays.”
- R. Navarro Jr., Laredo, TX

that doesn't mean I don't keep any dreams only for myself
in that area. I just got a tattoo on my right bicep after
seeing your "overcome" tattoo because I was inspired.
Mine says "don't give up." And every day that tattoo and
your website keeps me going. Keep up the good work. It's
helping me more than you might imagine."
- J. Rose, Pennsylvania
Belonging
“I just wanted to let you guys know you are by far the only
training site out there where I actually feel like I belong. It's
been about 3 years now since I started down this road and
it's been a long cold lonely ride, but I take solace in the fact
there are those like me. That there are those who will not
be held down by the weakness of this pathetic world, those
who strive for more in every sadistic struggle with the
weight, those who don't say ‘oh well there's always
tomorrow’, and those who will always get to the gym,
always get that meal in, always gulp down those fuckin'
packs and not fucking stand down in the face of the people
that try to hold them back from their goals, cut short their
dreams. This way of life, our way of life, has forged an iron
will in me... nah fuck that a titanium will. A 'will to power' so
fuckin' hard that it will never crumble, fade, or subside. And
for this I thank all you freaks at Animal, your writings are an
inspiration to all...”
- D. Cronquist, Florida

A Place
“Before finding Animalpak.com, I felt I had no place in my
world. I have no friends, but enemies. Family didn't
understand me, I'm the Black Sheep. I was insecure and
always asking myself who am I and what do I want?
Finding Animalpak.com was probably one of the most
important things that has happened to me in my life! This
place makes me feel as if I'm gifted to be a loner! Being
misunderstood is my best characteristic, it makes me
stronger than I've ever been! My rage to be different, look
different, eat different, act different burns hot in the gym
when I'm smack'n weight! I get the best rush when I feel
alone in the gym! I've gone through a couple of partners,
but they give up on me, they can't hang! They do it to get
some ass, I do it cuz my life depends on it! Being here with
you guys, it’s you that are my friends and family that
support me and back me up and make me feel I have a
place here on this world! I don't do it to be on stage one
day, I do it for glory, this is my life! Thanks Broz.”
- A. Castano, California

Not Alone
“I had the hardest start in my training. A goal of mine was
to get a bench that was 300 or over. I kept going to the gym
and constantly putting my body through the fire. After a
while I thought that since my bench was better than all of
my friends except the one guy I train with, I said that I was
content. Then I wonder in shame, because I compared
myself with the norm. No offense to my friends, but they
are not warriors as I am. If I don't ‘put in work’ at the gym
then I don't have nothing. If I'm not the strongest guy in my
set, then who will be that Juggernaut? So, it's that undying
hunger that keeps the pursuit of power running… I came to
your website as a pick my up, you know, one of those
things that gives you a firm foundation. With the help of
‘The Diary of a Mad Man’, I get that feeling that I was not
alone and that I should push until the weight breaks. When
I look at myself I see the absolute essence of that
unstoppable force a call the Juggernaut. I'm currently
dwelling between 179 and 181lbs in body weight, and my
bench has went up to 300. I have a goal now, thanks to
‘The Diary...’ and it is to be around 205-210 and bench 500.
Thanks Brothers.”
- L. Taylor, Alabama

Don’t Give Up
"I just want to tell you that you're doing a great fucking job.
I'm a pretty emotional dude, not afraid to admit that, and I
have had so many girl problems in the last year. I lost count
a while ago. But every day I read the articles and stories on
this site that shit keeps me going at the gym. It makes me
stop being a pussy for whatever amount of time I spend in
the gym that day. I take your ideas about just concentrating
on myself and the weights and the rep. Not concerning
myself with anything else in the gym. I'm making gains and
getting pretty excited about every aspect of training. I only
started working out after going to college and I've got no
fantasies about becoming a world class bodybuilder. But

Regaining The Edge
“I'm 30 years old and pretty much since I finished high
school I have always wanted to be in great shape, have a
good body. I have always been involved in martial arts and
I even did some kickboxing in my time. However for the last
several years, I have lost my edge. I had a serious injury
while fighting and it pretty much ruined my training. I went
from 180 lbs to 260 in a matter of months. Since then, over
the past couple of years, I haven't been able to keep
steady. I would train and diet for a couple of months and
drop down to 200 lbs only to get distracted by life, girls,
work or injuries. Then in a couple of months I would be
back to where I was. As of September of 2004, I haven't

gone to the gym because I just had no motivation. Until
one day in mid December I walked into my local gym and
saw the Animal Owner's Manual. A friend of mine who is a
very avid lifter said check out this book and began to poke
fun at it. I didn't see the humor in it. All I could see is the
truth. I took the book home and began reading. I couldn't
get past the first chapter. I threw the book down, changed
my clothes, and went running. The next day, I continued
reading and proceeded back to the gym and bought my
membership right away. That was weeks ago and I have
already cut 20 lbs and I feel better than ever. My motivation
is through the roof. Your book had a big part in my
motivation and my return to the gym. Thank you so much
and I hope I can reach my physical goals this time around.
I know at least this time if I ever begin to lose my drive, all
I have to do is pick up my Owner's Manual, read a few
passages by Bulldog, and I will want to kill the weights in
the gym and lift every second of the day. Thank you.”
- Brian Sargent, Pennsylvania
No More Fucking Around
“Your website and your products have forever changed the
way I train, and the way I approach life. Every morning I
wake up and this to myself NO MORE FUCKING
AROUND. With the help and motivation of your site my life
has been forever changed. I have become an Animal. I
bring more intensity to my training than guys twice my size.
I am not the biggest guy in the gym, but I am one of the
most respected. Thanks to your motivation and my
newfound intensity I have changed my life forever. To all of
you in the Brotherhood Of Iron, Train Hard, Live Proud,
And FUCK everyone who stands in your way. Only the
strong survive. Death is certain. Life is not. Thank you
again for changing my life, I am forever in your debt.”
- Anthony Tanski, Ohio
Right Frame Of Mind
“I have to say that I can't wait to see any updates you make
to the website. I almost salivate in wait to read the next
motivational article. Thanks goes out to everyone that
makes this site possible. I have went from somebody who
thought they knew what it took, to being that Animal in the
gym. I developed the right mind frame which lead from me
going from a skinny 165 pound frame to a ripped 215
mainly from reading and understanding what it took to
become the well oiled machine I wanted to become. Keep
up the good work and you will always have a loyal fan
reader.”
- Derek M., South Carolina
Awesome
“I don't have a question but I wanted to tell you guys how
awesome every article you put out is, they have been so
motivational and helped me take my training to a whole
new level and helped me make some good gains. I can't
say enough about how awesome the articles and ads are.
I have the pictures from your ads on the front of all my
binders. A couple of my friends and I call one another
when a new article comes out, the new article, ‘The
Structure Of Construction’, genius. Thanks.”
- P. Varga, via e-mail
For More Praise
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“This stuff’s great! Works within half an hour, not like your typical creatine supplement. Gives you a pump throughout your workout from beginning to end. Highly recommended for anyone who is serious about getting big and strong.” - Jimmy V.
Rest and recovery... R&R. Yeah, we all need it
to recuperate; to re-energize; to heal, the
mind and the body. Problem is, too many of
us see R&R as a luxury. How many of us have
skipped vacations and time away from our
jobs? How many of us stay at work, running
on that never-ending treadmill, day after day?
Good ol’ R&R is perhaps the single most
overlooked and least considered element of
the mass building equation. But without it,
you’re cooked. Serious training leaves you
depleted. As we’ve all come to understand,
you’re only as good as you can recover.
Nutrition plays a critical role in accelerating
healing, sure. But with the crushing stresses
of heavy iron and the toxic environment that
surrounds us in this crazy world, eating and
supplementing right only goes so far. So
what are you missing? Easy… Sleep. If you
can’t sleep properly and maximize the
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recuperation opportunities that come with
your down time, you’ll never build the
physique you desire. Period. You can train
like a maniac, but the growth you seek
happens outside the gym. Sleep time, put
quite simply, equals growth time. With the
busiest of schedules strained by work, family,
training and commuting—the first thing to get
cast to the side is adequate sleep. And
without adequate R&R, you won’t reach your
full potential.
Loaded with relaxation and sleep enhancers,
immune support, essential aminos and
patented recovery agents, a single pack of
Animal PM taken prior to bedtime delivers a
potent dose of nutrients designed to lock you
in to the anabolic “muscle building zone”
during slumber. The Animal PM formula is
designed to make more efficient recovery

use of your nightly periods of shuteye. To
reduce soreness, facilitate healing and
generate fresh growth during typical “down
time” hours of rest and repose—this is the
express intent of Animal PM.
Animal PM contains powerful herbs like
valerian and chamomile which have been
used for centuries because of their ability to
naturally promote relaxation, reduce anxiety
and help to combat insomnia. These are
coupled with L-theanine, a unique amino acid
that is found naturally in green tea and is
known for its ability to reduce stress and
anxiety while also improving sleep quality and
enhanced mental acuity, and humulus lupulus
which has been used traditionally for nervous
disorders as well as helping to reduce anxiety
and enhance overall sleep quality.

More information at The FORVM

Mucuna pruriens is then added to this potent
mix for its ability to promote deep sleep by
elevating the production of L-dopa, an amino
acid that converts into dopamine. Dopamine
is an essential component of our body and
it's required for proper functioning of the
brain. What Animal PM works to do is facilitate a calming state of being prior to bed so
that you can more easily fall asleep and stay
in deep sleep.
Next up in Animal PM is the GH Boosting
Complex. This complex consists of
specialized natural growth hormone (GH)
boosters. What is growth hormone?
Growth hormone is a protein-based
polypeptide hormone made up 191 amino
acids that is synthesized and secreted by
cells in the anterior pituitary called
somatotropes. GH plays a vital role in
several complex physiological processes,
including growth and metabolism.
In terms of GH support, Animal PM contains
a key support blend of the following amino
acids—gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA),
arginine alpha-ketoglutarate (AKG), ornithine
HCl , straight L-tryptophan—and the
phospholipid, alpha glycerylphosphorylcholine (alpha-GPC). GABA is the main
inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain. It aids
in helping the brain to relax as well as
balance excitation with inhibition. In addition
to GABA’s relaxation effects, studies have
shown that it also stimulates the natural
production of GH.
Last but not least we have the Immune and
Recovery Complex, also bolstered by robust
doses of potent and versatile aminos. What
does immune health have to do with
recovery? For starters, if you’re sick, you
can’t expect to recover and grow, let alone
train at the intensity needed for gains in
strength and performance. Suppressed
immune function can basically bring your

gains to a complete halt, preventing an iron
athlete from ever performing optimally or
achieving peak condition.
On the recovery side, if your body isn’t recovering from the constant stresses being
placed on it, you just can’t expect your body
to progress. Animal PM takes this into
account with its unique Animal Nitro EAA
Blend, a combo of the 100% pure
“uncoupled” essential amino acids (EAA)
found in the popular and effective postworkout amino acid recovery supplement,
Animal Nitro. This blend supplies the body
with only the purest amino acids needed for
recovery—the EAAs. The targeted use of
EAAs can heighten the anabolic process and
hasten muscular repair.
The last parts of this complex are two, unique
patented compounds—Immunolin® and
Humanofort™. This premium juice is what
pushes what is already a powerful rest and
recovery formula in the stratosphere (admit it,
isn’t this what you’ve come to expect from
Animal?). Immunolin® is a purified
immunoglobulin isolate that contains
beneficial growth factors, immune-regulating
cytokines as well as other immuno-proteins.
These proteins, or antibodies, are naturally
produced by the immune system and are
key for preventing illness and infection. Think
of it this way… Immunolin® provides the
immune system with more of its own natural
resources to defend itself.
Humanofort™ is a proprietary embryonic
peptide matrix that yields naturally occurring
IGF-1, IGF-2, FGF (Fibroblast Growth Factors),
NGF (Nerve Growth Factors), EGF
(Epidermal Growth Factors) and CTGF
(Connective Tissue Growth Factor).
Humanofort™ is a native oligopeptide extract
containing naturally-occurring growth
factors. These oligopeptides (essential
amino and short amino acid chains) assist

the body in normalizing numerous cellular
processes by activating important cellular
receptors. When this occurs, healing is accelerated and a variety of cellular processes are
stabilized. Humanofort™ may help the body
increase natural testosterone levels, heighten
libido, boost endocrine function, raise
adrenal hormone levels, combat cortisol,
decrease recovery time and promote deep
sleep. This single ingredient so clearly
touches on several of the core intents behind
the Animal PM formulation.

required for
• Athletes who have trouble falling asleep
• More efficient recovery
• Better quality sleep
• Decreased muscle soreness

daily dose
Take a single pack 30-45 minutes before
bed. For best results, take on an empty
stomach. If you use an evening protein
shake allow 30 minutes for digestion before
taking Animal PM. Animal PM can be
stacked with any other product in the
Animal line, including foundational staples
like Pak, Flex and Omega and cycled
products such as Stak or Test.

recommended stacks
Animal PM is a staple supplement that can
be taken year round to promote optimum
recovery. To take full advantage, try using it
as part of “The Ultimate Recovery Stack.”
Pair it up with other staples, Animal Pak and
Animal Nitro to maximize your body’s
ability to recover. Take Pak with breakfast,
Nitro immediately postworkout and PM
right before bed. Remember to take in the
necessary whole food calories and protein
to support such a hardcore stack, and be
sure to put an emphasis on sleep. Train
hard and sleep hard and you’ll be on your
way to making serious gains in strength,
performance and size in no time.
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address the recovery needs of the hardest
of trainers living life in the real world, a place
where sometimes it is hard to find the time to
properly recuperate and recharge the old
battery, by honing our focus on that most
vital of restorative processes—sleep.

First Round Knockout: Project
Z Puts Em Down for the Count.
The Animal Alpha Testing Program. The
Animal nation—comprised of diehard fans
and iron warriors, gets collectively pumped
when they hear those words. A testing
protocol employed when the fellas in Animal
R&D develop a new formula that they see as
potentially being worthy of the Animal “A”
logo affixed upon the lid. It doesn’t happen
often, but when it does, man the brothers in
the trenches sure as fuck take notice.
This time out of the box, the boys at Animal
were looking to create a new kind of product.
To fill one of the very few gaps in the most
comprehensive line in the game with a
specialized formula targeted for the very
specific needs of hard training athletes.
While having a clearly delineated purpose
and intent, this product could be used to the
benefit of athletes on all levels, both rookie or
advanced, those dieting or offseason. A
recovery product, yes, but so much more.
At Animal, recovery is not a game. Recovery
is a matter of gaining or remaining the
same… Progress versus stagnation. Animal
Nitro, your average whey powder or BCAAs-they’re all recovery products. But general
“recovery” as a category was all too broad
and vague. Animal set out to specifically
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Users lined up from far and wide on the
FORVM and from the Bodybuilding.com
community to throw their hat in the ring and
address one of the most basic deficiencies
of all dedicated athletes struggling to make
gains and function from day to day in the
modern world—rest and recovery. Their
mission was simple. Train your ass off, eat
and supplement as you usually do and add
Project Z to the mix. A pack per day, for thirty
days, right before bed time. One simple step,
one measly pack. The rest? Business as
usual. In all honesty, how much difference
could one tiny pack possibly make?
According to the select few that were lucky
(and brave) enough to step into the breach
and run Project Z up the flagpole, it was a
month well spent. A month of sound sleep, a
month of peaceful rest, a month of fresh new
growth. You a stat guy? You want the cold,
hard, numeric truth? A staggering 97% of all
testers reported better sleep. 83% noticed
reduced muscle soreness. 90% observed
better overall recovery. That is data you
simply can’t fuck with. The numbers don’t lie.
At Animal, however, we’re about more than
crunching figures and beating you in the
head with statistics. We know that what
matters is what people say and feel. The real
shit. The truth, straight from the horse’s
mouth. Fuck how it looks on paper if the
brothers in the gym ain’t really feeling it.
Here’s
what
our
FORVM
and
Bodybuilding.com brethren had to say
about Project Z. While the numbers speak
volumes, the following feedback may just be
all you need to hear.

Regarding Sleep Quality and Depth of Sleep:
Nateakabear05: “Sleep is much deeper than without Project
Z. I have been having dreams nightly. I am usually a pretty
light sleeper, but this is helping a lot.”
Squattingtillipuke: “Anyone that has difficulties getting their
sleep, this is definitely something that they need to check
into. It reminded me a lot of Flex, where the benefits weren't
noticeable immediately but the longer I was on it the more I
could feel the impact it was making.”
Calcaneous: “Feeling upon awakening—even with 5/6
hours of sleep, i felt like i slept 10 hours!”
Kuclo: “I’ve noticed when a day if I don’t take Project Z I'll
wake up several times to use the rest room or change my
position. When I do take Project Z I am out cold till I wake up
in the morning and my bladder is ready to explode!”
Littlefry: “I must say I have thus been very impressed with
Project Z.The rest/deep sleep I have gotten from Z has been
amazing to say the least. As well no soreness or notice of
DOMs the next day especially after working legs, which was
great. “
Big Al: “This product is worth its weight in gold just for the
good night sleep you get. And we just know that a good night
sleep means you’re going to recover faster, feel better and
GROW!”
LittleMan55: “Another major observation... I have been
unable to get close to even 6 hours of sleep the past few
days due to my schedule. In this time I have not felt tired or
drowsy. Project Z is allowing me to maximize what little rest
I'm getting.”
Bondons: “The first thing I noticed was I was able to fall
asleep much faster, as well as have a good sleep! I didn't
wake up in the middle of the night tossing and turning, and I
felt much more rested when I woke up in the mornings.”
G Diesel: “I felt I slept more “efficiently” on Z. My sleep was
so deep and restful, it made 5 hours feel like a solid 8. I was
up and ready to go and train again even when I was on short
sleep.”
Madevilz: “If you have trouble sleeping, get Project Z as
soon as it is available. You will feel less tired during the day,
and will always be ready to hit the gym. Don't underestimate
a good night sleep, rest and recovery is the foundation of a
great workout.”

Regarding Recovery and Muscle Soreness:
StateChamps10: “To be honest, I have to tear the walls
down and then some to get sore off this shit... I could go all
day on this shit.”
MaddMike: “In regards to muscle soreness—It seemed like
the recovery aspect of it was consistent all the way through
the can.”
Gymgrrrl: “I've honestly NEVER recovered as quickly as I
have while on this product. I used to gulp down a crap-ton of

Never felt exhausted.”

Glutamine and BCAA's daily and not even notice a
difference. However, with PROJECT Z I've noticed I can
workout back-to-back days without movement constraints
and when I do get sore it subsides in a day rather than three.
Also to be mentioned is the fact that I did have an injury
during testing and it was the FASTEST healing injury I've
ever experienced. I HAVE to believe PROJECT Z had a
hand in that. I was literally shocked at my recovery rate.”

EDcellent: “I train for endurance, so this rating is high. As for
a difference before/after taking Project Z, cardio seems to be
the one to benefit from it. Even when I feel like I’m about to
slack on the treadmill, I seem to carry on and still have good
focus. Lactic acid doesn't seem to be that bad as well when
working out.”

Rage: “Definitely better sleep and shorter recovery times.
Hammered back on Saturday and I was already recovered
Monday. I'm making this product one of my staples.”

Wood.aaronj: “Definitely was able to hit the weights harder
than I otherwise would while running Project Z...had some of
the best workouts I ever have.”

Little Z: “The results from this ATP seriously have already
sold this product for you. This is recovery that you can feel.
You know once you start taking Project Z, that you will never
look back.”

Some More General Feedback:

The House: “All I know is the Z has cut my soreness down
to about half the time as before. I feel like I can train say arms
two days before chest or back and I don’t have to worry
about them still being sore and messing my workout up.”
Mritter3: “Muscle soreness? 10. So much better than usual.
Normally I would be sore 2 days PWO, on Z after the first day
it was gone.”
EDcellent: “Recovery was much better than if I was not
taking P.Z, you still notice/feel you worked out the next day,
but you're able to move around a lot more without getting
sore/tired. Having this better recovery allowed to push myself
harder and knowing that I’ll be able to feel better in the
morning, or not as bad as without Z (more so on leg day,
haha).”
Wood.arronj: “The day following a lift, I was significantly
more recovered than before, and felt fully recovered with
about 3 days rest vs. prior to Project Z where I would've
needed at least 4 but more like 5 days to recover fully.”
Skigazzi: “I'd say it knocked practically one day off my
recovery times.”
Bondons: “My muscles recovered much faster on Project Z.
My compound lifts improved during the duration of the
product as well. I think mainly due to the recovery. Also, I was
hitting much higher reps than before. I always love the
products that help you in the gym as well as at home. Should
definitely be on any bodybuilders grocery list of
supplements.”

Regarding Endurance and Stamina:
E-Train: “With endurance—was able to break PRs (example
My deadlifts week one 315 X3 turned into week two 315 X8
and then the 3rd week 315 X8 became 315 X12 easily. ) Was
also able to do at least two more sets than I normally would
with weight I could handle.”
Big Ant: “Z is working good, very good! Again less soreness
days after workouts, better recovery, increases REM sleep at
night, and even more energy getting up in the morning at
5:00am.”
Mritter3: “Endurance was a 10. There was no slowing me
down in the gym... Powered right thru each and every set...

Little Z: “First off, with this product, you nailed a home run in
my books. I have never been one to praise a product so
much. Of course I love the entire Animal line and
recommend it to anyone who asks for suggestions because
I KNOW they will get results, but Project Z blew my mind.”
Mr. Dead: “All in all, an extremely solid product... I'm actually
going to be sad, when my run of this is over... A VERY solid
product, and one would be crazy not to make it a staple!!!”
Vinny The Lip: “Here is what I have experienced while using
Z—I sleep way better through the night, and I get out of bed
with a clear mind. I'm not groggy, and if I get to bed late and
not enough rest....it seems it gives me a sound sleep
anyway. My recovery from the gym has improved a great
deal also. Overall, this is a product I will always have in my
arsenal.
Enforcer: “What else can I say but the fact that
Universal/Animal hit another one out of the park. This
product fully works and delivers the results you want. After
the product fully worked its way into my system, it was game
on. I never felt better after training then I did when using this
product. Since I have been off of the product, my soreness
levels have def. increased. I train hard all the time, and to
have such a solid product that can help with my recovery, I
couldnt be happier. This product delivers results, but as I
have said many many times before, could you expect
anything less from such a great company. Project Z will def.
be in my supplement arsenal from here on out. Hands down,
Project Z has my full on approval.”
StateChamps10: “Definitely a must have, this stuff is
amazing. Not only does it decrease soreness and recovery
time, you're ready to eat everything in sight when you wake
up. The quality of sleep is excellent....especially if you have a
long day coming up. I also felt "fuller" during my workouts.”
Calcaneous: “I love it. I had crazy good sleeps and amazing
dreams. I always woke up feeling very refreshed and
charged to hit the weights. I would recommend this product
to anyone. I will def. be picking it up once it goes on sale.”
E-Train: “This shit was real, endurance was excellent, and
energy levels were high through the whole time while being
on Z. I got alot of rest considering that I was following a crazy
schedule between the vacation/working/schoolwork. But I
managed to do some serious damage and Z helped me
recover faster than ever. While on Z I also beefed out few
more drop sets than I normally would with no preworkout
supp. I think the energy levels were guaranteed to be boosted

throughout. But other than that this is some hardcore shit that
makes the icing on the cake for any serious lifter looking to
speed up that recovery and feel better than ever.”
Nateakabear05: “I have noticed a few cool things about
Project Z that have helped my training and recovery. First off,
better sleep. I am sleeping deeper and when I have the
chance, over longer periods of time. I have also noticed less
muscle soreness from my workouts, even with plenty of heavy
lifting. I have some crazy dreams when I'm on Project Z also.”

Project Z ATP Summary
To easily condense it all for you we asked the
alpha testers to rate their feedback on a
scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being shit and 10 being
as good as it gets for the following
categories: recovery, sleep, falling asleep,
depth of sleep, feeling upon waking up,
muscle soreness, energy when awake,
stamina, endurance and fatigue. When final
data amongst the 40 testers were averaged
out and the dust settled, only the truth
remained:
Recovery: 9.0
Overall sleep: 9.7
Falling asleep: 8.6
Depth of sleep: 9.1
Feeling upon waking up: 8.8
Muscle soreness: 8.3
Energy during day 8.0
Stamina during training 8.2
Endurance during training: 8.3
Fatigue during training: 8.5
You wanted the truth? You asked for proof?
You got it. You wanted to sleep deeper, rest
better, recover faster? Animal answered
your call and then some. Proven effective in
our trenches—the dusty weight rooms from
sea to shining sea, Project Z delivered for
those chosen few Alpha Testers and
promises to do the same for you upon its
impending release. Answering the bell with a
resounding blow, Project Z knocked out
insomnia, fatigue and soreness and put the
Animal alpha testers on their ass. Get ready
to be floored…
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Shut Up and Sleep: Animal PM is Here
The "x factor". This is how recovery has long been viewed. Beyond the great uncontrollable variable that is the genetics you landed from your
Mamma and Pappy, the rest of the growth equation is within your control. That said there are no real secrets. The "gurus" that make a few
grand a pop writing up workouts and diets here and there may not be so pleased to hear that, but at the most advanced level of the game,
the playing field is pretty level. Training, eating, drugs, and supplements? There are no new ideas under the sun. There are precious few
means to get that elusive "edge".
Many serious iron athletes take steps to play the game right. They do their due diligence in all aspects of the lifestyle. All. They never miss a
training session or a meal and are meticulous with their supplementation. As such, there is often little room for dramatic improvement and
their progress is often a matter of simply managing the minutiae. That one uncharted territory, the potent "x factor" that, if mastered, could
change the game for the most dedicated of bodybuilders, is the often unharnessed element of recovery. This factor, while so vitally critical,
seems the most difficult to pinpoint and exploit. Like I said, "seems"...
See, the problem is recovery is a concept that seems vague. Technically your protein shake and Animal Nitro are "recovery products". The
same could be said for the whole food protein and growth calories that you ingest on the daily. When speaking of a more targeted approach
to recovery, we're considering a means of making the most of your rest time, minimizing the turnaround necessary to get in the gym the next
day and attack the iron, while maximizing muscular growth and limiting overall body fatigue.
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At Animal, the R&D department knew mere
recovery wasn't specific enough. They realized that they needed to key in on the most
basic of the human body's regenerative
processes, get it in the cross hairs and take
it down. They came to the understanding that
they weren't simply talking about recovery in
general, but that most crucial of anabolic
recovery factors, the factor this is most often
overlooked. What is it? Sleep. Yeah, sleep...
Seems so simple now, right?
The old world, rusty iron wisdom stated that
sleep = growth. The more shuteye you get,
the more time you give your physique a
chance to grow. Mother Nature proves this
fact in that newborns of all species sleep the
most in their earliest stages of development
- the time in which they also grow most dramatically. In order to minimize fatigue and
allow for consistent, hardcore training multiple weeks daily; to reduce delayed onset
muscle soreness (DOMS); to generate larger and stronger tissue; to stay mentally fresh,
focused and motivated, stacking your Zs is
absolutely critical. Adequate deep sleep is a
categorical must if a dedicated iron athlete is
ever to grow and perform to his potential.
All things considered, however, very few of
us live in a perfect world and even fewer of
us have access to the ideal resources and
optimal living conditions required to be the
best bodybuilders possible. We miss meals.
We work long hours. We skip sleep. We
make do, but one thing's for sure... We never
make excuses. Ever. Sure you have a job, a
family, responsibilities, obligations, goals and
hobbies, but no matter what you get it done
in the gym. With such commitment and such
a full schedule, something's gotta give. That
something tends too often to be sleep.
For most of us, the idea of a solid 8 hours of
shuteye is a straight up pipedream. All too
often, we're getting by on much less.
Expecting to grow as best we can when facing such a reality is optimistic at best. But
that's a fucking copout, bottom line. Our
excuses mean jack shit in the real world.
Instead, we must endeavor to maximize the
quality of our sleep. Remember this simple
thought. You tear down in the gym, but you
build up when you rest. And there's no rest
like good sleep.
Sleeping in a deeper and more tranquil and
relaxed state; becoming more efficient in our

For The Latest Animal PM Discussions

rest and as such maximizing recovery. This
is what it's all about for the dedicated bodybuilder. This was the intent with which the
good brothers from Animal initially entered
into the process of creating a new potent
pack to round out the most hardcore and
comprehensive line the game. It was with
this purpose that they created Animal PM.
Animal PM was created with one simple
intent: to maximize the recovery process at
night by creating a more tranquil and anabolic sleep environment in which the battered
body of an intense training bodybuilder
could rest and repair. To be worthy of the
Animal logo atop its can, Animal PM needed
to be complete and cover the sleep process
from shuteye to the alarm clock. Luckily for
the worn and weary warriors among us, that
is exactly what it does.
PM's powerful sleep recovery formula starts
strong, with three whole grams of proven
hGH (growth hormone) boosters designed
to elevate the release of this ultra-anabolic
hormone during slumber. With GABA and
alpha-GPC as well as proven potent "growth"
output stimulating aminos arginine AKG,
ornithine and L-tryptophan, PM is a natural
GH-production powerhouse that does its
regenerative and muscle building work while
your body is in a state of rest.
Next in the mix is the "Immune & Recovery
Complex". This potent blend of free form
amino acids and prized patented compounds helps to heighten anabolism,
improve protein synthesis and provide support to immune function, as the hazards of
hard training and life in the real world leave
your immune system and central nervous
system under a state of constant attack. This
complex is led by a couple of no-brainer
inclusions - the battle tested recovery force
that is the essential amino acid (EAA) blend
found in the widely popular Animal Nitro as
well as what has long been a staple weapon
of advanced bodybuilders, L-glutamine.
The "Immune & Recovery Complex" is bolstered even further by the kind of cuttingedge, patented ingredients you've come to
expect from Animal. Two such ingredients
found in robust doses in PM are Humanofort
and Immunolin. Humanofort is a very unique
embryonic peptide matrix which provides
myriad growth factors elementally responsible for new tissue growth such as IGF-1 and

IGF-2. Immunolin, on the other hand, is an
immunoglobulin bovine extract rich in highly
coveted growth factors. These two premium
compounds serve to literally "supercharge"
the Animal PM formula.
Finally, tying it all together and helping to
completely differentiate Animal PM from any
other generic recovery or sleep or relaxation
product on the market, is the wicked "Sleep
& Relaxation Complex". This complex is
designed to put you at ease and help facilitate deep and restful sleep while the anabolic growth factors of the previous two complexes do their vital restorative work. By natural, non-habit forming and non-narcotic
means, PM facilitates a state of heightened
relaxation priming you for reinvigorating anabolic sleep.
PM also delivers a blend of time-tested natural elements like valerian root, chamomile
and hops. These three are then fortified with
L-dopa (from mucuna pruriens) and potent
L-theanine. These ingredients are further
amplified by the acclaimed mineral combo
of zinc and magnesium, both included in
study-supported doses designed to not only
contribute to more sound sleep but also to
potentially boosting anabolic hormone production in those mineral deficient.
Animal has done it again, this time in the form
of a nighttime powerhouse, Animal PM. Like
its brethren, Animal PM is complete and
comprehensive supplementation for the
serious bodybuilder and only the serious
bodybuilder. The only complete nighttime
anabolic formula designed specifically for
the rigorous demands of hardcore bodybuilders, Animal PM takes the concept of
recovery to a new level - out of the weight
room and into the bedroom.
By combining GH boosters, anabolic
aminos, patented growth factors, and natural
sleep and relaxation compounds into a single, conveniently dosed powerful "pack"
meant to be taken each night right before
you rack out, Animal PM does for recovery
what Animal Pak has down for training,
Animal Flex has done for joints and what
Animal Cuts has done for fat and water
weight - rendered the competition incomplete and obsolete. Stack your Zs with
Animal PM... When you do, you'll turn the "x"
into quality Zs.
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Sleep Fast

by G Diesel

“I never sleep cuz sleep is the cousin of death.” This brilliant Nas lyric from 1994 may perfectly convey the hustler's mindset, the perspective of those under heightened stress or maybe the paranoid thoughts of a brother on the run from Johnny Law. But if you're a
bodybuilder and you don't cop your fair share of Zs, the death that is sure to follow is that of your strength and size gains. Don't sleep
on your need for sleep, as it could be the difference between those that make it and those that just fade away in this iron-clad game we
call “the life”.
Back in the day, I slept. A lot. Like a bear into hibernation, I would stomp through my gym forest, eat my face off and sleep every available hour I could. My lifestyle-school, a night job a few days a week, crashing on my folks' dime, my girl's for dinner, chilling with the fellas at the gym, writing or catching a flick when the mood was right-it all lent itself to maximum recovery. It was simple, carefree, quiet
and low stress. In many ways, it was a utopian period for muscle building in the nation of Diesel. Times were easy. Life was good.
Life's still good and I'm blessed no doubt. But those laid back, free-wheeling days of free time are a thing of the past. A decade later, I'm
neck deep in the business of modern adulthood, but of course with my own twist. Full time job, family, intense career aspirations, long
commutes, two dogs, all the while still training my ass off. You do the math. Free moments are tough to come by and the first thing that
goes in such a scenario is the time to get the necessary rest. As such, your recovery is always hanging in the balance. You find yourself perpetually one missed meal, forgotten supplement dose or skipped emergency power nap away from bringing your gains to a
screeching halt.
You also find yourself really coming to cherish a good night's sleep. It is a luxury. Like eating sushi or buying fresh gear. You can't afford
to do it all the time and you often find yourself wishing you could, but when the chance comes, you jump all over it and it sure as shit feels
good. Thing is, these 24-hour production blocks we're so lucky to have with each rising sun are finite and few. You've gotta cram as much
good shit into each one and pile them up til your number is called. The fact of the matter is, the grown ass men of the world that are regularly getting ten hours of sleep per night after the age of 20 are lazy fucks who quite possibly are wasting their lives away (Could you
actually hear the envy in my keystrokes as I typed those words?). Shit, a solid eight hours is often a veritable impossibility. Damn.
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Without sleep, the human machine struggles to keep up the pace. Muscle soreness is heightened, focus suffers, immunity breaks down,
the CNS strains. You're eventually trapped under the weather and wind up dragging your ass for days on end. Workouts are missed and
the progress you so covet stops dead in its tracks. You become a listless, cranky, disagreeable sonofabitch. Forever sick and tired of
being sick and tired. If you value your productivity and quality of life, this is not a zone in which you want to find yourself all too often.
Knowing the inevitability of my lack of sleep going in, I do my best to prepare and make the most of the limited shuteye I do get. Sleep
efficiency is at all times my goal. Like my Pops always said, “Gotta sleep fast.” The simple brilliance in that succinct statement always
makes me smile. If you're only able to get four hours of sleep, it better be the deepest and most restful four hours possible. Where you're
coming up short on quantity, you've gotta make sure the quality is on the money. When you're training balls to the wall, the profundity
of this sleep mandate is all the more etched in stone.
As such, I've long taken steps to improve the quality of my sleep and to augment my ability to recover in less than optimal conditions.
I've often literally visualized the sleep process for bodybuilders as a human period of metamorphosis. A time of regeneration and
renewal, when growth and evolution occur in dramatic fashion. Enveloped in darkness, shut off from the world and growing in seclusion
for whatever period available. A cool and quiet room, maybe some reading or TV to relax and a moment of meditative visualization to
clear my mind of the constant flood of plots, schemes and ambitions that litter my conscious mind. This “down time” is most certainly a
course of action most critical among all living creatures, but even more so for the hard training iron athlete. And this, like the processes and functions of all machines, requires fuel and regular maintenance.
My pre-sleep regimen has changed many times over the years, but the core purpose remains the same. Relax, recover and grow. The
food and supplement choices made during these periods are made specifically with that intent in mind. For relaxation, I'd often have a
cup of tea, many times chamomile or Sleepytime. ZMA has long played a part in my pre-slumber regimen, helping with deeper sleep
and increased hormone output. I'd always incorporate an array of amino acids-Nitro for my EAAs and BCAAs, Universal GH Max for
added arginine and ornithine and usually a healthy dose of glutamine as well. Beyond that I'd take my second dose of Omega for the
day and a protein shake--usually whey mixed in milk or a protein blend containing fast proteins along with a slow digesting source like
casein. All taken within 30 minutes of bedtime, with the intent of creating a makeshift “IV drip” of nutrients trickling through my bloodstream all night long, keeping me anabolic and hastening the growth and recovery processes.
Bolstered by my homemade anabolic cocktail, I would enter my cocoon, only to emerge again just a few hours later. A new man? Not
exactly, but one who has done his homework and pulled out all the stops in maximizing his recovery. Maybe it wasn't ten hours spent
sleeping soundly in a secluded Swedish spa's hyperbaric chamber. But it is the best I can do while still struggling and striving in the real
world. The cool and calm fortress of solitude I seek may exist only nestled in the grey matter between my ears, but I will journey there
when the stresses of life dictate, when the need for recovery is the most extreme, when refuge can only be taken, when new growth
can only occur, in the shuteye of a few well spent hours. The wailing siren of the alarm clock awaits ready to scream. Better sleep fast.
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Get To Sleep

by J-Dawg

In this day and age, we throw as much as we can possibly handle onto our respective life plate, but oftentimes neglect the importance
of downtime and what is necessary for the body to repair from the stresses of everyday life. Here’s a typical routine for most us – we
get up early, stay up late and try tackle a shitload of things in between. Sure this might have us feel like we are being productive individuals but we often neglect to see just how beneficial downtime is to the overall big picture. You can’t continuously go at everything
100mph and expect to continually progress. Ya gotta stop and take time to reflect and grow. And most importantly, allow proper time
for your body to sleep.
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During sleep, this is where recovery and bodily repair from the stresses of life takes place. On the outside, our bodies can appear to
handle much stress, but at what cost to you? Hey, as long as I’m awake and doing work, that’s a good thing, no? Yeah, you’re tired as
shit and you’re still trying to concentrate on that report or other work that’s due but you’re mind is elsewhere. You’re trying to get your
shit done but you just want to get some shut eye. Well what if I told you that you could be much more productive and effective person
by taking the time to let your body heal by getting in a solid night’s of sleep. To understand why sleep is so important for us, let’s first
understand what sleep is and why a lack of sleep isn’t good for short and long term goals.
Let’s look a little deeper. So what exactly is sleep? According to the Merriam-Webster definition, sleep is the natural periodic suspension of consciousness during which the powers of the body are restored. In other words, sleep is a heightened anabolic state, where
the growth and rejuvenation of the immune, nervous, skeletal and muscular systems, amongst other things, takes place. A lack of sleep
sets off a whole chain of negative events in the body that can actually accumulate over time and put the body in a state of turmoil.
When the body is in a constant state of trying to repair itself in the absence of proper sleep, you severely limit your goals and functionality as a human being let alone trying to pack on mass. So sure, you may be putting in the time in the gym, following that great bodybuilding diet and you think you’ve got it all down, but all that hard work can really be impeded and put to a halt as your body tries to repair itself
in absence of sleep. To put things into perspective, here is a list of bodily processes that get shot to hell while being sleep deprived…
And that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Now one or two nights here with a few hours less sleep wont’ be the end of the world, however, if
lack of sleep becomes habitual, this is where you really need to take some action. Sleep deprivation on a routine basis, is where the
above issues really come into play.
• Wound healing is diminished
• Immune system is compromised
• Decreased growth hormone production
• Lower basal metabolic rate (lower metabolism)
• Decreased anabolism
• Increased catabolism
• Working memory is compromised

• Overall cognitive function is decreased
• Fat gain
• Decreased muscle growth
• Insulin resistance
• Ability to metabolize glucose is lessened
• Cortisol levels are higher
• Hypertension

So what do you do about it? There really are no hard and fast rules on exactly how much sleep one needs but keep in mind its importance in the overall big picture for your goals in life. If you wake up feeling tired and your performance is suffering during the day, it’s
time you take a look at your quality of sleep and its role in your life. Where can you improve things? Is it stress? Are you staying up late
watching TV? Wasting time playing video games? Taking too many stimulants during the day? Experiencing hardships in life? Essentially,
ya gotta assess what the reason is why you’re not sleeping well and look introspectively to see what’s messing up your sleep.
Even if the world hurls its problems your way, try to establish a nighttime ritual so that when you do prepare for sleep, all other issues
are put on hold till ya wake up. This may sound very new age and Zen-like but something like meditation prior to bed can be helpful in
getting your body into a restful mode. Ideally, establish a set of habits that you follow consistently to ensure a healthy sleep cycle.
Assess the things that keep you up and eliminate them. If sleep problems persist even after establishing healthy sleep guidelines, you
should seek the help of a professional.
Now how can you tell if you’re getting enough sleep? Regardless of the amount of hours you’re sleeping, if you wake up easily in the
morning and rarely ever need the services of an alarm clock, and if you can make it through the entire day without running out of steam
or feeling drowsy, this is a tell-tale sign that you’re getting some good sleep in. It may take being introspective and looking within to find
out one’s sleep ailments, but if lack of sleep is holding ya back from being a more productive person in and out of the gym, compromising your gains in the gym, affecting your overall approach to life, ya gotta get that shit in check so that you can reach your true potential. Get your quality Z’s in the PM and you set yourself up for success the rest of the day.
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The True Foundation

By Ox

Hey hardcore, let me ask you something. You sure you're doing all that you can to keep the gains keep comin' right? Yeah, I know you're
training balls to the wall, chokin' down meal after meal and filling in the gaps with all the right supps. You tell me you've got it all covered
and my good nature is gonna lead me to believe you. But, let's talk lifestyle. We both know that getting results out of your training has
just as much, if not more, to do with the discipline and focus you apply to your lifestyle as it does the discipline and focus with which
you approach your training. Ultimately it is the life you lead outside of the gym that determines whether those grueling sets put you on
a path to victory or lead you down the road of mediocrity. The choice is yours.
If you're a true student of this game, you've come to acknowledge the fact that nothing works in isolation. Leg extensions don't work
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without squats. Proteins don't work without carbs and fats. Most importantly, all that training you do isn't worth shit without proper rest
and recuperation. If you desire to achieve a physique that is so extraordinary that it appears inhuman, you first have to understand what
it takes to simply be a mortal. To just survive, the bare minimum, you need the following: food, water, sleep and oxygen. If you're reading this right now, you've got those going for you at least.
Before you can even hope to be the biggest and best that you are capable of being, you have got to perfect the three things you can
control, the food, water and the sleep. We all know that good nutrition, plenty of clean water, a healthy supply of oxygen and a good
night's sleep are needed to be an average healthy human being. So then why is it that every bodybuilder I know who is dedicated to
putting his blood, sweat and tears into his training and comes armed with a Tupperware-loaded cooler, a gallon of water and chest full
of supplements is quick to neglect a good night's sleep before he misses a training session, meal or dose of supps? Maybe nobody
else told you, but I don't have a problem being the one to say that your priorities are fucked up.
Listen “bro”, if you can't even peel your ass out of bed in the morning because you either slept like shit or went to bed too damn late and
cut yourself so short on sleep time, you're doing something wrong. You're tired. Your mind and your body are beat. Do you really think
that going to the gym and making the best out of your session will magically negate the fact that you're “functioning” in an inadequate
state? Guess what hardcore, false. If your car was running out of gas would you set out on a road trip and expect to make it to your destination without refueling? Of course you wouldn't. Yet I see guys run to the gym day after day despite getting a less than optimal amount
of quality sleep and they still expect to grow. Stop with the unrealistic expectations… It's fucking stupid and it's not helping you.
Bottom line, you need your sleep. Sleep is absolutely critical. Don't believe it? Take a second and think about the times in your life when
you slept the most-when you were a baby and when you were a teenager. Well, it's no fucking coincidence that the times when your
body required the most sleep were when it was growing. See? So, how many hours did you get last night? Six? Seven? Eight if you're
lucky? If you're waking up tired, it's not enough. Maybe you recognize how crucial a good night's sleep is and you made it your business
to set aside a good eight or nine hours, but you slept like shit. You're wound up and thinking about work, money, your girl. The list goes
on and on. If you're gonna have any shot in hell of tackling all that shit head on when the alarm clock rings, it's gotta be lights out when
your head hits that pillow.
Let's face it, you're willing to torture yourself in the gym, eat a meaningful diet and dump good money on hyped supps that promise to
activate some “anabolic pathway” or another and make you grow an extra head on your calf and shit like that. If you see it for what it
really is, sleep is the ultimate tool for the bodybuilder; it's anabolic in nature. When you sleep, you recover and grow like nothing else.
You burn fat while you sleep. Your entire body and mind undergo a process of rejuvenation. You wake up with your skin tighter, your
muscles fuller, your energy up and your mind ready to go. Yet sleep is the one area that too many lifters just overlook.
Ever notice that something that seems like the end of the world at 10:00 p.m. is nothing more than a mere concern the next morning?
That's because your mind is rested and your head is clear. If you're going to have the mental energy and motivation to dedicate yourself entirely to your goal, sound sleep is a must. If the slew of anabolic hormones that are produced during deep and restful sleep isn't
enough to get you do take it seriously, I don't know what is.
Look, the bottom line is that sleep is crucial in order for you to simply function. Without it, you'd die. Your brain needs it. Your nervous
system needs it. Your endocrine system, your immune system… Shit, every system in your body depends on a restful night's sleep.
Before you even begin to think about your physical aspirations, you need to make sure you're gettin' your zzzzs. If you neglect your
sleep, you limit your recuperation. Once your recuperation is limited, your training becomes meaningless. And if your training is in vain,
then so is the large amount of food and supps you take in. Get it?
Sleep is one of the most basic and fundamental parts of what we do. Fuck that one thing up and everything else is compromised.
Everything. I know you wouldn't attempt to build a champion physique without great nutrition, heavy compound movements, a strong
work ethic and adequate recuperation and because of that, I know you'll regard sleep with the same respect and diligence that I do.
Sleep is the true bodybuilder's foundation.
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First Round Knockout:
Project Z Puts Em Down for the Count
The Animal Alpha Testing Program. The Animal nation—comprised of diehard
fans and iron warriors, gets collectively pumped when they hear those words. A
testing protocol employed when the fellas in Animal R&D develop a new formula that they see as potentially being worthy of the Animal “A” logo affixed upon
the lid. It doesn’t happen often, but when it does, man the brothers in the trenches sure as fuck take notice.
This time out of the box, the boys at Animal were looking to create a new kind of
product. To fill one of the very few gaps in the most comprehensive line in the
game with a specialized formula targeted for the very specific needs of hard
training athletes. While having a clearly delineated purpose and intent, this product could be used to the benefit of athletes on all levels, both rookie or advanced,
those dieting or offseason. A recovery product, yes, but so much more.
At Animal, recovery is not a game. Recovery is a matter of gaining or remaining
the same… Progress versus stagnation. Animal Nitro, your average whey powder
or BCAAs—they’re all recovery products. But general “recovery” as a category
was all too broad and vague. Animal set out to specifically address the recovery
needs of the hardest of trainers living life in the real world, a place where sometimes it is hard to find the time to properly recuperate and recharge the old battery, by honing our focus on that most vital of restorative processes—sleep.
Users lined up from far and wide on the FORVM and from the Bodybuilding.com
community to throw their hat in the ring and address one of the most basic deficiencies of all dedicated athletes struggling to make gains and
function from day to day in the modern world—rest and recovery. Their mission was simple. Train your ass off, eat and supplement as you usually do and add Project Z to the mix. A pack per day, for thirty days, right before bed time. One simple step, one measly pack. The rest? Business
as usual. In all honesty, how much difference could one tiny pack possibly make?
According to the select few that were lucky (and brave) enough to step into the breach and run Project Z up the flagpole, it was a month well
spent. A month of sound sleep, a month of peaceful rest, a month of fresh new growth. You a stat guy? You want the cold, hard, numeric truth?
A staggering 97% of all testers reported better sleep. 83% noticed reduced muscle soreness. 90% observed better overall recovery. That is
data you simply can’t fuck with. The numbers don’t lie.
At Animal, however, we’re about more than crunching figures and beating you in the head with statistics. We know that what matters is what
people say and feel. The real shit. The truth, straight from the horse’s mouth. Fuck how it looks on paper if the brothers in the gym ain’t really
feeling it. Here’s what our FORVM and Bodybuilding.com brethren had to say about Project Z. While the numbers speak volumes, the following feedback may just be all you need to hear.
Regarding Sleep Quality and Depth of Sleep:
Nateakabear05: “Sleep is much deeper than without
Project Z. I have been having dreams nightly. I am usually a pretty light sleeper, but this is helping a lot.”
Squattingtillipuke: “Anyone that has difficulties getting
their sleep, this is definitely something that they need to
check into. It reminded me a lot of Flex, where the benefits weren't noticeable immediately but the longer I was
on it the more I could feel the impact it was making.”
Calcaneous: “Feeling upon awakening—even with 5/6
hours of sleep, i felt like i slept 10 hours!”
Kuclo: “I’ve noticed when a day if I don’t take Project Z
I'll wake up several times to use the rest room or
change my position. When I do take Project Z I am out
cold till I wake up in the morning and my bladder is
ready to explode!”
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Littlefry: “I must say I have thus been very impressed
with Project Z. The rest/deep sleep I have gotten from Z
has been amazing to say the least. As well no soreness
or notice of DOMs the next day especially after working
legs, which was great. “
Big Al: “This product is worth its weight in gold just for
the good night sleep you get. And we just know that a
good night sleep means you’re going to recover faster,
feel better and GROW!”
LittleMan55: “Another major observation... I have been
unable to get close to even 6 hours of sleep the past few
days due to my schedule. In this time I have not felt tired
or drowsy. Project Z is allowing me to maximize what little rest I'm getting.”
Bondons: “The first thing I noticed was I was able to fall

asleep much faster, as well as have a good sleep! I didn't wake up in the middle of the night tossing and turning, and I felt much more rested when I woke up in the
mornings.”
G Diesel: “I felt I slept more “efficiently” on Z. My sleep
was so deep and restful, it made 5 hours feel like a solid
8. I was up and ready to go and train again even when I
was on short sleep.”
Madevilz: “If you have trouble sleeping, get Project Z as
soon as it is available. You will feel less tired during the
day, and will always be ready to hit the gym. Don't underestimate a good night sleep, rest and recovery is the
foundation of a great workout.”
Regarding Recovery and Muscle Soreness:
StateChamps10: “To be honest, I have to tear the walls

down and then some to get sore off this shit... I could go
all day on this shit.”
MaddMike: “In regards to muscle soreness—It seemed
like the recovery aspect of it was consistent all the way
through the can.”
Gymgrrrl: “I've honestly NEVER recovered as quickly as
I have while on this product. I used to gulp down a crapton of Glutamine and BCAA's daily and not even notice
a difference. However, with PROJECT Z I've noticed I can
workout back-to-back days without movement constraints and when I do get sore it subsides in a day
rather than three. Also to be mentioned is the fact that I
did have an injury during testing and it was the FASTEST
healing injury I've ever experienced. I HAVE to believe
PROJECT Z had a hand in that. I was literally shocked at
my recovery rate.”
Rage: “Definitely better sleep and shorter recovery
times. Hammered back on Saturday and I was
already recovered Monday. I'm making this product
one of my staples.”
Little Z: “The results from this ATP seriously have already
sold this product for you. This is recovery that you can
feel. You know once you start taking Project Z, that you
will never look back.”
The House: “All I know is the Z has cut my soreness
down to about half the time as before. I feel like I can
train say arms two days before chest or back and I don’t
have to worry about them still being sore and messing
my workout up.”
Mritter3: “Muscle soreness? 10. So much better than
usual. Normally I would be sore 2 days PWO, on Z after
the first day it was gone.”
EDcellent: “Recovery was much better than if I was not
taking P.Z, you still notice/feel you worked out the next
day, but you're able to move around a lot more without
getting sore/tired. Having this better recovery allowed to
push myself harder and knowing that I’ll be able to feel
better in the morning, or not as bad as without Z (more
so on leg day, haha).”
Wood.arronj: “The day following a lift, I was significantly
more recovered than before, and felt fully recovered
with about 3 days rest vs. prior to Project Z where I
would've needed at least 4 but more like 5 days to
recover fully.”
Skigazzi: “I'd say it knocked practically one day off my
recovery times.”
Bondons: “My muscles recovered much faster on
Project Z. My compound lifts improved during the duration of the product as well. I think mainly due to the
recovery. Also, I was hitting much higher reps than
before. I always love the products that help you in the
gym as well as at home. Should definitely be on any
bodybuilders grocery list of supplements.”

could handle.”
Big Ant: “Z is working good, very good! Again less soreness days after workouts, better recovery, increases
REM sleep at night, and even more energy getting up in
the morning at 5:00am.”
Mritter3: “Endurance was a 10. There was no slowing
me down in the gym... Powered right thru each and
every set... Never felt exhausted.”
EDcellent: “I train for endurance, so this rating is high. As
for a difference before/after taking Project Z, cardio
seems to be the one to benefit from it. Even when I feel
like I’m about to slack on the treadmill, I seem to carry
on and still have good focus. Lactic acid doesn't seem
to be that bad as well when working out.”
Wood.aaronj: “Definitely was able to hit the weights
harder than I otherwise would while running Project
Z...had some of the best workouts I ever have.”

Some More General Feedback:
Little Z: “First off, with this product, you nailed a home
run in my books. I have never been one to praise a product so much. Of course I love the entire Animal line and
recommend it to anyone who asks for suggestions
because I KNOW they will get results, but Project Z blew
my mind.”
Mr. Dead: “All in all, an extremely solid product... I'm
actually going to be sad, when my run of this is over... A
VERY solid product, and one would be crazy not to
make it a staple!!!”
Vinny The Lip: “Here is what I have experienced while
using Z—I sleep way better through the night, and I get
out of bed with a clear mind. I'm not groggy, and if I get
to bed late and not enough rest....it seems it gives me a
sound sleep anyway. My recovery from the gym has
improved a great deal also. Overall, this is a product I will
always have in my arsenal.
Enforcer: “What else can I say but the fact that
Universal/Animal hit another one out of the park. This
product fully works and delivers the results you want.
After the product fully worked its way into my system, it
was game on. I never felt better after training then I did
when using this product. Since I have been off of the
product, my soreness levels have def. increased. I train
hard all the time, and to have such a solid product that
can help with my recovery, I couldnt be happier. This
product delivers results, but as I have said many many
times before, could you expect anything less from such
a great company. Project Z will def. be in my supplement
arsenal from here on out. Hands down, Project Z has my
full on approval.”
StateChamps10: “Definitely a must have, this stuff is
amazing. Not only does it decrease soreness and
recovery time, you're ready to eat everything in sight
when you wake up. The quality of sleep is
excellent....especially if you have a long day coming up.
I also felt "fuller" during my workouts.”

Regarding Endurance and Stamina:
E-Train: “With endurance—was able to break PRs
(example My deadlifts week one 315 X3 turned into
week two 315 X8 and then the 3rd week 315 X8
became 315 X12 easily. ) Was also able to do at least
two more sets than I normally would with weight I

E-Train: “This shit was real, endurance was excellent,
and energy levels were high through the whole time
while being on Z. I got alot of rest considering that I was
following a crazy schedule between the vacation/working/schoolwork. But I managed to do some serious
damage and Z helped me recover faster than ever.
While on Z I also beefed out few more drop sets than I
normally would with no preworkout supp. I think the
energy levels were guaranteed to be boosted throughout. But other than that this is some hardcore shit that
makes the icing on the cake for any serious lifter looking
to speed up that recovery and feel better than ever.”
Nateakabear05: “I have noticed a few cool things about
Project Z that have helped my training and recovery.
First off, better sleep. I am sleeping deeper and when I
have the chance, over longer periods of time. I have also
noticed less muscle soreness from my workouts, even
with plenty of heavy lifting. I have some crazy dreams
when I'm on Project Z also.”

Project Z ATP Summary
To easily condense it all for you we asked the
alpha testers to rate their feedback on a
scale of 1 to 10 with 1 being shit and 10 being
as good as it gets for the following categories: recovery, sleep, falling asleep, depth
of sleep, feeling upon waking up, muscle
soreness, energy when awake, stamina,
endurance and fatigue. When final data
amongst the 40 testers were averaged out
and the dust settled, only the truth remained:
Recovery: 9.0
Overall sleep: 9.7
Falling asleep: 8.6
Depth of sleep: 9.1
Feeling upon waking up: 8.8
Muscle soreness: 8.3
Energy during day: 8.0
Stamina during training: 8.2
Endurance during training: 8.3
Fatigue during training: 8.5
You wanted the truth? You asked for proof?
You got it. You wanted to sleep deeper, rest
better, recover faster? Animal answered
your call and then some. Proven effective in
our trenches—the dusty weight rooms from
sea to shining sea, Project Z delivered for
those chosen few Alpha Testers and promises to do the same for you upon its
impending release. Answering the bell with
a resounding blow, Project Z knocked out
insomnia, fatigue and soreness and put the
Animal alpha testers on their ass. Get
ready to be floored…

Calcaneous: “I love it. I had crazy good sleeps and
amazing dreams. I always woke up feeling very
refreshed and charged to hit the weights. I would recommend this product to anyone. I will def. be picking it
up once it goes on sale.”
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Animal Pak
Amount Per 2 Packs
%DV
Calories
40
Total Carbohydrates
4g
<2%*
Dietary Fiber
2g
8%*
Protein
6g
12%*
Vitamin A (as carotenoids
9900IU 198%
[β-carotene, α-carotene], acetate)
Vitamin C (as ascorbic acid,
1g 1667%
ascorbyl palmitate)
Vitamin D (as cholecalciferol)
680IU 170%
300IU 1000%
Vitamin E (as d-α, d-β, d-γ,
d-∆ tocopherols & tocotrienols)
Thiamin (as mononitrate)
76mg 5067%
Riboflavin
76mg 4471%
Niacin (as niacinamide)
82mg 410%
Vitamin B6
180mg 9000%
(as pyridoxine AKG, pyridoxine HCl)
Folic Acid
400mcg 100%
Vitamin B12
11mcg 185%
(methylcobalamin, cyanocobalamin)
Biotin
300mcg 100%
Pantothenic Acid
76mg 760%
Calcium
2g 200%
Phosphorus
1330mg 133%
Iodine (from kelp)
150mcg 100%
Magnesium (as oxide)
400mg 100%
Zinc (as oxide)
30mg 200%
Selenium (as sodium selenite)
50mcg
71%
Copper (as sulfate)
600mcg
30%
Manganese (as sulfate)
5mg 250%
Chromium (as chloride)
60mcg
50%
Potassium (as sulfate)
200mg
6%
Amino Acid Complex
Alanine
Arginine
Aspartic Acid
Cystine
Glutamic Acid
Glutamine
Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine (BCAA/EAA)
Leucine (BCAA/EAA)
Lysine (EAA)
Methionine (EAA)
Phenylalanine (EAA)
Proline
Serine
Threonine (EAA)
Tryptophan (EAA)
Tyrosine
Valine (BCAA/EAA)
Performance Complex
Uni-Liver™
Carnitine
Choline
Eleuthero (root)
Hawthorne (berry)
Inositol
Milk Thistle
Oriental Ginseng (root)
Para-Aminobenzoic Acid
Pyridoxine α-Ketoglutarate
Antioxidant Complex
Alpha Lipoic Acid (ALA)
Citrus Bioflavonoids
Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10)
Grapeseed Extract
Lutein
Lycopene
Pine Bark Extract
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279mg
1213mg
498mg
110mg
653mg
174mg
180mg
92mg
284mg
509mg
418mg
125mg
192mg
203mg
250mg
283mg
81mg
164mg
289mg

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

4080mg
25mg
250mg
1750mg
250mg
125mg
500mg
250mg
400mg
200mg

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

100mg
1000mg
5mg
50mg
1mg
1mg
200mg

**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Digestive Enzyme Complex
Bromelain
Inulin
Lipase
Pancreatin
Papain
Pepsin

100mg
250mg
10mg
700mg
64mg
64mg

**
**
**
**
**
**

Other Ingredients: Dicalcium phosphate, whey protein concentrate
(milk), glucose polymers, microcrystalline cellulose, arginine aketoglutarate, dessicated Argentine liver (bovine), stearic acid,
magnesium stearate, choline bitartrate, calcium carbonate, silicon
dioxide, d-calcium pantothenate, lecithin (soy), carnitine fumarate,
calcium citrate, alfalfa, rose hips, rice bran, parsley, burdock. Made
in a GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.

Animal Cuts
Amount Per Pack
%DV
Thermogenic Complex
750mg
Caffeine Anhydrous*, Kola Nut*, Guarana*, Yerba
Mate*, Raspberry Ketones*, Coleus Forskohlii*,
Evodiamine*
Metabolic Complex
750mg
Green Tea Extract (98% polyphenols/45% EGCG)*,
Oolong Tea Extract (50% polyphenols)*, Black
Tea Extract (60% polyphenols)*, Coffee Bean
Extract (50% polyphenols)*, White Tea Extract
(90% polyphenols)*
Thyroid Complex
350mg
L-Tyrosine*, Olive Leaf Extract (15% oleuropein)*,
Salvia Officinalis*
Diuretic Complex
800mg
Dandelion Root (taraxol, taraxerol)*, Uva Ursi Leaf
(arbutin, methyl-arbutin)*, Hydrangea Root*, Buchu
Leaf*, Juniper Berry Fruit*, Celery Seed*
Nootropic Complex
500mg
DMAE (dimethylaminoethanol)*, Bacopa Monniera
(bacopasides A & B)*, b-Phenylethylamine (b-PEA)*,
Xanthinol Nicotinate*, Huperzine A*
Cortisol Inhibiting Complex
300mg
Ashwangandha Extract (1.5% withanolides)*,
Rhodiola Rosea (rosavins)*, SerinAid®*, Magnolia
Bark Extract*
CCK Boosting Complex
300mg
Cha-de-bugre*, Hoodia Gordonii*, Jojoba Seed
Extract (simmondsin)*
Bioavailability Complex
500mg
Ginger Root (gingerols, shogaols)*, Cayenne*,
Grapefruit (6,7-Dihydroxybergamottin)*, Quercetin*,
Naringin (citrus)*, Bioperine®*
Other Ingredients: Gelatin, dicalcium phosphate, microcrystalline
cellulose, magnesium stearate, stearic acid, titanium dioxide, FD&C
blue #1, FD&C red #40, FD&C yellow #6, FD&C red #3, FD&C
yellow #5. Made in a GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.

Animal Omega

**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

Other Ingredients: Gelatin, glycerin, purified water, maltodextrin,
dicalcium phosphate, l-carnitine fumarate, silicon dioxide, magnesium
stearate, cholorphyll, caramel color. This product contains fish. Made
in a GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.

Animal Flex
Amount Per Pack
Calories
9
Calories From Fat
9
Total Fat
1g
Vitamin C (as ascorbic acid)
100mg
Vitamin E (as d-alpha tocopherol)
100IU
Zinc (as zinc oxide)
15mg
Selenium (as sodium selenite)
70mcg
Manganese (as manganese sulfate)
1mg
Joint Construction Complex
3000mg
Glucosamine (as HCl, sulfate 2KCl)
Methylsulfonylmethane (MSM)
Chondroitin Sulfate A (CSA)
Chondroitin Sulfate C (CSC)
Joint Lubrication Complex
1000mg
Flaxseed Oil (50% alpha linolenic acid)
Cetyl Myristoleate Proprietary Blend
(cetyl myristoleate**, cetyl myristate**, cetyl
palmitate**, cetyl laurate**, cetyl palmitoleate**,
cetyl oleate**)
Hyaluronic Acid
Joint Support Complex
1000mg
Ginger Root (gingerols, shogaols)
Turmeric (curcumin)
Boswellia (boswellic acid)
Quercetin
Bromelain

%DV
<2%*
167%
333%
100%
100%
50%
**
**
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
**

Other Ingredients: Dicalcium phosphate, maltodextrin, gelatin, stearic
acid, magnesium stearate, purified water, microcrystalline cellulose,
glycerine, lactose (milk), silicon dioxide, caramel coloring. Contains
shellfish. Made in a GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.
Cetyl Myristoleate is patented by EHP Products (U.S. Patent
#5,569,676).

Animal M•Stak

Amount Per Pack
Calories
60
Calories From Fat
60
Total Fat
7g
Saturated Fat
1g
Polyunsaturated Fat
2.75g
Cholesterol
5mg
Vitamin A (as retinyl palmitate)
2664IU
Vitamin D (as cholecalciferol)
200IU
10IU
Vitamin E (as d-alpha tocopherol)

11%*
5%*
**
2%*
53%
50%
33%

Omega 3 Fatty Acid (n-3 FA) Complex 4000mg
Flaxseed Oil
Salmon Oil
Cod Liver Oil

**
**
**

supplement facts

Herring Oil
Anchovy Oil
Mackerel Oil
Sardine Oil
Omega 6 Fatty Acid (n-6 FA) Complex 2500mg
Borage Oil
Safflower Oil
Evening Primrose Oil
Sesamin
Omega Absorption Complex
200mg
Lecithin (soy)
L-Carnitine
Lipase Enzyme

%DV

Amount Per Pack
Natural Flavone/Sterone Complex
750mg
ß-Ecdysterone
5-Methyl-7-Methoxyisoflavone
Ajuga Turkestanica Extract (turkesterone)
ß-Sitosterol
Anti-Catabolic Amino Complex
3000mg
L-Leucine
L-Isoleucine
L-Valine
L-Taurine
Acetyl-L-Carnitine (ALC)
Leucine Ethyl Ester HCl

%DV
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Anabolic Adaptogen Complex
Muira Puama
Kudzu (isoflavones)
Safed Musli
Rhodiola Rosea (rosavins)
Insulin Potentiating Complex
Fenugreek (4-Hydroxyisoleucine)
Banaba Leaf Extract (corosolic acid)
Cinnulin PF™
Na-R-Alpha Lipoic Acid (Na-R-ALA)
M Factor Complex
Ginger Root (gingerols, shogaols)
Grapefruit (6,7-Dihydroxybergamottin)
Bioperine®
Energy Complex
Methylxanthine Complex (caffeine,
theobromine, theophylline)
Evodiamine

1000mg
*
*
*
*
500mg
*
*
*
*
500mg
*
*
*
500mg
*
*

Other Ingredients: Whey (milk), dicalcium phosphate, microcrystalline
cellulose, Methylxanthine Complex (caffeine anhydrous, kola nut
powder and guarana seed powder), gelatin, stearic acid, cyanotis
vaga extract, magnesium stearate, magnesium silicate, titanium
dioxide, FD&C Blue #1, Red #40. Made in a GMP facility that uses
milk, soy, egg, peanuts.
Bioperine® is Piper nigrum extract standardized for a minimum of
95% piperine alkaloids and is a registered trademark of the
Sabinsa Corporation (U.S. Patents #5,536,506, #5,744,161,
#5,972,382). CinnulinPF™ is a registered trademark of Integrity
Nutraceuticals International.

Animal Nitro
Vitamin B6 (pyridoxine HCl)
Niacin (as niacinamide)

Amount Per 2 Packs
500mcg
10mg

Human Muscle Protein Complex™
Leucine
Lysine
Arginine
Valine
Isoleucine
Histidine
Threonine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Pro BCAA Complex
Leucine
Isoleucine
Valine

%DV
25%
50%

4995mg
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
3500mg
1690mg
1815mg

*
*
*

Other Ingredients: Gelatin, dicalcium phosphate, microcrystalline
cellulose, magnesium stearate, stearic acid, titanium dioxide,
FD&C Red #40, FD&C Blue #1. Made in a GMP facility that uses
milk, soy, egg, peanuts.

Animal Pump
Vitamin C (as ascorbic acid)
Selenium (as sodium selenate)

Amount Per Pack
60mg
100mcg

Foundational Creatine Matrix
3000mg
Magnesium Creatine Chelate (MCC)
Tricreatine Matrix (TCM) (creatine gluconate,
creatine orotate, creatine AKG)
Creatine Monohydrate
Creatine Ethyl Ester (CEE)
NO Blast Complex
2000mg
Arginine Alpha-Ketoglutarate (Arginine-AKG)
Ornithine Alpha-Ketoglurate (Ornithine-AKG)
Citrulline Malate
L-Carnosine

%DV
100%
143%
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

L-Norvaline
Energy Rush Complex
500mg
Methylxanthine Complex
(caffeine, theobromine, theophylline)
Evodiamine
Vinpocetine
Antioxidant Complex
700mg
Grapeseed Extract (standardized for 95% OPC)
N-Acetyl Cysteine (NAC)
Green Tea Extract (standardized for 45% EGCG)
Na-R-Alpha Lipoic Acid (Na-R-ALA)
Pump Transport Complex
1000mg
Taurine
Ginger Root (gingerols, shogaols)
Cinnulin PF™
Fenugreek Extract (20% 4-Hydroxyisoleucine)
Bioperine® (piper nigrum extract standardized
for a minimum of 95% piperine alkaloids)

*
Longjack Extract Complex is a proprietary blend of Eurycoma
Longifolia, including patented LJ100™ standardized for 28%
bioactive glycopeptide compounds and 40% glycosaponins.
Calcium D-Glucarate is protected under U.S. Patents #4845123,
#5364644, #5561160.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Animal Test

*
*
*
*
*

Other Ingredients: Dicalcium phosphate, gelatin, Methylxanthine
Complex (caffeine anhydrous, kola nut powder and guarana seed
powder), microcrystalline cellulose, maltodextrin, stearic acid,
magnesium stearate, cinnamon root extract, titanium dioxide,
evodiae root extract, fenugreek extract, vinca minor L. extract,
FD&C yellow #5 & #6, FD&C red #40, FD&C blue #1. Made in a
GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.
Creatine MagnaPower (Magnesium Creatine Chelate) is a registered
trademark of Albion Laboratories, Inc., and is covered by U.S. Patent
6,114,379 and patents pending. Bioperine® is a registered
trademark of the Sabinsa Corporation (U.S. Patents #5,536,506,
#5,744,161, #5,972,382). Cinnulin PF™ is a registered trademark of
Integrity Nutraceuticals International. Antioxidant Complex includes
ascorbic acid and sodium selenate in the 700 milligrams.

Amount Per Pack
Pro-Androgen Complex
2500mg
Urtica Dioica (3,4-Divanillyl Tetrahydrofuran)
Cissus Quadrangularis (ketosterone)
Polygonum Cuspidatum
(trans-3,5,4'-trihydroxystilbene (trans resveratrol))
Agaricus Bisporus (polysaccharides)
3’,5,7-Trihydroxy-4’-Methoxyflavone (hesperetin)
Yohimbe Bark Extract
Hypertrophic Response Complex
1500mg
Arachidonic Acid
(40% in a proprietary fatty acid/oil blend)
Grapefruit (6’,7’-Dihydroxybergamottin)
Bioperine®

%DV
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Other Ingredients: Palmitic acid, steric acid, linoleic acid, g-linoleic
acid, dihomo-g-linoleic acid, myristic acid, arachidic acid, behenic
acid, lignoceric acid, gelatin, glycerine, water, caramel color,
carob, titanium dioxide, stearic acid, magnesium stearate, FD&C
Blue #1 and FD&C Red #40. Made in a GMP facility that uses milk,
soy, egg, peanuts.
Arachidonic Acid is licensed under U.S. Patent #6,841,573.
Bioperine® is Piper Nigrum extract standardized for a minimum of
95% piperine alkaloids and is a registered trademark of the Sabinsa
Corporation (U.S. Patents #5,536,506, #5,744,161, #5,972,382).

Animal Stak
Amount Per Pack
Vitamin C (as ascorbic acid)
100mg
Vitamin B6 (as pyridoxine HCl)
10.5mg
Magnesium (as oxide)
450mg
Zinc (as oxide)
30mg
Chromium (as picolinate and chloride)
100mcg

Animal PM

%DV
166%
525%
113%
200%
83%

Natural Test Complex
1000mg
Tribulus Extract Complex
(standardized for protodioscin & steroidal saponins)
Longjack Extract Complex
Avena Sativa Extract
(standardized for avenacosides A & B)
Growth Hormone Secretagogues
300mg
Mucuna Pruriens Extract (standardized for 15% L-dopa)
Alpha Glycerylphosphorylcholine
Vasodilator Complex
750mg
Arginine Alpha-Ketoglutarate (AKG)
Arginine HCl
Aromatase Inhibitors
200mg
Calcium D-Glucarate
Diindolylmethane (DIM)
DHT Blockers
475mg
β-Sitosterol
Saw Palmetto Extract
Quercetin
Cortisol Inhibitor Complex
300mg
Acetyl L-Carnitine
Phosphatidylserine
Liver Detoxifiers
250mg
Milk Thistle Extract
Lysophosphatidylcholine

Amount Per Pack
Vitamin B6 (as pyridoxine HCl)
10.5mg
Magnesium (as oxide)
450mg
Zinc (as oxide)
30mg
GH Boosting Complex
3000mg
Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA)
Arginine Alpha-Ketoglutarate (AKG)
Ornithine HCl
L-Tryptophan
Alpha Glycerylphosphorylcholine (GPC)
Immune & Recovery Complex
2500mg
Animal Nitro™ EAA Blend
(Leucine, Valine, Isoleucine, Lysine,
Arginine, Histidine, Threonine,
Methionine, Phenylalanine)
L-Glutamine
Immunolin®
Humanofort™
Sleep & Relaxation Complex
1250mg
Valerian Root Powder
Chamomile Root Powder
Mucuna Pruriens (standardized for 15% L-dopa)
Hops (Humulus Lupulus)
L-Theanine

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

%DV
525%
113%
200%
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Other Ingredients: Dicalcium phosphate, maltodextrin, microcrystalline
cellulose, gelatin, stearic acid, silicon dioxide, magnesium stearate,
titanium dioxide, FD&C blue #1, lecithin (soy), FD&C red #3, egg.Made
in a GMP facility that uses milk, soy, egg, peanuts.

*
*

Other Ingredients: Whey (milk), dicalcium phosphate, gelatin
(capsule), microcrystalline cellulose, stearic acid, magnesium
stearate, silicon dioxide, lecithin (soy), titanium dioxide, FD&C
Red #40, FD&C Blue #1. Made in a GMP facility that uses milk,
soy, egg, peanuts.

Humanofort™ is a proprietary embryonic peptide matrix
yielding naturally occurring IGF-1, IGF-2, FGF (Fibroblast
Growth Factors), NGF (Nerve Growth Factors), EGF (Epidermal
Growth Factors), CTGF (Connective Tissue Growth Factor).
Immunolin® is a specialized immunoglobulin concentrate from
bovine serum providing IgG1, IgG2, IgM and IgA factors.
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animalpak.com/store

Shirts, tanks, hats, skullies, sweats, DVDs, and more…

The Shop at www.animalpak.com

For chapters in your area check forum.animalpak.com

Follow The Breach.

contact info
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For More Information
For more information about Animal products or anything else related to Animalpak.com, be sure to give us a holler. You can get in
touch with us below:

Universal East

3 Terminal Road
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
800.872.0101

web: www.animalpak.com
forvm: forum.animalpak.com
email: info@animalpak.com
phone: 800.872.0101

Universal Central

9216 Trinity Drive
Lake In The Hills, IL 60102
888.458.5383
Universal West

3441 Gato Court
Riverside, CA 92507
800.845.8884
Universal South

1461 SW 32nd Ave
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
800.327.5229
Universal Europe

Plaza 24C
4782 Sk Moerdijk
The Netherlands
+31168.381784

Special thanks to the following hardcore gyms (and hardcore gyms everywhere): Bev
Francis’ Gold’s Gym (Syosset, NY), Greg Long’s Gym (Feasterville, PA), 5th Ave. Gym
(Brooklyn, NY), Frenchie’s Gym (Brooklyn, NY), Westside Gym (Washington Heights,
NY), Diamond Gym (Maplewood, NJ), Skiba’s Barbell Club (Carteret, NJ), and Strong &
Shapely Gym (Rutherford, NJ), Body World Fitness (Philadelphia, PA), Brigantine Fitness
Center (Brigantine, NJ), Apollon Gym (Edison, NJ), Total Fitness (Wilmington, DE).
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$9.95

animalpak.com

